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PRE F I. C E

The 39th Matscience Conference on 'Particle Inter-

. actions and Astrophysics' is one of the series of conferences.

that Matscience organises e~ery year. This particular

conference was devoted to the field of High Energy Physics

182 and Nuclear and Astrophysics. Matscience has contributed

170

to the generalization of the well-Jmown Gell-Mann-Nishijima

191 relation. The new quantum nUmber '6harm1 was introduced by

Professor G1ashowat the 1964 International High Energy

Physics Conference in Dubna, Bussta, Since then many new

quantum numbers have been introduced and there has been an

214
active discussion about these arrnng the leading physicists.

Thi s Matscience Conference focussed the attention on these and

other new developments in High Bnergy Physics.

_About 38 delegates allover India p arct ctp ated in the

deliberations of the conference. We are particularly grateful

to Professor K.Dietz from the Univdrsity of Bonn, West Germany

and Professor C.J •Eliezer from La Trobe University, Australia

who delivered lectures in the conference.
I

i
This conference has been organised with the

assistance of Professor T.S.Santhanam' and Dr.R.Parthsaarathy.

I wish to thank Mr.N.S.Sampath for his usual enthusiasm to

bring out the report in the present form.

Alladi RamakrLshnan
DIRECTOR
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EDITORIALNOTE

The past dec~de has witnessed tremendous developments

in the field of High Energy Physics. Grant Unified

theories deal wi th energy scales of the order of 1Q15GeV•

Besides predicting the instability of proton, these have

forced us to Look for non-terrestrial experiments. It is

believed that in" the first tiny time after the Big-Bang

which created the universe, energy scales of this order

has existed. This has naturally .Led to the congress of

the cosmologists, gravi tation theoriests and particle

Physicsts 'l;vOO have. to share their wi~jom and expertise.

The Th1rtynineth Matscience Conference on 'Particle

Interactions and •.lstropbysics 1 which was held in Hysore

during February 4-8, 1981 has brought to the focus some

of these re cerrs developments.

T. S. SANTHANAM



Participants of the Matscience Conference on Particle Interactions and

Astrophysics held at Mysore (Feb. 1981).
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.•• lWIDOM POTEN~.UL RfR04CH TO THE NON-RELATIVISTIC AND
RELJ•.TIVISTIC N-PARTIGLE PROBLEM

K. DIETZ
UNIVERSITAT BONN, Physikalisches Insti tut

11. GERN~Y

-ABSTRACT:
An extension of Siegert r s functional integral representa-.

tion for the grand canonical partition function of a system
with two-particle interactions is derived. It serves as the
starting point for a perturbation expansion around stationary
points. The latter are given by ~he Hartree equations. The
procedure is extended to systems which allow for particle-hole
pair production and to relativistic systems. 11 perturbative
expansion for the energy levels of multiparticle states is
obtained which allows, contrary to n Hamiltonian methods 11 ,

a straightforward application of standard regularisation and
renormalization procedures •.

t
l

\

1. INTRODUCTIO,N:
Representations for the partition function of quantum

mechanical systems with two-particle interactions as functional
integrals have been shownl) to be efficient tools in the
treatment of many body problems. We should like to present an
application of these ideas to the problem of computing energy
levels of non-relativistic and relativistic N-body states. ~..
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~o.~.~g~n..~th we rederive Si~~~F~!~;.r~pres~n~at~on2)
and emphasize that it is su.fficient to introduce space-dependent
gaussian random variables which, howeve r, do not depend
expliCitly on the inverse temperature (imaginary time).
Siegert1s representation then has a transparent physical
interpretation: the grand canonical partition function of a .

,quantum mechanical system of particles with two-body inter-
actions \-/( '1i J.-') is given as the gaussian average with

.-:;.,-; i )'

v'"""'"\ ( '"'\))\..kernel ~.._'-, ' of the partition function of an ideal
quantum gas in which the gausian random variable acts as· an
external field. Determination of the stationary phases, leads
to Hartree solutions around which a perturbation theory is.
developed. It is important to note that it is the Hartree
approximation which appears as the zeroth order of a systematic
perturbation theory, the exch~lge terms in the Hartree-Fock
equation are obtained in higher orders in a less systematic
fashion.

We then extend our considerations to systems in which
particle-hole excitations occur and the particle number is no
longer conserved. Instead of recurring to !Iold-fashioned I I

perturbation theory which, as we point out in some detail,
treats particle- and hole-lines in an unsymmetric way we
introduce quadratic equations of motion and propagators with
Feynman boundary conditions. Employing once more the stationary
phase approach we again derive Hartree equations and a Feynman-
like perturbation theory around solutions of the latter.
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The resultj~g pert~bation series offers besides the benefit of
much simpler combinatorics, the possibility to apply the usual
regularisation and renormalisation schemes. This is of
particular importance if we carryover this method to relativistic
systems. Having prepared the particle-hole theory in the
manner just described the change to the relativistic theory
is essentially kinematic. The feasibility of straightforward
renormallsation is a great advantage over so-called Hamiltonian
methods3) for the description of N-particle relativistic
bound-states •

The extraction of energy spectra, finally, proceeds along
the lines4) established in the lite~ature.

..,
2. SYSTEMS WITHOUT PARTICLE-HOLE· ~CITATIONS\

In this section we should like to derive a representation
for the gs...ier-at Lng functional )f a quantum mecharrl ca.LN-particle
system with two-particle interactions. We then point out that
the stationary point of this representation is determined by
Hartree equations and sketch a perturbation theory around
solutions of the latter.

Wherever it is convenient we shall freely use either
a real or a purely imaginary time variable VI..: ":::. 4, '\' ') and
start with the generating f'unct.LonaL for Green's or

C 2.1)
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the complex time ~ is to b~ identified with the inverse
temperature, U is the chemical potential, Q the volume of our
system (taken to be infinitely large), the operator D is the
non-relativistic kinetic energy plus, eventually, an external
potential

( 2.3)

,
~:

The first step is to transform ~L1;JbY using th~· well-kno'WIl
and often used1) identity'

-e-~\ ~, ~cl3::{.~J?J(..' ~ (:,c,T')"(-)(-sCi
) 17L)t~/) Y)

_ ( \e>/1,~-J,J:i.". ( J,3::J...' 4' (;C) v- \( ~C-)1!)cp (3''-.')_
- ) J) c\' -e:~ ) (. 10/-. --'I _) 1

~)ol .)l ~ ()l) \) '" (}ldJ< 2.4)

Taking ? -:::..\LV \cl- and inserting into (201) we immediately

Ob;l'K J =- \ 1)q> et>/"),. \ ,;.:J .x,~J,'J:x!4> (:lL) \Hcl\1')4' (5lt) ..
( (o\tt~ [lV1'-{~)I-~+J.A-~4>(j.)}tt'+~x\f+Y;x'd'J
}:\) \..V ~

=~'DC:P£~("l,~~C\'V-\~ 2:",C~J
(2.5)
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This equation has a clear physi~al interpretatlon: the
" ..., '-1

generating functional ,C~l.6 J rfor a quantum-mechanical
system with two-particle interactions \I is given by the
gaussian average with kernelY --\ of the generating
functional 2:c'i>C~lfor a system of particles with:, mutual

interactions moving in an external potential 4> C')L)

We obviously have ., •
:c:q,( i]::::(cW: ~~ )"1.'e-~,}'tJ'-)0~11"::Li "'C:1L) ~ l :;-(.;5.!)6 (~~~

with

••
thepower~' holds for fermions and bosons respectively.
Tl1is is SiecsertT s 2) representation with the important diffe-
rence, however, that the gaussian variable CP (-::1...) in the

~Jidentity (2,,4) is taken to be'\-independent (which we are
perfectly allowed to do as can be seen from equ. (2.4), any

-dependence would be dummy). This has significant
consequences when we compute and interpret the determinant

-in eq~ (206). To do that we first have to specify boundary
for the Cauchy kernel q 0 We write (which we obviously

6~
could not~)o were~ ''( -dependent)

14' (,x/~\~)1.1"(')'=: .' _. \,' .p

.z:il~ (---Z)-' if-}i;. (.~)( I) -ej~~v-C f-)( (-t I):tty-,'e (-1'...\,i)~2. 1)
.....: \.,: ". ~" ,. . , ~ .
'--:: y \. . '1\_' .

Yi~

L
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and

(2.8)

To proceed, let us define the following operator product.
~riting in matrix notation. .

~4'(1)1' )1')'1!)::'(~4>l\11' 1)~-sE1

we multiply
. ~ \

(~
l\'\) /, .-r )\::O/~' - (q (~/o)q~-.,l,(\SiO)q \f->JY.0V...:2.9~

. \. ~ 0 T)L)l - a~ j oq .1«> h) ")C'I. ~.. . .~)

Then, as is easi1y calcuJ.ated employing this definition,
the op ert;tor s

c: -~ (.:.-::,)" 1\\-\-~) .~ \ - \
cf~-'~~o J 04> =- ~~(\ +J~4> I . ( 2.10)

I.
i.
I

i
L
I

·i

;r-,.~,J

are again Green's functions parame tr-t sec by J g
c: (1'Y & ~(' ty 1\ -- .e l~) l::t) *'~.(1! ) ~.-{C(~-i:' fA. )1(~:-eCr-1") hdd()\ ) J\. \ J '-~'~\ \,.... ". ,\. J
where .J, - \ .' .

'\\ y\. -------~-R_ \ :::;..--.---::--:------:-.;-(;-, ---;.x..) 1 J \ -,

Y\.n \ --1 '3-e - \;;;; 't.- v\ /' ' l/\)"'; . )

The determinant in equ. (206) is then computed. We arrive
t 1) 2) r--.J i) )

a .. (;0"3 __(' ~~'(\ ( \~) 0..,- Q - -\ .z....;..... LL 0<\1
cle.t~~ ::.'€. \ YL 1"- 6<\'= Q 'c.'" \ "'-

( 2.12)
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Inserting (2.11) and calculating the traces, we get

c.ti'(ot:::.. e'" 7;: %- (I- '1, t-\,,- -\ ') e-r· (<Vk-,R '1

Hence, choosing

and

( 2.13)

The Green's function ~ _ is obtained, using (2.13) and

) , Cl'
(2.11 as . . 1\
A ') _ £ HJ, ct) lV~ c1I) /J-(Co;;fA.) (1- ry J(a (J\. 1Jl - 'f'-% l--¥-? " "'C.- \\0

<t 1< '. '{RR\I?-J!:J)-{1\"1'-i'hC2•15l

where Y\.-tz l\S'tJ)iS the usual Fermi occupation number

(y\ 1//l~-3' )} ;-:::.-Vlt.z ( \6 I~) I of course).
,-r<.. ~ -().ffVV' b~.

The value of the fUnctional "6 C-S..J at 'd =0 , with

the choice (2.13), is then identified with the grand partition

function of a Fermi (Bose) gas with two-particle interaction

(J:::'2:e\)7/~1-\j (O~s the r~normalised fugacityl»

~.(j y\~ SL')· =- (DI"h ,ef/q.. \\crV -lcp~j~4> J
L--. ») ,} -r < 2.16)

I

I

L
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2= ideal is the partition function of an ideal Fermi (Bose)
gas in an external field CPC:=t;) ,its functional dependence
obviously results from the functional dependence of the
eigen-values <t:.. 'It in equ, (2.; 8) •

This representation is a starting point to derive a
perturbation expansion for the grand canonical partition
function by choosing as the zeroth approximation the stationary
point of the functional integral (2.16) and perturbing around
it. The stationary point is given by ( ,

. o0k
40(1) =s. V\ K l\0') -:s ) h-.Q.""'~)J"'-;£' V (Y-) -1) b;(:1 I)

'1z 5o').e.. ~2.17)
From equ~ ~2.8) we have

. y" (.1-

%~tt) \~:-\ ~k~)\) (2.18)

~2.19)
which is simply the Hartree equation for a Bose (Fermi) - dis-
tributed quantum mechar~cal many particle system.

Fluctuations are determined perturbatively: the
functional integration in (2.16) yields a perturbation series
with propagator and vertices given by (to simplify matters

II.··.:

:1

l-
i
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we consider the gr-ound state \> ->~) t..-rl
• (~-\S\J ·..1(~~·0l/)- 5!. YlJ ..JB/1\b ~ (,~.~;\
• r L' -'. -f,( '{"- Dd)(~..)l)D4'()-p

( 2. a))

propagator

Vertices : v .r-"~2-'(11<-l(f}j).i~~- l ~ _"
L. . t~ ~ct>l":L~.._~~.b4>(~l't)J~ ----)'r :

b'(-'0.,e. ~-.
The functional derivatives· bcP(-:;t",):-:--':' (\ct'L)l:~....) are
simply given by Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory.

The point to be made here is that it is the Hartree
approximation which leaves the functional integral represen-
tationof the partition function -2..lJ) ~ i SL') stationary
and serves as a starting point for a systematic approxima-
tion. The exchange potential in the Hartree-Fock equation

...appears in higher orders in an., however, unsystematic way_
Energy levels can now be extracted4) by either construc-

ting N"';bodyGreen t s functions from equs , (2.5) and (2.14) or·,
using thermodynamiC concepts for sufficiently large N, by
computing mean energies for different configurations and
subtracting them appropriately. We leave the details and
turn to the interesting case of theories with particle-hole
interac;tions where particle number' is not conserved.

3. SYBT,EMS:·1(ITH PARTICLE-HOLE EXCITA.TIONS:

We are now going to generalize our considerations to
L



systems allowing for particle-hole pair production in which,
obviously, the particle nwnber is not conserved. To this
end we introduce two field variables A(:)L) and \z)(jJ wh.i ch ,
according to the particle-hole interpretation, should carry
opposite charges. That is, vrerequire the Lagrangian to be
invariant under the global gauge transformations

A, _ J (")~tc).../\r. *:::. t-\\3 ---7 -e- .It c~ \~ ( 3.1)

Interaction terms are, therefore, real monomials in
..-- ~.

~ ==;~~ b )
/ (3.2)

we simply postulate the usual guadratic interaction. lI-lith
these provisions we write the generating functional

'2:-[iA) '6\>J :::: \'Dt>-\I>\S-et~J~~~~,*(;.6~~-~F~~~~
• /)\ S G"f (1(61C- '5) ,-\" f'-) ~ r:> ~ \{ in: f\ 'll!><1\ ~ '0 c\:> ~ ,~:7,) I
... -1;:""'/ h -c:,... c -> --"I) \ ~ L (f) \ ~e ~tl, \ a,t \ (F'::(. ~ G~2:J..!\ 0y oJ\i-\j l Y... )';,l . ( 3 ~3)

where the operators bc. andD t4. determine the particle
. \ \ )and hole spectra when the potential ~ vanishes. In many

cases (for example, if we wish to treat particle-hole
excitations near band edges) we have, however,

(3.4)
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To make the following tir ea tmerri more transpare.lt we will assume
this equality. The chemical potential {..L takes care of the
systemts total charge, it is introduced as a Lagrange para-
meter for the constraint of fixed charge Q

Q -:=. ~ Ji~t (\"t\ - \3 1< 13}
For the following discussion it is important to observe

that then particles and holes can be accommodated in the field
"\J( defined in equ, (3.2) by identifying its posi tive and

negati~e frequency parts respectively with themo That means
r .•

that we have to choose the source variables OA and 11e,
such that

where we left out an irrelevant factoro The free propagator
of the field

f- ( \. -r ~\ "" ~
ca- 0 :::"1, {"O k-D-),- - 'l at; - D-\- ~3~8)

propagates particles and holes as positive and negative fre-
quency parts in opposite time directions, that is we have
Feynman boundary conditionso
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To illustrate the advantages of the representation (3.~

we first proceed with the representation (3.3) and tir-ansf'orm

it by the now familiar trick.' Employing equ, (2.4) we arrive

at ,,' (3 A,*' ( !\'0t~:D-/J.-t 4'') A-t bi(C\;Qt.
:2 r,,'k ,~-'\ "_ /-:J" \' •.•.•Y·,(~,tD \,<..p 1\ ) I" " - 1>-;~,u...-+4'ya}
£::...·UA \ ') I~-' ,",\-.J., L.; -- ' ,

) '-..J \~ _ _ - " ..j;: ,,,-

, r, ,,' v k )« 'Q*~D'O\5>
{:. fl \ 'i ,~\.:;;' t:t) -t-A. \2>$ \- 'Ii"A~ '-t 'OA ~ 'k 'D\~,D (3 9)
"-' ", VI\ •

where

The graphs yielded by the -functional A - and £ -integrations

have an obvious structure: the vertices A.*<3>~~ and f., 0~
cor-respond to particle-hole creation and annihilation and

q"! -chains are generated. The 1\ - .and G - propagators

fA t : <, '. t ')-\'('A=- (. ft 0t- D- /"'}-\-4; ,
q , , - L II\.. rt') '\-\o \3 == ( 1\ c.t - ,j) \ -!-\-~ )

(3.11)

are cP -dependent so that, finally the ~ -integration creates

complicated networks of these chains.

Subsummations of these graphs can be performed by
i\ ' - '

explici tly performing the ~ - and \6 - integrations. We

obtain bearing in mind equ, (3. 6) '~"~[i ~:::.<:~tj:. ( ~·ot: +]A - j)-\- <p) ckt!..( ro k, -.D of q)1!FfA-,
, ' +"h q ,..~;'\

, , '-t' 0 (,::Ybj

-e.~)i~{~~.-t \ ftOK -1>--fA- ~~ ~4>O~~):"~}i)
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The striking feature of this expression is that, contrary
to equ. (3.8), positive and negative frequencies appear in a
rather asymmetrical manner. The two parts are explicitly
given bye" 1)--~)\-\\,:1 -=.. t6y\\~Y'- ,'_' .

~G 6 l7\'-)L') -z; (-10K -j)-t-fl-'r~ 'rl '0U-j':) .
.~....;..~4' l\) (~i....)\.\11' (-)1/) o;~(cr> .: j-l) ( t: ..-;t~)0 (ie-A::')
- v..::(\1)\ \..) ,y,,~.'-. '-....- . ,,,'(3.13)

andl~"6t-D-;lA --t<\?--t cf (3~4'Y'b ~)l-)l'). I

'-=' - 7\., .rf.- l"'v~ C)i.•..\ ~ ~ ( f~)e-t\, (f,:;Y\ k II\.) (K.--K ) e (tt--t~
'\ ....• \,. ) "\, .... ) .
y,- .\ . y'-

(3.14)

with

(:o-~)~,-l"L) ~
.•....

:::t:"'.~ C~)
It is easy to see that the energy dependent potential in this
equation simply yields, Upon iteration, an n old-fashioned It

perturbation series for particle-hole interactions. The
Cp -average then induces very complicated graphical patterns
of Jf time-ordered ~ old-fashioned graphs vIith various combina-
torial monstrosities. To perform renormalisations in this
approach which are frequently necessary is hopelessly
complicated if not virtually impossible.

To remedy these shortCOmings, namely to arrange old-
fashioned graphs into Feynman gr.aphs5) which then can be
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renormalised in the usual waY, let us turn back to the represen-

tation (3.7). which we write as '"\ 'l- .•..~ .

~Ul ::0-< \ j) cy e;\{u('''( -l ~U~;-~)'-T ~ -\-cP)\.\'+~IV+~;Jj

( 3.16)

or, explicitly > •.••• )<{t-' -:::,

~ [~J::::;.~1:T'1- 9J-"'l ~ ; )-I-e."')d a-'"'~> :=.'~(:t:~C/61>
(3.17)

., f'-\(<J<\, J1S the Feyrunanpropagator in the presence of the

potential cf> C')-)
I' --- f ' - \ ~~.)- ~\ }.~)) -=- -1 1- 0 -e-/:) .-\-J) + cp
<, ~<i]) (3.18)

Our next step is to compute the partition function~ COJ
using again the method of stationary phases. In order to do

this we first have to consider J: in somedetail. lfriting

its inverse asf remember D was a pO,siti ve operator)

(~;t=b,.. (( "'ok;-)A-yl-~fr+h])~J'1l>) ,~
\}~,))' ~d-+'

. .. (3.19)

we define eigen functions ~'{\

(S~ -'J>1- 1- fu cf \foil> ) ~'h. ct) ::.C)

Since ~ cF ~~j) is real hermitian, the '-Vh.
chosen orthonormal

~ci~~ ~.~ (j.-) 0,(Vi\.~)l) :::: '6", Y'f\-

can be

(3.2],)
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A
It is now convenient to define a space of funcGions\""'V spanned

by the basis 1. Q"n~ \\/-:.\{\'\r and provided with a metric
. \ll·D ' '\"-

\TT,.v-"".~I ~ C,· ,/1) \,...,'
(I .:)(./)\'".=. ,Y1J>:l.- C' l)'" --,~ \j.1.,Y.)C (3.22)

The unit operator in this space obviously has the representa-

tion .i::: (I -1.-.y: ) _\_,--
i'J. :'LXi -- ~fi5-,L

6 '-., ~C["D~F'
=- Z ~J C-j'.) 't'~(11) (3.23)n. ,-y,,- ,

f·
The Gre;n 1s function ?~ is n0x. (\ iJC.. ,

c;. '\ r,)' l. /t · '~)v /..-/) =- ~ III (.)l) ~\A lJL ')o '1' \. t )".] 1\., 'i')'\.. n. . ~

)
Yt ~.,; I) 't 1.f

(

,~tcP,' d.. f. ,~"E_( k>',t. .' . t, 11"(01t..-}1'- \.. -A .•.", - -e ----,_Yl-k-e
-dO Ci-rr .~*#)'1._.-~f-,&~- ,{~ CJ..Coh (3.24)

and propagators frequencies £t:-p...in the posi ti ve, frequencies

- <t,-1<.- Ail in the negative time direction~ the second term
I' - tc: F \-1

in the br-acke t s corresponds to solutions of \6'r.t I tf.::: 0
and is included to get the correct bO'undaryconditions.

Continuing now to purely imaginary times and proceeding

the same "laYas in the preceding section we obtain, taking

posi tive ~ (forward time) '} f:or2:.4)\~oJ the partition

function for particles distributed with occupation numbers

n.~(( '?")~at negative ~ , however, the partition function

for holes distributed with occupation numbers Y\tz l-\5) J€~p¥)
If ~ is negative, - ~ is to be translated into the inverse
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temperature. (Lt goes without saying that in performing

these calculations the definition (2.9) has to be implemented

with the metric (3.2m.) It is interesting to note that

following blindly the procedure outlined in equs, (2.9) -( 2.12)

we automati cally leave out a contribution corresponding to

particles and holes running, speaking in terms of graphs,

in a closed loop without external legs and which represents

a tr:~'1:al infinite contribution to the free energy of the

vauum,

The stationary point of the functional integral

is then given as (compare with equ. (2.17)

¢.l~)=-~ ~.c Y\-Rl\$)3)\Gii'J<- \j"3.:i!\J[::,j\'t'h'V{stl)f
\j ." ..i.. 1'./-k. ~+)\JYn:~) . ~3. 26)

.wheJ;e the\{k C-:;. ') are solutions of (3. 2D), the

factor tl <1./k)- 'takes c~re of the modified d~nsi ty of states

resulting from the metric (3.22). The Hartree equations

follow after inserting Q>oC)()into equ, (3.3); it is

1mporyantto note that the Hartree potential is determined

by only the occupied particle and/or hole states. The

latter are connected with the chemical potential U which

in turn is the Lagrange parameter to be adapted such that

the total charge of the system is fL (see equ. (3.5).
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Quantum fluctuations are computed perturbatively:
..-..,. . 'l..-

inverse propagator: \/ ..\( l()'~j)+( S, ~ lJ..)"~)). . c: \. .oq-o

(3.27)

) \l\ ~3

where we continued to purely imaginary time, nk\particle
and Y\td hole give the distribution of occupied states which
are generalJad by our Hartree e411ations and, in the case of
fermions, are to be left out in the Feynman propagators
The case of Bosons is more complicated because of the pheno-
menon of Bose-Einstein condensation and will not be discussed
.here in any·a.etail.

N-body energy eigenvalues cnn now be extrccted in the
.same manner as described in the preceding section.
4. ARE RE,LATIVISTIC CASE.'

The procedure we have been describing is quite straight-
forwardly extended t.o the case of relativistic particles.
The essential point is that the operators D in equ, (3.3)
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are no longer single valued

( 4.1)

and, hence, particles and antiparticles (holes) hnve to be
introduced to describe the theory. For bosons, furthermore,
because of the canonical dimension (Hass) of the fields A.

we have to introduce corresponding dimensional
factors which we choose in the :o~10~ng way., We write Cl
~(~i -,,1 =- CD~\De-et 5{f\ IDe 'I.JA:-:D')$Df\-t~':J

f\) I:> -' e{ ~t~1M- G"'\4- -'r 1,.,r;~~~A t dr.,\~',,+~;e}
whi ch, under the condi tion (3.6), i s immediate 1y seen to be (It-'2)
the generating functional for the 4>'t -theory. Apart from
evident alterations the formalism developed on the foregoing
pages applies. Fermions require the introduction of half-
integer spin degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, spinless
fermionic fields can serve as paradigmatic entities and, these
fields having canonical dimension (Mass)~/6J.., , the functionals
(3.3) and (3.7) can be formally taken to translate the out-
lined formalism and physicnl interpretation into the relat.ivis-
tic case.

We are thus in the position to define relativistic N-body
(bound) states by specifying occupation numbers and to compute
their energy spectrum in a relativistically invarinnt manner
as a perturbation theory around relativistic Hartree solutions.
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This approach has the decisive advantage over other
attempts3) using n Hamiltonian methods 11 that the resulting
perturbation expansion can be regularized and renormalized
applying well-known methods: the large momentum behaviour of

,~~ is, assuming well-behaved Hartree potentials ¢o ,
(5 (-\-'D

that of a free particle propagator and power counting argu-
ments hold in the standard way_

Further exemplification should be given by treating
concrete examples like the question of bound states in quantum
electrodynamics. For this problem we refer'to a forthcoming
puhl.Lcatrl.on,

50 OONGLUSIONS:
••••• I

Representations as given in equs .•(2.5), (2.6), (2.14),

( 2.16), (3.11), and (3. 25) constitute the starting point of
what we sh Qld like to call th random potenti~l approach.
The essential observation is that systems of particles \nth
two-body interactions are represented as gaussian averages
on systems with no mutual interaction moving in an external
field which serves as the random variable. The stationary
configuration is the Hartree potential.. The stationary phase
approximation~ however, raises an interesting question which
we avoided by introducing an external potential in equ. (2.3):
the question of translation invarianceo To resolve it,
collective coordinates have to be introduced using methods well
de sera bed in the literature. 6)
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Many particle (bound~ states in theories with particle-
hole creation and annihilation like relativistic theories are
characterized by a conserved quantum number as the charge

~ in equo (3.5). Treated in a grand canonical ensemble
the chemical potential f..L appears. 'The energy levels of an
n N-bodyti system, i.e. a state of particles in a sector with
prescribed Q. (obviously N and ({ are very nearly
proportional in the weak coupling limit), can be extracted,
practically, in tl1JOways. Firstly, we consider the Green! s
function in the Q -sector and determine poles the positions
of which are, of course, given to zeroth order as sum of
Hartree energy levels. Higher order .appear straightforwardly
in. the perturbation series proposed. Secondly, using thermo •..
dynamic concepts, energy levels can be oQtained by subtracting
mean ener gies in appropriately- chosen conf'Lguratd cns;

An important po.l.rrt of our deliberations was that the
perturbation series for e.go the energy levels can be renorma-
lized in the traditional manner'. The question of renormali-
zation was completely unresolved in the so called Hamiltonian
approacnes3) where one tries to extract an N-particle Schro-
dinger equation from the relativistic Hamiltonian- and to
perturb around its solutions. Since this N-particle Schrodinger
equation ,dll have to be solved approximately anyway and,
moreover, for example for atoms, by using the Hartree - or
Hartree-Fock approximations, we propose to extract only the
Hartree equations as the ZeDoth order and to buy renormaliza-
bility for that.

!
t

I
!
f
I
r
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i
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THE EQUIVALENCE PRIYCIPLE A}TD QUANTUM MECHANICS

C.J.Eliezer
MATSCIENCE, The Institutepf.Mathematical SCiences, HADRAS~600

+*+.+ .... , .
1. Introiuction:

lNhen Einstern formulated hi s relati vity theory of
grantation, one of his main starting points '."asthe principle
of equivalence. The contents of this principle may be seen in
classical mechanics which uses t~e concept of an inertial frame
An inertial frame is one in which the equations of motion may
be written in the standard simple Ne1.rtonianform. If we know
one inertial. frame any other which moves uniformly relative to; ;"
it is also an inertial frame. If a non-inertial frame is used,

that equation. It may be stated in different ways. One

such as a rotating fraMe, equations of motion may be still
written but they will n0t be in the simple standard form but
wi 11 corrtr in extra terms whicr for conveni ence of memory are
described by names - such as coriolis forces and cent!)ifugal
forces .. A frame which accelerates uniformly with respect
to an inertial frame is non-inertial. Accordingly the
equations of motion in that frame will contain additional

I
I
I;··:,

terms. The principle of equivalence will help one to mite

is to state t~at the equation of motion of a free particle
of mass m in an accelerating frame, the acceleration being
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pIe
n in
frame.
may
now
e to
used,

ut
re
al

r,

: -~. "

! ~ ~" r" ,- ,....•\.~' r"" ,.-'. "c-.

~.

: ~ ,...•.,,.- •• ~ '> . -+ .e=

a .'is the same as the equation of motion in an inertial
"," ...~.:_. r _..' :..:,'.,' J; • l i~ . ::".:'; •••••• ~ !' c';.( ", .. ;" .~.r i

frame''of the' particle acted on by a for~e F' , where F =
....t. "';;\'i~~' ":~~w,l ",' ~,' ,t 'or· .f .", 'or, . - ",

mais calledther~versed eff~ctive force.
t rt~'.C;'r(':t r·~:-t_rr~ _:~..t (Lt'l J )'f~: -.:(r, l' t) -v "l't~~ rt
2. Non-relativitee quantum tnechanics

f1l; T O!;~:'i')" ,-'-·"'~!-~rt·:~·~t~;.P:t·t~:::·" .. -\
It would

,'. \~{ ;'-' ,.

be of interest to see if this pri,n~ip~e
.• ';'~" ••.- ...,..• ;-,.. ",,' ~ - •.., ...••~ .. ~...,)i' '-.i:~(~

has any interesting analogue in quantum mechanics. Some
aspects of this were discussed briebly in a recent note

" r..• " r . _J • -1 i", ~ ',', ".,. ". ;- > .-;-

(Eliezer and~teach, 1977).
,

Considering the problem in one dimension, if S is

( .

with respect to S with acceleration a, the transformation
• f

I.

from S to S tis
-', ,-

Ix

.,-..+ ,',
l't = ,t+

-I: ~ ,',
.': ;'1'.:.

In c LassLcaI. mechanics; a free particle has eauation of motion
t-- t..,:__."";," r .r.,». _", 'f'~:.~, '."?.-' - .~!.~:.t~..;-:-:f,... •• '::"1'·('" .• ;-~ <: ..;-/~·~"""'f·~f \._...•. f,";\·":

x· == w~ich become s in the ~rame Sf,:,
.• J,\ ' ,t r ...._j

o

a ::: 0
1" r:.. ' .or -;.

-~, .- ' .. : --'.' ,
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(.•.' ....•~.).. I
.. ~,J ~ - ,-. . . j . I\,-fl ~ , -= - ~. . /L. - YV\,.. o....)l.. tV

.'" ~., <.i\ , •." -..... ')l.
(j'\..o ...t.'" 0·· .

which is the Schrorlinger equation fora particle moving in a
uniform fie11, and states the nuanturn analogue of the equi-
va~ence princiDle.

The equations m~y be extended to the case when
the partiele is acterl uocn by a force ,.,hi.chis sueh that
the free bet'·reenbo-ii.e s denerrt s on the s epar-atlon of the
bodies and m~y be derived from a ~otenti~l function. Further
Snk.....~·e may verify that t'1e transformation equations for proba-
bility density and current f0llows the analogous classical
rela tions.
3. Transformation in Special Relati vi ty

1'Jeask now whe ther- t1-)esec ons Lder-at.Lons may be
extended to special rel~tivity. The property of uniform
acceleration has to be ex oressed precisely, which we do
in: thefollo1,Ting ·way: in every 'momentary rest .rr-ame the
accele'rf:ltlonthree-vectorhas tlJe·sal11econstant value;
that Ls , ~hen' (\Jf= (~,O,O,O), a;':'= (O,g:l'g2' g3 )
where gl ' .g~, g.3 arecorstants,
from thei~nertial'frame: S·,(t;, y1 fX2 "

" ~ x' 1 ,,'0-
x
3lera ting frame S (t x '

The transfo~matiQP
it-

• t 3 ') +-. th' t .'x .. 1:10' t$1 e acce-
) may then be shown

to hav-e the form

;'.
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\A.. ,~"" fA
- 11 -r " -+- :::l~.>__':'-,
~fV\. :: ..::!:::--~_ ,

u

where .G C = 1 + 2 c x + accounts

of this t.r ansf'orma t Ion may be found at various p Lacs s in t'1e

literature, as f'or example, in Mariwala and Vasudevan (1969).

It has been met wi th as the special c ont'crma I transformation.

This transformation, t')gp.tl1er 1..;ith dilatation and the Poincare

transformations form, the conformal grou? (e.g. Pulton, Rohr-

lich and M:l'~tlt~rr('1.1$2-)).

1'Je consider what the equatton of a f'r-arie particle
rf-XM. ' 0

in f'rame S ,namely ./ -:::cA-yq,.-

where i 'is the proper tune; becomes in the frame S, and

obtain a.ftersome lengthy calculation that JA.'1,.- »; •• -p.. , -,M. r :
cl ')~ :::: -~- ')l, - ~ SC. ~ -t- CiJ.. c.. ,

c\.·-y 7- a: '~ C '/"V ' 0'~. '-....L-
where;y is the proper tune in ,the frame -S-, and~,'-;::;''C

._ I ..--. -, "I..--L..) \ _(]\"( \JO
~ ,c( ~ (\ - ~ ,C' Jl~C.:)L -;::.Cf • \ ,¥\)./ ~ ~ CIA.- 0t-

is const srent wtth the equivalence pr I ncLnl,e, while the

r~maining terms arise from'thE' effects of s!Jecial relativity

'and the" change of scale reDresen.t~d by tl1e factor '.J"(P"
"4. Klein Gordon equation

1'!e cons Her the Klein' Gortion eoua tton in f'rame
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00 11where g =1, g
lIDv

g

38
g = and other terms of= =

-S The resul-vanish, and transform it to the frame

ting E?Cl~ tion i~, found to, b~_) '"HJ ", "i- I u _ (1if 4-, '0 ~.+ ~G (C.:r:. c I~' )l~ ~ ¥ ,-4--y¥\ ,'1"-- .

"'Je can identify from. the mLd-i Le terms that the free particle

in frame S cor r esponds in frame -8 to a particle moving under

certain forces.

il
ii
"

I
I,!
t

I
II ,'"
·1

II

It is interesting also to ohserve that if 1>1e make

the SUbstitution
~ ~ () 4' (>-f\"-i>'-"'""\Nl -;:"-,0" yY\~

the wave en,uation in frame S bec OI'1esthen

..•..-_.
Since the rest mass ,(yt. varies with the conformal trans-

formation, it has been usual to conclude that the equations

for finite rest mass are not conformally invariant while

the equations for zero rest mass systems are. Hm>leverthe

point of view has also been ex~ressed that all these equa-

tions shoul.d he taken as t nvar t ant in a wider sense wi.thdue

recogni tion t+ia t rest mes s 'varies with the ccnr orma'l trans-

formation ~Nhich is eouf.va Lerrt vto a ehange of scale at each

point ( ego ~arut and Hangen (197~))
Some aspecte of the way in w~ich the Dirac

for particles of spinW~transforms unrier the conformal group;

have been consi.dered by many authors, but it would seem to
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of interest to see the preci se way in whtch the orinciple of

equivalence operates, '-'7ith this equation. Prof. T.S. Santhanam

and I have been looking at this ~uestion an1 ho~e to give a

report in a later paper.
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UNIFORMACCELERATION , *IN SPECIALRELATIVITY

K!,H.Mariwalla 9 and R.Vasudevan
MATSCIENCE,The Institute of Mathematical Sciences, M.tillRAS-600 020

+*+*+*+

ABSTRACT

Starting with intuitive notions, equat Lbn of motion for

uniform acceleration in special relatiyity is set up and its

-comp Ie te solution is given -'in different forms to elucidate its

physical meani.ng, It is shown that space-like confozma.l, trans-
formations are t rans rormata.cogto and between uniiornily accelerated

frames. Other transformations to uniform velocity and uniform

acceleration frames are dis cussed: in relation to the significance.
. . ' .. t

of Lorentz and conformal transformations !~Oint inadequacy of the
. . f\.:. .

former'to des cri be the phYSical situation. In the appendix, I-

more pedagogically oriented dascussLon is presented.

* .Paper presented by Professor R.Vasudevan
Proceedings of the Conference on 'Particle Interactions and Ast.i'O-
physics 1, Mysore, 4-8, February 1981, Matscience Report 107.
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Intro duction

The simplest type of notion in special relativity that
one can study apart from the motion with uniform velocity is
the uniformly accelerated motion. The study of various aspects
of the uniformly accelerated motion in special relativity has
been scattered over the literaturel,2,3). Herein we want to
give a systematic study of this pro blem in its various ramifica-
tions, and show that one can dr aw important physically signifi-
cant conclusions.

We" first set up a covariant qifferential equation describ-
ing uniformly accelerated motion starting from an intuitive
definition of uniform acceleration. This equation is solved to
obtain the trajectory in a covariant form. We further go on to
show that the equation of the trajectory leads to conformal4)
transformation as the ones connecting accelerated frames among
themselves and with intertial frames. This establishes the group
character of these transformations.

We then extiibit other transformations for uniform velOCity
and uniform acceleration which do not form groups. Significffilce
of these transformations is discussed in terms of idealised
experiments in gravitational fields.
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Section II

Condition for Uniform Acceleration

In special relatibity the three posi tion coor df.na'tesand
the 9Oordinate-time t may be considered as fQ~ctions of the
proper time S, so that the trajectory of a particle can be fully

described in terms of this parameter S. _ds2 = ~ dx~ = dx2 - dt2

(~= 1,2,3,0) is then an invariant and ~ = ~/ds , a~ = d2~/ds2
are four-vectors of velocity, acceleration etc.

Let a particle be uniformly accelerated and assume that
the proper time parameter along the trajectory is given. It is
useful to note at this point that since the velocity of the
particle throughout the motion is less than the velocity of light
c (here put equal to 1) ,one can always introduce a Lorentz
frame in which the velocity of the particle is momentarily zero •
The time as shown in this Lorentz frame is called. the proper time
and the frame itself is called the momentary rest frame of the
particle. We now define the motion of an object in special re-
lativity as uniformly accelerated motion if the following condition
is satisfied: Acceleration three-vector in every momentary rest
frame haS the same constant value i.e. when ~ has components (0,1)

= •, (1)

where the subscript R denotes a momentary rest frame and g is
a constant vector characterising the motion. We shall put this
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condition in a covariant form. First we note that ~ is a
time-like vector (Vf..L V = -1) whereasJ.L aJ.L is a space-like
vector so that

if' aJ.L = O.

From (~ it follows that for uniform acceleration

( 2)

af..L 2 constant > O.a = g =J.L

The co "::-lCl.iti OJ)
( 3) getsDifferentiat1ng one

(3)

vf..£ (dfs - a2 Vf..L) :: r GJ.L = o.

The condition (3) for uniform acceleration implies that

(4)

(5)

From (2), (4) and (5), we conclude that daf..L/ ds mus t be of the

form dafi'/ds = a2 r + a space-like vector normal to af..L. But
since the motion is rectilinear dafi'/ds cannot have a component
normal to ~. It follows that for uniform acceleration we
must have

d2 vf..L

ds2 -
authors4) one should start with equation (5)

(6)

A.ccording to some
as the defining equation for uniform acceleration, instead of
trying to justify it by derivation of the foregoing type. By



It:, bolic motion. Equation (10) may also be obtained by integration

i of (6). The solution of (6) is
I"
i

,:,t

, .~

differentiating (6) repeatedl;, we find that

d2n+1V~ 2n ~
and 2n+-I =:: a a.dS

(7)

t I
",

RonoQ i1' we expMd the coordinates X~(s) of the position of

the particle at time s about So in some frame R,

r(s)
(8)

On using (7) and rearranging, we get

A}ALS) ==- X ~ SD) -rei 15"'Y)~ Cd {S~So)J V D'r'

-T-0:2 COS~ Ld (S-So) J (l~.
( 9)

Equation (9) can be re"l1f£itten as

(10)

and is th0 equation of a hype::-bola. On account of this uniform

acceleration in special relativity is also referred to as hyper-

~ =:: ~ exp( as)' + ~~ exp(-as),
(11)

,
Where ~,~~ are constants of integration. Integration of

(llJ gives

)( 1'-_ 0:1 l0\Jl el<.? L"-S) - (61'es:'f L- (}..S)J -+ C}L, (12)
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whereas if we differentiate (11) we get

(13)

so that
X p.=- -X i'lD - Q- 2. o"D + 0.- 20.1-1 .J (14)

where the constants of integration C~ have been determined as
~ CfA- ~ X~ - cfL Q~o •

LO)

rm
er-
.ion

I
;

r

(12)

Finally we obtain (10) as before on Squaring (14). Before ending
this section, we note that the constants ~,~~ may be easily
determined as

(15)

We have in this section set up the conditions for uniform acce-
leration and obtained the trajectory for the motion •

Section UI
Conformal Transformations •

(fY\Q-

We shall now show how oae obtain from the .eq~ation
/"--

(10) of hyperbolic trajectory the form of the coordinate transfor-
mation connecting an inertial frame with a uniformly accelerated
frame. First leut us introduce
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the equation (10) takes the form J.2y.2,+ J..y, which may be
rewritten as

P\ t>' ldr -+ d z, f\~) =- o )

and is equivalent to the set of equations
~I fJ-_ ,\, (I\i'd) [ ~I'+~;L I\f!J J ",l'd I r' ==- c) ) (17)

\
I

where ~ is some scalar function of A~,~. This set clearly
defines a coordinate transformation. On squaring (1~ we get
y12 = y'2 }.2 (1 + 2 A..y + J..2 y~ so that for the 'inverse trans-

formation, we get
~.>. I\~

J (1.8)
\' ) p/' C \ +2 ~' d -1::- ~ 2. d 2-

to
a transformation inverse!( 17) .1 f we requireThus (:E.9)defines

that the direct and the inverse transformations have the same form,

we get
A-'(,l\)d) _ \+2 A'~ + ~:L~2--:::.\(-!-\)dl)

The Direct and inverse transformations 'are

/p_ dP' -\-'6::lAtA

~ - \ H 1\.~"'t \1"Z~ 2-

~I ~ _ d I L 'r\ fA

\-.:t A.. ~' + A2.d'"2. (19)

If we denote the yl~ in the first of ((19) by yt~, and by

y1~ when ~ in (19) is replaced byB~, then the combination
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of the successive transformations give

- s :,:'
• '. ~~I

...•. .....( " ~~.~. .' .. " ' .
',:', . ! " :

.....

(20)

Thus the combination of two transformation is of the same form
and the order of their occurrence is irrelevant. We conclude that
the transformations (19) form a four parameter (.Al, .£.2,.£3, .4;
abelian group just like the translation group. In fact geometri-
caJ.J.ythese transformati ons are representable in the f.orm-...o.:tthe
following operations taken in order

(inversi!h$ x (translation by AP; x (inversion)

where by inversion we mean the mapping .j1 ~ yI.L I .;.y')..,
which maps the hypersphere ~YA = +1 into itself. These
transformations are a subgroup of the Ispecial conformal group'
which consists of the 1.0 parameter poincare group, the 4 para-
meter group defined by (19) and 1IDiform dilatations defined by

If..L -? yiJd d > 0 (21)Y , .
It It is clear that the transformations (19) are more general

'1' I

than acceleration transformations. In order that these are the
acceleration transformations, one must put suitable restrictions.
Firstly, according to equation (15) 2 d f..L is the acceleration
four-vector in a momentary rest frame at yf..L = O. It ~ollows
that Af..L is apace-like . n

(~6 ;> 0). Also by (l~ one must have
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A~ yt = 0, the physical meaning of this is that yt~ = xt~ _ xt~
~ 0

is a time-like vector like dxlI-L / ds
~ \:.t. I~ /1 ;t . t- X I t' =- X { ofJ

--2 p\ = c XeS oJ-

and

( 22)

The physical domain of validi ty of the transformation is J...-l> 0
,/

because as :t.-1--7 0 velocity of the particle, approaches that
of light. For one-dimensional motion (along z-axt s) t we note that
the condition :t.••l~ 0 is equivalent to z + t ~ o.

i I.

i
i
1

.1
i

JI, ,0,
t

Se'ction IV. O••ther t acceleration l transformations;

We now ask whether there exist transformations other than
j
t'.,.
i

:l
I

the ones discussed above that carry a point at rest in one frame
to a' point moving with uniform acceleration in another frame. The
answer to this question is in the affirmative. There is no contra-
diction in this, for as.we shall see latter, the transformations
of this section coincide with acceleration transformations of the
last section locally but have otherwise different physical si
significance.

From Section II, the invariant ds:2..for the Minkowski
space is given by

dZ2 , (23)= -
Consider the transformations( 5)

g(X - X 0) =

g( T - To ) =

Cosh g (t - to) - 1,

Sinh g(t - tp ) , (24)

l/i; .
':i •.,.", ,

I' .
_-.',,""---------_. __ .,._._-------- .------------------------~

• i,"
I
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(23) is transformed to the form
Under these ~

dS2 = x2 :At2 _ g-2 dX2 _ d:l
I'.\otice. .Now :/: rrom equat Lon (24) that

(25)

1 2eX - x + g- )o (26)

which is an equation of hyperbolic motion. It has the following
interpretation. A point .~ = constant in the frame defined by
the metric (25) will appear to be uniformly accelerated with
acceleration g/~ when viewed from the inertial frame
related to it by (24). However' it is clear that different points
?C- = constant will appear to h~ve'different accelerations g/~.

Thus the transformation actually defines an 'acceleration field1•

4S a consequence the inverse 'transformation is not of the s~~e ty~e.

type. Equation (26) to gether with
X X -1. - go (27)

defines the inverse tranxformation and is obviously quite different
in form from (24). These transformations clearly do not form a
group. One can further verify that these transformations do not
leave unchanged the defining equation for uniform acceleration,
i. e. ,.equation (6). lie conclude that these are not true acce-
leration transformations.
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This situation is not surprising, because ~en for velocity
transformations those which carry a point at rest in one frame

into "'point moving with uniform velocity in another frame -

there exist transformations other than Lorentz transformation, which

behave like transformations (24). Consider the transformationi
i j

i

I
I
I

u(T - TJ = r Cosh u (x - xc) - 1,
(28)

u(x - xo) = '{; Sinh u (x '- xo) ,
Z = z, Y = Y, 'U = constant

The Minkowski form (23) is now transformed to

(29)'; It.' =
From (28) we see that

(30)x = X +o

which is the equation of a straight line for x = constant.

Thu3 a point ~x= cons tant in the frame defined by (29)

appears to move with a uniform velocity tanh u(x-xo) as observed

from the Minkowski frame ~~ connected to it by the transforma-

tion ': 28). FCbrdifferent points x= constant one obtains differ-

net velocities so that 0'(28) -defines a 'velocity field!. The

j
i,
;.

!:,

I'

\k-u: - inverse transformations are defirn d by (30) and
Iii!'
lit (T - To + U-l) 2 - r x - Xo)2 = U-2 '{;2, (31)
!i1

1i,..III:lilt, which are quite different from the set ( 28). From the physical
111:',
lill:'i!il point of view one may intepret the quadratic forms (25) and (29)lr as arising from SOIOO gravitational fields. These fields are

i:~,d only apparent as they can be transformed away by coordinate
nw'
I!: transformations.Iii!

~,: ,

J!i;i' ;

'?,
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It is interesting to consider the signficance of these,
transformations in this context. The metric (25) represents a
static (time independent) gravita.tional field G( g). The equa-
tions (26) and (2~ transforms it to a freely falling frame, Lg
given by equation (23). Hence a point IC = cpnstant, supported
in G(~ will appear to be in uniform acceleration g/~ as
observed from Lg• But a point at rest in Lg appears to an
observer in G( g) to be in some arbitrary motion, in gem ral,
different from uniform acceleration. One can obtain the trajec-
tory for the freely falling particle by solving the equation of

..5

the geod~ic, which in the case of the IIlBttic (25) reduces to the
two equations

(32)o.

~hese may be solved to yield
, bs« d = ag tanh (gt + 0() , (33)

where a,b,d and ~ are constants of integration. Elimination of
s yields the equation of the trajectory as

Q~
(34);r: = rb 5ech (gt + c<)

If we set 0( = - gt and
31)

0

<A~ ~ech ¥Cx-xJ 2 - 1 1]:x:= (35)
1 c:
:1) l _1)'2- C-\:-to)2 d~~~-?{Dl-d -
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then we obtain the trajectory of the freely falling particle
2

(x - Xo) + g-l) -2
g (36)==

Similarly equation (2~ can be considered to represent
a gran t.atzional. field G(u) • The equation (30) and (31) will
transform it to a freely falling frame L. By equation (30)u
a point x == constant in G(.u) will appear to move with uniform
velocity tan h u(x - xo) in LU. In this case the trajectory
of the freely falling particle is given by

1
a u
r"bT'

\}

Sec h (ux + 0(1) ;

so that if we choose
1

a u
v-b1

We get uniform velocity for the freely falling particle~
is clear that the gravitational field in this case is time
dependent.

't( t) Sec h (kt) •

But it

i·'
I

In the above we have seen that for the case of uniform
velocity and uniform acceleration of a point there can be two
types of transformations, namely the non-orthogonal ones and those
of the conformal type (Lorentz transformation is a particular case
of conformal tra.nsformations with the conformal factor }..== 1
and a == 0). In the non-orthogonal case the back transformations
are arbitrary and in general are of different form from the direct
transformations. These transformations therefore do not form a
group. On the other hand transformations of the conformal type
a group. It is amusing to note that part from these two simple
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of uniform velocity and uniform acceleration all other
tyPes of motion can only be represented by transformations of
non-orthogonal type.

Discussion"

We have cocurssedin the above sections, the nature of
the trajectory of a particle under }illiformacceleration in
special relativity and 'how conformad transformations function
relating frames in lIDiformly accelerated mota ons , In the last
chapter we have brought out the difference between conformal and
Lorentz transformations on the one hand and the corresponding non-
orthogonal transformations on the other. These reveal the pre-
ferred role of frames moving with uniform velocity and lIDiform
acceleration.

The importance of conformal transformations arises whe n one
tries to answer the question whether lIDiformly accelerated charges
r'~ate.~ It has been shown by Cunninghand and Batman6) that the
free field Maxwell's equations remain unchanged under conformal
transformations. We can (Hill) .obtain the fields of a charge in

case uniform acceleration from the coulomb field of the charge at rest
chose

.ons

.rect
a

)e form'
Le

by performing conformal transformationso Hence one can argue that
charge in hyperboliC motion does not emit radiation because if it
did it will not be a colulomb field. But this will not apply if
the charge were in hyperbolic motion only, for a finite period of
time. In this case the third deriVative of position does not vanish
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and the charge radiates. If we consider the Dirac equation of
a point charge we find that the radiation reaction is a 4-~ector
called Abraham four vector which is given by GI-L in section (2).
Equation (3) points out that th:i.sis zero for hyperbolic motion
i. e. for charges moving 'S"ith uniform acceleration.

l:"i .

This also ties up wi th the satisfactory answe r to the
question whether a point at rest in a uniform gravitational field
radiates. The room for the doubt itself is engendered when one
tries to ask the question what happens when a freely falling
observer in a g~avitational field observes the charge at rest? ts
(Supported in the gravitational field). Does he observe the radia-

·thetion fro~cnarge which being at rest does not emit radiation in
the first place ? It is intuitively cl.e ar that the motion of
an observer cannot cause an external observed object to loose
energy. f 0 we feel that the freely falling Jbserver should not

.;.. see the particle at rest to radiate., From section 4, we have
seen that the particle at rest wIll be seen by the freely falling
frame as having unf.I'oim acce Ler a..tion on.l.y, Hence, the freely fall":·~
ing observer will not se8 the charge at rest in the gravitational
field defined by (25) to rada.at e,

The above conc.Lus.i.ons var e consistent wIth Pauli 1 s view
that a charge in hyperbolic motion does not radiate. It is perti-
nent to note that thesiS discussions are intimately connected -v.d.th
Einstein IS eIevator thought experiments, on equivalence principle.

Also we saw in the last section that only Lorentz transfor~
mations and conformal transformations of the ~~iform~accelerated
motion have inverse transformations which are r'e cf.pr-o cal, to the for
war-d ones. This feature also throws light on the irreversible natur

i
li
:-: of the loss of radiation from a charge in non-uniform acceleration. ~

: fi:I', ;

;

;,'.
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APfENDIX ON A PED/·~GOGIC TREATMENT+

Brehme~ has pointed out that it would be easy to derive
the equation of the trajectory for hyPerbolic motion using the
properties of four vectors. In this note we give three alter-
native derivations of successively greater sophistication. Each
of the derivations is straightforward and permits physical inter-
preta~ion at'every stage.

We denote by ~ ~he time in an instantaneous rest frame
of the particle or as Brehme calls it'the momentary rest frame.
If v is the coordinate velocity of the particle with respect
to some frame b then the time interval dt is related to the

d~ ~ dt (1-v~/c2e-l/2 •
---- J ,

invariant proper time int~rval d~ by

GT in suitably chosen units where velocity of light equals unity
we have

(1)

By uniform acceleration in special relativity we mean that
in all momentary rest frames the acceleration 3-vector has the
same constant value g. This ,means that the equation of motion
assumes the Newtonian form in the momentary rest frame of the
particle; i. e. ,

x-- 1
= '2 g (~_t 2 •

o '
(2)- x~o

+Taken from Matscience preprint 4/1969 of 18.3.1969. Thismain
text, preceeding the appendix follows Matscience preprint 10/1969
of 8.7.1969. '
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where we have assumed that at ~ :: ~o' X ::X , the velocity Vo-- .•.......c """""
is zero. Since proper time is related to the coordinate
time by (1), if we substi tute this in (2) for r - ~o , we obtain
on simplofying, the Brehme IS expr es sf.on for the rectangular
hyerbola

(x - x ) +
IVV'- ""-- 0 '

g g-2) 2 _ (t _ t ) 2
'VM ~' 0 ~

-2g • (3)::

Equation (2) is valid in only those frames of reference
which move parallel to the direction of acceleration vector g_.

""""'"

i.,

I,.': tr •

.~;;

One can obtain the expression for a trajectory in a general Lorentz' _.
frame, by either performing Lorentz transformation in a direction
perpendicular tog or by solving the differential equation

~
characterising uniform acceleration in an arbitrary Lorentz frame.
This differential equation may be obtained simply as follows.
The velocity 4-vector VJ.L has components lY"s;,,; Y) , where
Y :: (1 ,..va. -1/2.".,.,.J , v :: dx I ~t, c = 1; the acceleration four-

afL :: dvi-L/d~ , and has componentsvector is defined as

aJ.L Y [E - v ( v x E ) v • EJ ":: X • • ~4),
"""" """ V'A. ~ """ """'" ,

y3 •where we have introduced the notation E :: v , the dot
"""'" ~

denoting differentiation with respect to t. The invariant
four-acceleration square has the form

2
a

2
:: E2 (1 - v J.2 '

'VVV'-.

(5)( EXV)2
'V-A IV-'

E2
"'iVY'-

=
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VL is the component of velocity perpendicular to .1- •
If the acceleration is uniform, then in any momentary rest frame

-it has the same constant value, i.e.

:::: 2
(1 - ~~

2g > 0, ( 6)constant:::

where g is the acceleration 3-vector in a momentary rest frame.
-vvv-

Since the motion is rectilinear, in a given frame there will be
no change in ~ during the course of the motion. Hence in any
given frame the vector E has a constant value ; i.e •

~

dcrt ( 7)d::::dt ~:::: 0.

This is the differential equation for uniform acceleration which
is valid in all inertial frames. The differential equation ~7)

•can be easily solved. We notice that Y ::::
""'" ~•• . 2 ...s 3 -2··

Y::: E Y • Substituting for Y- ::: E Y

v • E ,and
in (7) we get

~ 'VVV-

d ( x E-2 E Y ) 0. ( 8)crlt2 ::::
'Vv-. 'VV-. ~

The first integral of the above is

~l :::: ,x (v x E) :::: v
"NY' """"'_ 0

v ::::

which shows that the component of veloCity perpendicular to E

is constant throughout the motion. The second integration yields

- x +
'V'r.-0

_ t ) :::E-2 E Y·
o """" """ ,

( 9).!, ~ - '::ol(t

:::to and v::: V •
"""" ~ 0

where at x ::::X ,t
vv-. 'VVv 0

To evaluate Y , we
rewri te (5) as

:::
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the solution of which is

(10)

Equation (9) may be decomposed into a component parallel to
acceleration and a component perpendicular to acceleration. On
simplification, we obtain

2

~~ - ~ 0) \ t . +E-
2

Yo iJ 2
Y2 ) 1/21 _-2

- 0 ~-a
(11)

_ Y.-02 It _ t Cy2L. 0 + 0

The first of these equations describes the motion perpendidular
to the direction of acceleration and the second shows that the
particle is in uniform acceleration (hyperbolic motion).

One can put eqn, (ll) .in a manifestly covariant form. This
is easily achieved if we express condition (7) in a covariant form.
To do this let us calculate the four-vector of rate of change of
acceleration bf.1. = dal-L/ d't. It t s components are

; y2C,:. E + a2y} •
(12)

is parallel to Vf.1.:•A close look shows that when E = 0, ~

bl-L = a2 [ys: ; YJ = a2 Vf.1.. (13)
Thus the covariant condition for uniform acceleration is

GI-L :: (14)

th
ve

th
ac

I·
(

wh(
.di:
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It is amusing to note that the four-vector G~ is just
the expression for radiation reaction known as the Abraham four-
vector and is used in the Diracls equation of motion of an elec-
tron. The vanishing of GM above as in equation (14) indicates
that there is no radiation reaction when the charge is uniformly
accelerated. The solution of (14) may be immediately written
down as ( ::: a)

cf' exp( at) exp( -at) , (15)=

where ~,~M are arbitrary constants of integration. The
second inte~~~on gives

::: a-1 (cf' exp (a't) - J3M exp( -a'tj)+ cfL , (16)

where eM are constants of integration. Notice that if we
differentiate (15) wi th respect to 1; , we get

(17)

so that (16) may be rewritten as
xfL -2 afL+ cM•= a

If at ~ ~
af1'= all then·cll = xfL- -2 ail,::: , , a •0 0 0

obtain
Thus we finally

2
( xfL _ ~ + a-2 a~) == -2a J (18)

as the covariant form for hyperbolic motion.
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.us:..ngthe covariant expression (18) for the trajectory of an'
a uniformly accelerated particle one can arrive at an explicit
expression for transformation to a uniformly accelerated frame
from a given ineetia1 frame. Then equationLet

(18) on simplification gives

c:{2y2 + c:{~y :::0, of' - 1 af..L (19),,. ::: '2A 0

Eqn. (19) may be rewritten as

c:{ lJL + y2 ofJ ::: 0,ii

which may be taken to define the coordinate transformation
1 [ fL + y2 oPJ ,~ 1Y {J. ::: 1-.( c:{,y) yf..L::: 0, ( 00)

wher-e 1-.( c:{,y) is some scalar function of qf..L and ~.
Squaring (2O): 12 y2 1-.2 (1 + 2 c:{rf'y+ cJ:.2 y2). Whence for they :::

inverse transformation, we obtain

::: (21)

A careful comparison of Eqnso (20) and (21) shows that the direct
and inverse transformations are of the same ~ if one puts

(22)
for then

If

Thu{.,
of

..:i Fro
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,and Bqn, (2Q) and (21) take the form

:f + y2 ~ 2
1+ 20(. y + 0( y

, yIl ::: (23)

denote y1~ in the first of (23) by y~~; and y~~ when

is replaced by ~~ , then

--
fL ..•. y2(of + pri----------------~2--~2.', (2~

1 + 2( o(+f)) • Y"" (0(+f3) Y

Thus the combination of two successive transformations .Ls also

of the same form. T-hese transformations therefore form a group.

From (2~ we see that the order in which the successive trans-

formations are performed is irrelevaht,so that Y~ ~ Y~~;

such &hg:boupis called abellan.

A.wozd of caution is necessary in the use of (23) as acce-

leration transformations. Firstiy one must give a suitable inter- '

pretation to the group-parameters of. For transformations (23)

to be 'acceleration transformations' this interpretation is that

~ is the acceleration four vector at yl~::: y~g in a momentary

rest frame (co-mpare the defining equations 18-19). It follows

that of is a space-like vector, i.e. el,.2 > 0, like the acce-

leration four~vector.Also one must have 'o(~yt c 0, because
J.L

ytJ.L:::Xl~ - XI~ is a time-~e vecgor like d.x:1~/d't:ando
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The physical domain of vali-at

dity of these transformations is }.-I/. 0 because as 1-.-~ 0
-/

velocity of the particle approaches that of light.

Finally we note that the expression (22) for _1-. can sLso

be obtained if we substi tS1-:-for(20) in the differential equation

(14) for ~yperbolic motion mid demand that it has the same form

in both ~ and yl~ 0 This demand is justified, because if ~

refers to an inertial frame and yt~ to a uniformly accelerated

frame then ~ must satisfy (14) trivially and yt~, because it

MATSC:

; net c
ii,

; Maxwe
j

_; diffe

i theor

: (gaug
!-

refers to uniform acceleration. However, this procedure is rather -J,"p erti
tedious and as we have seen, also, lmnecessary.
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of such a unification, implies the existence of photons

,;C gauge fields) which carries both the electric and magnetic pro-

Indeed, it was soon demonstrated that suitably super-

iimposed magneti c and electri c fields did show up as photons (elec-

tromagnetic radiation). Since than it has been the aspiration

of many great sci enti sts including Einstein to see if the other

whici exi, st in nature 11-:e weak, strong and gravi tational

are also just manifestations of an underlying unfified fo r ce,

Ed. Significant advance has been made in the past couple of decades.
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COSMr~OGICJL IMPLICATION~ OF GRJU{D UNIF!ED THEORIES

T.S .•Santhanam
••••••••..•••••v .•..ENCE, The Insti tute of Hathemati cal SCiences, M.<illRAS-EOO113

(I ndi 3.)

•• t

Faraday discovered that magnetic field associated vJith a mag-

can be converted into eLect.r I c field~ It was then given to

to realise that electric and magnetic forces are essentially

manifestations of a single electromagnetic force. The

This has given encouragement to ths workers in the field to realise

that this is not after all a persuit in vain.

~s you are all familiar by now, electromagnetic and weak inter-

actions have been unified in a single frame wor-k due to the work of

Glashow, Salam and lieinberg (Thi s work has now been called the

standard Hodel) 0 l!lhat these people have shown is that these two

forces which vary in their strengths can be combined in the frame

work of the group S U(m
L

x U(l)o The basic idea is that while
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the charged weak currents are IT_ «n at.ed by unnrl r.ed bosons w± of

sue 2) the electromagnetic current mediated by photon is a mixture

of the neutral J~ of SUe2) and BZ of U( 1). The basic idea is that

while the charged we ak currents are mediated by unmixed bosons w±_
of SUe2) the electromagnetic current mediated by photon is a mixture

of the neutral J~ of SU(2) and B~ of U(l). The theory predicts (yet

to be discovered) gauge particle of mass N 100 BeV.• The theory also '

predicts neutral weak currents which have been experimentally found

wi th the right order of magni tude. Most experiments converge to the- I

same mixing angle sin29wAl .23. This is till a parameter in the

theory. The attractive feature of the theory (in fact the main

aspect) is that the theory is renormaliable. The theory starts with

all entities being massless certain asymmetries attributed to the

vacuum (called spontaneous breaking) make some particles to acquire

masses while some like the photons remain massless (unbroken symmetr

In a naive language this looks like our shifting our ignorance

(lack of kn<llWledge) about the asyrrnnetries found in nature to the pre-

existing asymmetries (not e~)lainable) in the vacuUffio The essence

of the theory is therefore that to a gifted observer (energy rv 100 Ge

Ueak and Might look the same and they are interconverti hl,e ,

I am reminded of Adisankara 1 s philosophy where he advocates

that to an extremely t r ai ned soul (void of Haya) the distinction -be-

tween even the Brahman (very very stron~ and the soul should cease

(Advyth~ and therefore the variations one observes in actual life

are just the aberrations intro duced by Naya.

I wish to stress the point that the interactions are different

and it is only the energy scale one deals with (rJ 100 MeV) that

makes
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them to appear the' same"
. :.~

strong interaction physics is now believed to be understood

~by the colour group SUe 3) c <> IE thi s, the quarks wh.i ch are the
J,
Y basic building blocks of the theory are endowed '\>Ji th a colour degree

. of f'r eedom, The baryons are formed <:.S three-quark states and the

mesons are bound states of quarks and ant.Lquarks, The interaction

is built by exchange of g.Luorrs , Th:i_stheory is known as Quantum

ChromoDynamic s (QeD)" SOlJ the p r esent.Ly under stoo d theory which

descri bes strong and electro-weak interactions is the group

SUe3) c sue 2) x U(1)" Any theo ry which t ri es to uni fy both the

strong and e.Le ctro+weak interactions must deal wi th a group which

will contain this as a subgroup. The simplest c.nd elegant possibi-

lity looks like the group SU(5) (pro~osed by Georgi and Glasho~

though many other groups have also been p ropo se d, These are called
iet.r y) I

I the Grand F'1ified Theories (GUTs). A basic feature of this class is

pre-

) Ge

;e

t

that the lep tons and quarks should appear in the same irreducible

representations and therefore should be interconverti b'l.e , Thi s

leads to the predi ction that protons (hitherto believed to be stable)

should enventually decaYoA.s many of you are aware, many experi-

ments are going in indifferent centce s (one of them is in Kolar

Gold Mines) to check this decay of the pro to n, In fact, different

schemes predict different life times.

The remarkable point is that the scr.Le in which these inter,-

actions will appear to be the. same is 1016 GeVo Naturally one

may have to abandon terrestrial exper.unent s to verify this and look

up for cosmoLogical happ enl ng s , Thi s has brought people vJOrking in

COSIl1o10gyand part:i.cle physics together "(,lith gains to both J
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One novel feature of some forms of GUTs is thst it implies

that different neutrinos should or may mix and that some of them

can even be massi v», Refined experiments are coming into existence.

to measure the masses of the neu+r.l nos , Cosmologists have welcome

this proposal since they feel that these massive neutrinos can

explain some "mi s sa.ng ' mass of the uni.ve r se,

One of the outstanding pro bl ems in cosmology has been to

understand the baryon to photon ratio

,
and also to understand vhy there seem to be no anti-baryons. .mo thsr

problem is to understand the homogeneous and isotropic distribution

of luminous matter in the universe. There are three important im-

plications of GUTSwhich can be profitably used to resolve some of

these ridd_esQ The searond thinu.is that some cf these interactions

violate c and CP conser~ations implying a net baryon-anti baryon

asymmetry even if vre had started wi th a perfactly symmetric universe.

CP-violating GUTinteractions may oventually be responsible for the
nBsmall non-zero I1y Q The SUe 5) model vJith the use of proper Hi gg 1 s

fields (vacuum asymmetry) can be shown to lead to : I\J 10-9 •
Y

Schematically the breaking of SUe5) can be represented by

SUe5) ---2-"7") Sue 3) c x U
10 GeVm.x 1015 GeV

SUe 3) c x sue 2) L x UC1)
mw

The scales of ill and m indicate th~ energies to which observa-w x
tions should be raised in order that the different interactions

would look the same, ..:l..shas been mentioned earlier, scales of energy
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Gell at which the interactions would 10se their identity

.,.re generally thought to have occurred very early in the Big-Bang
x;'

';~hen the uni.verse was about 10-37 S old. It looks that this has been
}jitheright place to do direct experiments on GUTS. Then, there has
,!;(existed perfect harmony with no differences and no asymmetry. But,

;;ias it got cooled down, the asymmetry built in the vacuum started

up which produced the observed character of different indi-

wi th their 'Ylpsand downs found deep roots. Will ve be lucky
}I"

::'to trace our history to these blissful periods when we were all

equal?

Well, if I had said this some years back, people would have

mi staken this for a religious di scour se; In my opinion, the advent

'.' of GUTShas p rornpbed us to make these statements more quantitatively

i' \lJi th certain amount of preci sion and rigor.

There are, of course, many things open still to be understood •

The first i' a more concerete under sbandi.ng of the asymmetries of

the vacuum, l\.t the moment, as I mentioned earlier, this sounds more

like ag~e. People have already started contemplating on the basic

structure of the vacuum, f•. more noval aspect of the theory hasvtr f.-

gered people to speculate on more fundamental objets from which

leptons, baryons, and everything else is made up of.

From the observational point of view, the absence of these

prinrLti ve objects or our inability to detect them has raised notions

of peculiar forces which bind them to extremely small regions of

space and time without even giving them a chance to Ifreet themselves

from their boridage ,
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ABSTRACT

The two-body' problem in gsner al relativity is reduced

to the problem of an effective particle (with an energy

dependent relativistic reduced mass) in an external field.

The effective ootential is evaluated from the Bor-n diagram

of the linearised quantum theory of gravity. A relativistic

correction to t~e classi~al Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann result is

e val uat e-i ,

1. In both non-relativistic and special relativistic mecrrarrt-o s.

cLas s'lcal and quantum, the ,two-b01y oroblem for (spinless) point

particles 'l s rer'Juceri to the concentually simoler problem of a

single effective particle moving in an external field. The only

exception to this picture so far seens to be the general theory

of nrJ:Ir~vi ty, where the tl"o-body problem has been treated in a

considerably more complicated way: as a field-theoretic oroblem

with singularities (or as a problem of finite size1,2
bodies interacting wi th a gravi tational fi~ld 3 ).

Here we propose to treat gravitational brio-particle

interaction in much the same way as electromagnetic interactions

have been treated oreviously 4,5 in the qua~ipotential

*This paoer is baseri on the ICTP 9reorint IC/80/1~4 written
jointly ,,,ith E R Nfssimov and I T Toriorov. It, however, contains
a new result that the constraint equation wtthout the conformal
oont+t bu+i on r enr-oduce s the Einstein Hoffmann and Infeld potential
corrt r-ar v to the statem~nt maie in the oreorint I~/80/124. The
mod1f1e1 evnr essLon for the metric tensor and the so'Luttonodf' the
bolO be-tv ecuatrl on of motion are presented -tn this article.
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a por-oach 6 which found its natural place in the constratnt

Hamf1toni an fram e1.;ork of Refs. 7 and 8*).,
~. 1,Je s'va L'l briefly sunmar i.z e the constraint Hamil toni.an

a oor oach to the rAl;:;ti vi st t c bTO-borlV problem::.\nt'l. 1..n11Lntr-oduca

the notion o~ an e~~Gctive oarttcle in t~is accroach.

We define the generalizei two-point (spinless) particle

mass shell as !l 14-iimensional submarri t'o Ld of +he 16-dimensional

J11atge phase space" T of Binkowski space coordinates Xl' x
2

and

4 momenta PI' P2) given by two first class constraints. 1.ve

postulate (as in Refs.4 and 5) that the difference p2 _ p2 isI 2
independent of the interaction~

where m m are the masse r of the tONopart l c'l es , p and. pare

the total and the relative momenta

'2. '2-
,f\ \- Tr12_

,1-
\)...,

, '2. 2.r -\
\,0 ::. - r \.7 0) ,

(we are using the s oace-d ike signatu~e-+~--l' for the Metric tensor)
---------,---~--*A similar a onroach is being developed by a nunbar of aut.hc r s
( see, e. g. R~fs. 9 and 10); the rearler will fin1 a comprehensive
bibliography in Refs.11 an1 8,
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The non-rel~tivistic re1uced mass m ts de~ined by the
equBtion roM = ~m2' where M = m1 + m2 is the totBl mass. We

Use the same ecue t i.on to de~ine the relativistic reduced mass mW.
Just reDlacing M by the totBl relativistic mass w = (= -p2):

-----'

The effective particle 4-momentum p is then de~ined in theeff
centre-of-mass frBYTle(in which P::. C w,O), tip:: (O.,!)) b~

t: ~ ~~+ll(uS)
'2.. '1 1

_ W-\'(II-Tf)2.

ttw (4 )

'l.
,,;hereb (w) is t he on-shell value of the relative momentum
square

l.t <2. '1-) 'l. ,1- '1.)
W - ~ ("Ifl) -\-"filL W +em, - T0_~_

4. LO 2-

(5)

In the ~irst anproxtmat.I on (including relati_vistic
corrections) the electromagnetic inteTBction o~ two ChBrged
particles has bepn ~escrtbe1 by the Hamilt0nian constraint
[4, 5, ~

\-\ t.o-vi. -= ~ ['"'Nt,: + r'l~(E - \J 0.--0.)~J ~ 0 »

T

t
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The idea u} the present note is to das cr Lbe in a similar fashion

t'-1e grav:ltational interaction of t'l'lOrelativistic masse s by setting

6 ,.,eJ7

Schi.,rarzschilti netric.

where is so~e anpronriate motJi~ication of the

3. The actual computation of the electromagnetic Hamiltonian

constraint (-vi11.t ch' inc' urJ.es corrections to He oul) ha s heen

e~fecte1 by in the quasiDotential ap~roach to quantum electro-

dynamics 4,5 \rVeshall pursue here a similar path starting

with a standard lineariseri form of quantum gr.avity Ccf.Ref's.13

a nd 14).

Accor1ing to Dirac's general theory 15 . the quantum

counterpart of the first class constraint (7) is' the 'rel-ativistic

"S chr odinger equation".

for t'IJe state vector LV(J.). The Laplace-BeltraMi ooerator

provi~es t'IJe annronriate gpnBrally covartant oriering of the

canonical variables
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T~e linearlized form of (8) ~~ o~tRined by setting

·'1}-t v:: ~Cld (_!, \, ' , 0
\·t {\I) \ L..c. 1

(9)

and using

(where Lorentz indices are raised and lowered by 1. Uo to

terms of or-d er O(h
2
). Eq. (8) reads

The momerrturn snace counterpart of' thls equation is to be
t ' •

iientified'with the (local) quasipotent1~l equation

G,~ (!) \VCt) + (v ~ ~)( f) -:
- ~ W [ t'--b l-( w)] t (r) -\-j V f t' Oy ) ~ ('Y) cl

3
~ ~ 0

. ( ~.-rr)3
(11)

where the ootential V. is deter~ined order by order from the

Lippmann-Schwinger type equation

'!

a

T

s

t

!
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and from the Feynman expansion of the scattering ampli tude

T = Tw I..,E,£) in a quantum cheorv of gr av i,",ationally interacting

s calaroarticles. Thus, in the le::d.ing or der of perturbation

theory we have

~ =\ \'J'}= ~ ~ ,1') , "v ~ (- ~ , ~)
1- 2-

1,ATh)lre E is given by (4) and \-i- -=. cy - 'p- -
The Born aporoYimation \Wl.\)

on the mas s shell

for the two-oarticle
4.
scattering am;:>l"i.turieis derived f'l"omthe Lagrangian rlensity

..•in the weak field a;:lproximation (9). The I-graviton exchange

di agram between particles 1 and 2 gives

(15)

where
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(17)--------
L

K - -to

Inserting (16), (17) an~ (18) into Eq.(15), we obtain

5. The next step is to evaluate h P:')) fromEq s , (13) and

( 19). To thi s end we shall use the -guclidean invariant

"stationary gauge." in which

(The last con1ition means that we require the angular part ,.f

ds2 to have its flat space form r2 (cLe'l+gi~~C~"c\::-1..)
which is the st.andar-d cooriinate choice for the Schwarzschi1d

solution). This amounts to setting

4i\1f:

(r - r~)L
4 1r '1$
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where rt ani r are constants of the motion.s Inserting

(19) and (21) into Eq.(13), we find

/ 4 r: 3 \
~~

,Q-J' Co, W ( I- I- I-
\.- w( in.]- + ~b'2.) /

Thus, we eni uo with the ~ollowing x-space exoression for the

metri c tensor:

2..
Clearly, in the static limit, i.e'. for \1'111+ m2.) -j7 1'tI,'"ffi2

\

\tV -I) / ~
I''ffq -\- 'l'f) i. \ t:.. <, -

goes into t he linearized Schwarzschild solution (both rt Rnd ts

, the right-ha~ld side of Eq. (23)

ten"llng to the Schi.rartzchilii r adius ~l"'rn,-tln2.) G'\)
6. 1Ne are now oreoarei to treat the classical gr8.vitation8.1

, ..
b.ro-body cr obl em by insprti.ng the metric (23) into the

H~mi1toni qn constraint (7). rr si ng the spher l ca'L coor-t i.nate 1,.,e

can rewrite Eq.(7) in the ~orm

\ \' 1. ,
- \ '\Y\\'u-
~ L

1..,"-
\",0 + (\_

\-lL
"-(
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A. staniard computation using the initiRl condition

"i+_ 1\ +, - 0
v - ~. ' re---

,

- \>0 :: E C E-=-o) ,

(I -~. S )' b ~ ::.. -{ Ii

(cf.

Intro~ucing the inverse ~adtus variable
dJ.t I_ ": v.. we obtainclq,

"l.( 2.. L..J ~ ( '1.;:r LA' + L"- - 1':) \.\..0) -t 15 b -

\
'vl = "1

and setting

'2.
'It E (\-'fS u..) u, _ b'L

(\-Y,= \A).

We look for a solution of this equation of their form

where r ('Jet)) is expected to. bea smaLL correction (of

order 1.$ J ~ to the Schwar-z chf.Ld solution. Inserting in (26)

ani comoar-trig the coeff'icients of' cos ~~ + ' c os 1~, and

the constant te~m, we f'ind

: ;

~J1. I)i~ )+ 0 Cis01:m~_iSb'L.

3 (28)
The terms containing r ,f I and cos 1") ~ leqd to the differen-

tial equation

(?~)

i.·
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Its solution, satlsfying .v- L. \Cs61'\9 \ for all <p is

, c 1
- ~ _ "{S t\, 2.. \"1.rh.'i()S~. 'Icj). _ 0- (~\Y'v ''I'' -r:-t. -a\ _ ;;:u

. . d.J ~ ;-- 1)\9'
...\-0S~ '\.r + (30),

t'(\ g, r'.- (\'\ qi+3 ~ h"(J ~: I
(which is of or1er 15ft in ac cor-I anco 1:n th our exo~etation)

The solution so obtained may be of interest for the stu1y

of binary oulsars \}.6J provided that the relative mottonof the

two masses is not influenced hy raiiation effects.
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sections make the study of direct neutr-Ino- reactions ext.r emeLy

rar'e, difficult and expenst ve , The, exper-Inrerrts such' a.'s' that
. '. Ci),

done' by Reines and. Cowan . ··.·bor.d~r on rthevl.t.ne s of technical
:. :

"

feasibili tyancLt.he introduction of any additional par ametr Lc

,reqUirement or constraint ,on such measurements may ,very well
... ,. "

take them out of feasibility. For "example",in or,qer to. seek

1nfol'ITlation~n the ~~utrino 'nia~s, an' a'ttemp.t:may be made to
~. " '.

obtain the relation' betw9'en momentum and .ener gy neutrinos •

. , ~utry .th~'selectio'n' ~~r'creat~on of'"~~utrino~ of';kno~ '~nergieS

...,'( I. ''', '.. .i.~:' ""'." .~, •. . ..' ". '..... ,. !.,. ,..'," '.
and' mom'enfa:'requffJeirri'poSing experirnentC3.1~.aons.trsints which

'~;r""::-:: L. ::':'~;...,(' --;~,L.'.. ; . '; ,._.._ :~t_ r, _~. ~ ,." '",' ;,-- :'i'. .:': ".•! ", '::"-) ·.~-:.1":.:. ~'~'.:";:

evi d Emily cannot ."b-e- succ eis.ful~ y. doIJ~'~;>,':,' ''1. ; ;'J'
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Several experim~nts have been done for information

on the neutrino by indirect methods. In these, the effects

of the neutrinos on other systems or radiations are observed.

The early nuclear recoil experiments(2) were performed with

the aim of investigating the nature of beta interactions. The

beta-neutrino di:cectional cor-r eLat.Loneffected the shape of

the recoil spectrum and the measurement of t!le latter led to

the deduction of the beta-neutrino correlation and hence the

nature of the beta inte'raction. These experiments which

involved larse ,measureble nuclear recoi~s from the beta-

neutrino emission were extremely insensitive to any hppothe-

tical small :!eutrino mass.

Neutrino mass, if any, shall effect the neutrino

helicity. The helicity for leptons may be written as

m ",2v -I
)2H ..•. = 1 ( '\

9-., C· ;;1

1s "the ,:r-est·mass of .the·le,pton~mdW ·its totalwhere mo
energy.'" Hence,if: the lJ:elici,ty: or neutrinos of ,t.qt~l,energ.y

'. ~ . .::" .

comparable to, the r,esy'mass it me.:lsur-€d,t.he,'lat:teri~an. be ;

·estimated.,' The encr-gi es of the neutrinos and antine'utrinos

for whtch helici·ty measur-amsrrtshave been re:por;tep..,tfere in:.
(3 )the regions. of hundrecs of keV ;'""aIldtpe: results of. t.hese

shall be quite insensl tive t.o, I;eutrino-antlneut,rino Test

masses in the expectefiregion 10eV or ~o,.,In 'fact 'th~

"
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experimental accuTacy of .these measurements are around 20%
which make Test masses up to hundreds of keV consistent
with these measurements. The possibility of !Jr'oducingneutrinos
of sufficie::1tlylow energy in good enough intensity and
making measurements of their spin ef'f'ecc s is far beyond the
means of any Lmpr-oved 'versions of such experiments.

The most sensitive probe for the neutrino mass appears
to be the end point region of a low energy beta spectrum. This
as!Ject had been realised early and attempts had been hence
made(4) to cbmpute upper limits to the neutrino (antineutrino)
mass from the 18 keV beta transition of.Wu Yet the very low
ener gies of the beta r-ays involved make such studies particularly
difffucult. In pr Lnc i o'Le, the beta transition with the lowest
end point ener~y is suited most for such inves:t;igations,and

18'"'on thi s b.....sis the R3 " ( gr~undstate negativ~ beta decay
with a transition energy about 2 keV doserved attention.
However this could not be studied effectively because of the
extremely lone; hA.lf iife' of the parent state (4 x 1010 years)
and the consequent limi ta tion to count Ing rates.

Since the possib~lity of a finite neutrino mass
became particulerly relevant recently, ~fforts have now
beel1Illli1adeto sign~ficantly boost the accuracy of these
measurements. Bergk~.list(5)after an elnborate study of the
spectrum "lith a specLalLv designed appar-a tus , finds that the
neutrino rest mass shall be less than about 60 eV, '>lithno
lower limit assigned. Furhter, he concludes that more 5peciflc
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information on the neutrino mass may not be had from such
spectral studies due to inherent limitations to accuracies
introduced by such factors 8S atomic phenomena accompanying
the beta decay, which are not sufficiently well understood.
Very recently, Lubimov et al studied the spectrum and made
a detailed statistical'analysis of the end point region,
with sixteen different sources employed in the work. They
conclude that the neutrino rest mass can be defined with a
99% conr tdence wi thin lower and upper limits of 14 and 46 eV.
While this is the first such data clerly allowing for a minimum
neutrino mass, such results require close scrutiny and suppor-
ting evidence. In fact, as proposed by Bergkvist, there are
several factors such as source details, self absorption,
window absorption, scatterings at various points, calibra-
tional accuracies uncertaint~3s of associate] atomic processes,
etc. which make the importance of such scrutiny particularly
crucial.

In view of the difficulties inherent with beta
spectral measurements of transitions of very low energy, the
author has investigated the p0ssibility of a different
approach, namely using electron capture transition rates
as a probe for the neutrino mass.

------ --~------ - .~~~~~------- -----li
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Let A and B the neutral atomic masses ~f two iso-
topes for which an electron capture transition is observed
as the normal decay mode be tween t:l.eground states (from B

to A). If it so happens that the daughter nucleus has an
excited state A* with energy ~lose to B-1'1.,but slightly
lower, another electron capture transition shall take place,
at a far less rate than the ground to gI'uund transition.
Not taking into account the nuclear structure factors, the
relative transition probability of this low energy dec~y
compared to the dominant one may be expressed as

(B ) 2(B A)m /

B A* is the total energy availahle for the neutrino
of rest mass, m If B 1'1.* . m ( 10 eV),therate
electron c"'.pturecan takes pl()~8 only from thl" highest atomic
shell (or shells) of binding e nergy less than (B - A* - m ).

If (B A*) is known accur ateLy, the approximate

eLe ctron capture tl~,ns1:i:.;~·'1·ns~··b(:detected in the midst ofI,
the dominant ground to ground ·tr-ansitlo:l.sbecause theexoited
nucleus shall pr-o.npt.Ly oec ay through a gamma quantum whi~h
can be readily d8tecl~BcL T~efritY:~':biPetingradiations are

. Of" ljik

expected to be the X-rdj'S~·f1LLvw.L'-.S<i~Gr-on capture to the
\..

ground state wil~hh may be -rar-l-ower in ..energy, and can hence
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:[,

be easily screened out and brought to sufficiently low levels
-16of intensity. Relative intensities as lowqs 10 compared

to the dominant ground to ground capture transition can be
detected in this manner, provided the natural background is
screened off adequately and the parent isotope can be got to
a high level of purity_

A number of isotopes can be listed as candidates
Kr?9 , Pdl03

and T1201
f~r such an investigRtion. These are
8nl13 Tb15? Dy159 Os185

The simple situation presented, above is complicated
by the fact that electron cppture can occur involving different
electron shells. 1!J'henthe energy available for capture of an
electron in the shell '~X"is W , transition with electron 1n
capture from shells of lesser binding energy can take place
with energy W + IEx Ey I where
represent binding energies of shells,

Ex '
X, Y,

•••••

...... etc. It

,.
!,

therefore becomes necessary to have coincidence studies
between the gamma ray and the X-rays following the electron
capture. In a coinciden~e set up, sourceS stronger than
one millicurie can seldom be used, and if counting rates
of the order of one per hour or above only are considered a
admissible, a very major constraint is imposed on the ques-
tion of experimental reasibility.

r.

I
I

'"----,-,'-'",---~------------'II
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There are other imp'ortant inherent difficulties.
One most prominenT such handicap which may affect the scope
of an experiment is the lack of ade1uate accuracy in the
experimental knowledge of the transition energips, particularly
ground to ground EC transitions. The 'limited accuracies of
the present mass s'pectroscopy data and data on energies of
gamms quanta emitted between nu~lear levels appear to forbid
these explorative experiments unless such accuracies are
improved by: one or two order s in magnitude. P.....")wever,·in
reverse, the search for neutrino transitions of very low
. . . .

energy and determination of the relative probabilities as
. .detailed above may be usedas"a method of accurately deter-

miming mass differences between isobars •.
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t
I ~:

A sOft-pion study using Current Algebra and the ~art1ally

conserved axial vector current (Br.AC)hypothesis is made of the
+ - 0 .

proton-antiproton anni:'1ilation process PP -"7K'+K- 3II • Initially,'

twc pioas are considered to be soft with the third pion forming

part of thA external f~nat~tat~. Then we treat all the three

pions to be soft. In both cases, the differential rates for

tte proce~ses are normalized to the differential rates for the

i
\

res pecti ve ~roct:>sseswi t'tout the soft pions. The branching

rotios are then com~uted and comparen wi.th the existing proten

antiproton annihil~tion d~ta.

l Introduction
!:

'I. Successes of ':!urrent Algpbra-.?CAGformalism have estab-

~. lished that the study ')f strong interaction processes is much
~~.
f simpler using current opera tors. In recent· years, among the
i:
iij strong interactions studied with. the formalism are, proton-\t -- ---------

I'i =Paper presented by hatibha Nuthakk1.

-

;.,
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antiproton annihilations1,?,3,4 and kaon-proton interactions5,6.
In all these a~~lications, the ma~imum number of soft pions
invoLved is two'. -In processes like pp --7 KK IT]I, the pions
can have momenta too large for th9m to be treated as soft.
Also, .Ln the pp annihilation processes at vanishing momentum,
the numher of pions emitted can be as many as four?

'In our attempt t.owar-ts riecreasing the pion momenta and
also Lnc'reastng the number of emitteQ pions, ',r8 first conslder

,_ 0

the process pp -;>K+K- 3 ]I. 1tJe treat thls process ,"l thin the
current algehra-?CAC formalism in two ways . Initially we
regard two pions to be soft and consider the third pion as
being part of the external final state. Then 'tle corislder all
three pions to be soft. In both cases 'Ile relate the amplt tudes
to the corresponding ~rocesses without the soft pions. Like
Uritaml, we too subscribe to Van Hove's poin~ of view that the-"
theoretical eXJressions should be in the most dif~erential
form available rather than have some or all the variable inte-
grated over. Therefore we present the differential rate for
the processes :inall the relevant kinematic variables. 'Je
finally integrate over theinriependent variables and normalize
them to the annihilation rates l,.;ithout the 'soft pions to obtain
the branching ratios.

In section II we derive the ampl-itude and.differential
(;> Drate for the process pp -),K+K- II+ ';'.TI. In section III we

integrate over th~ kinematic variables and the resulting hran-
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ching ratios are compared with the experimental results. In
section IV a similar analysis of the reaction pp ~ K+~ +

o
3 IT is presented. In section V the br anc ht ng ratioo _
pp ...". K+K- 3 JI IPP ~ K~- is comoar ed ,,,ith the experimental
results.

o 0II. PJ;) ~ K+K- IT +? II Amolitude and Differential Rate
According to the LSZ reduction formula, the m8trix

element for the emission of two pions in the reaction
~ -? f + iTd.,CkJ..} +1TfS( <: (II.I)

is pro oor ttonaL to ..J . •.. k: .i..f' ~ FS ct4:;:c c;L4'j-.:;" <I~-'" Z <flT (¢1-/X)~~))\~II.2)

i and f are the initial and final states containing particles
~ + _ 0such as P,'p, K, K , ]I. kl andk2 are the pion momenta aniol"

and f their Lso spf.n indices. \,vehave the PCAC equation
d Ao... ~ Co ~~ (11.3)

f"'- fA, v :i!.. I 71 '
~]2'GAMN mt Igr (0);

where GA (~1.18) is the axtal vector coup'ltng conpling constant,

are

where CII

(Sr is the rA.tion!11ized,renormalized pion-nucleon coupling
constant (g;1 4 JI~14.6), cPoZ is the repormali.zed pion field

IT!
and m][ and MN are the pion and nucleon masses.
Through eau8tion (11.3), eauati.on (II.?) can be rewrttten in
terms of +heierivatives of the 8.xialvec t.orcurrents AJt •

The der~vatives can be hrought outside the time or1ered
product using the .standard identi ty. The resulting commu-
tators like

i

i

s
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ox nr s s-

j S th0- rn~.trix c Lc-iont :or t'r,c emi ssion of' t.wo (iyi a1 vecto""

i Tl t 'rJ.AO:T'OCC SS i ;> f. T,,:f,c; tS!'rrl can h(' r1!'on~)ed from (TI. 5)

tf all th0 rri or s c"'1ittcJ h,-:iVF t"'e ~e.rry9 Lso s o+n jrdex. -'ie have

~b -= d b-+ •• 7?o...b -=-cC: b·+~(~iT)-4;s(Pa-f:;) H b/~~+(II .10)
<A. ci C\. . C\ qb

So '"I r~~~ C~ H"'~ E . (k.;:i:.h· M<)
j( ( k?, 1'Jv ~ -2.( ~ '"2... t?)( fv., :. k 'L)?-~ 0(~o ~ p( I I ..11)

-rr 11"l-'
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1tIehave to evaluate the expr ession (IT.11) in the limit
kl ~o and k2 ~ O. The left hand side vanishes as kl , k~, 0
unless there are pole terms that go as k-2 The matrix element
for the e~ission o~ an isovector photon of momentum k= (kl + k2)

-1also must have pole terms that go as k In evaluating the
~, ;

isovector term, we can use the low energy theorem for photon
emission due to L01j3. With the help of the theorem, we can
express the ampli t~de for the emission of t he phonon in the
process i '7 f in terms of the corresponding process where

o and consideringthe photon is absent. Setting kl
two neutral pion emission, we have

LL 'J,.) 33 C'l- 3'; Ikr~ I< M -::::- -ir M 4-
I ~ fA :;J -;:-:::l--,,- rr-; 7f

Pole terms of t~e order of k-l arise when an axial vector

(11.12),

I
" :h.
t ~.
I 'j';

I:':"
t

i
I
I
I

!'

vertex is ~ttac~ed to a non-terminating external line. Parity
forhids insertion of .~_ into pseudoscalar meson lines.
Therefore we seed to consirler only the dl.a gr-arn s given in Fig .1.
The corrtrtbut t on from the diagrams can be l..rI'itten in the usual
way. The central interaction in these diagrams can be l..rI'itten
as

n ,I ' tl 6L
=rr, - A-r-BC~·QI) -tE ((y(q)+C~~I,M~5II.13)

where
Ql = ql - q?,+ ,k3 Q2 = ql - q?, k8 and

ql q2 are the kaon momenta and k3 is the pion momentum.
If the kaon production is ccmsidered to be at threshold,

em = A + Br. Q where Q = k3 (11.14),.
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zeroeth order terms in pion momenta in

Considering proton-antinrotan annihilation at vanishing
momenta, ~"e have PI p =2=

Replacing the Dirac spinors wit~ Pauli spinars we find,
(11.18)

matri.x pler!1entfar the emission of two pions
Din the process pp ~ K+K- JI

o 4- ..2-
33 _ ?--iT - 1"2.-Y'n-rr l-,p. v: (N,,;) B<r!2~( Nrv')'

H?-rr~Hso - c:;'-; k,ok:(J<,~')' . c» (I1.190

Therefore, the
is given as

wher e rand S are spin ::ndices of' the proton and antiproton
. '").-n '" . '2...

resnec t.Lv eLy , \'Jefind the 1"-.-\ .. I eve r-ag ed Oilerthe initial,(-'S'y .
and summed aver the final spin st.ates 8S
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~-------------------------------------------------------------------------

!.

+ - 0 6
The differential rate for the reaction pp -> K K II + 2TI is

given hy the expeessi0E-o 3-> cl.5-> 3-;> ~ .7,> 7

.s -;t:1T+ '2..) ':2.1T}2 t ~ CY, 1",01 le,oI. k ').,C( k'} J(:p -t-p -9- _0, <-'K:
01 co - - M M ----- 15 0 0 . I '2. , ~' I ~

p,D~ N S 0 (~11j '6'2-+9':09-~ 1<,u~~~ k~ 0 (IT 6:2- i)
1tIe consider pp as decaying into R (=K K II 0) and K (=2 II ) .. ' .

The system R decays further into S (=K+ II \») and T(=K-) •

K itself decays into two pions. Out of the fifteen variables

in (11.21), fuine get integratei over trivially. The remaining
? ?six nariahles ~He chosen' to be the f'o Ll.oi ..,ing : In2KII = -R',

= _K2 , mkn = the angle hetween Rand S, On,
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\ ?-IfO;::L
'~N. given in (11.20) has to be expressed in terms of

.:56"

rn2 2 8 Q Q d':< F thO2 KIT, m2 IT , ffiK:IT, cos li, cos k an ? or as we
first ex~ress the variables i~ (11.20) in terms of Lorentz
invariants and then in terms of the chosen varia~les. The
relevant equations are tabulated in A;)oendix li..

__ K+K- 1T. 0 i SThe matrix element for the reaction pp / ~
o

MJ[ = v B-(5'. (PI) • (11.23)Q u

One finds---110/,?-/ M =. (II.24)

The ratio of Equation (II.22) to Equation (II.25) gives the
+ _ 0 udifferential rate for the process pp 77 K K 11 + 2 II ,

normalized to the differential rate for the same ~rocess
without the soft pions .

.III. Com::>arisonQh._TQQ..Q.L,etical@d EX':JerimentalBranching Ratios
Expressions (11.22) and (11.25) are integrated9 over the

kinem~tic variables to obtain the braDching ratios. Since
there is no experimental data available for pp annihilation
at vanishing Labor a tor-y momentum, ,>[egeneralize our results
to hold at n0n-zero lab momenta of thA ~ntinroton. The theore-
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tical branching ratios thus obtained are tabulated in Table.
I. Since experimental results for.the particular reaction pp

+ _ 0
"'? K K 3 II are not avaf.Lab Le , comcart son can be made only
with datalO on the final products in other charge states.
It can be seen that theoretical branching ratios are consisten-
tly lower than the expprimental ratios.

o
IV S d K+K-:IT• tu v of po ~ . - +:1 . c

Here we treat all the three cions as soft. The expres-

Time ordered product in the following wav ss
....., --,' D OG~"O 2J a a 0- o
c;I ). 0ftA- ?.!./ ;zJ /'. !LA _~ ;:>J 2>(1.1\ ')( ) U I'vI - V :;:-.j M ,>.,CJ;z}

One has therefore an over-all factor of 1/6. Substituting
(IV.~) in (IV.I) and integrating by parts, we have varioas
commutators. Some of these commutators can be evaluated
using current algebra. From Eouation (II.4) we have
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dC?( o-'(}o ) [A:~ ),.> 6'( tt)] := OjlA...- ,A~C~) OCO")( - tr) (IV.3)

again drop the commutators Lnvo'Ivl.ng tee 6" - operator
Since the ;Jions all have the same isospin index, commu-
oT the ty~e (11.6) do not contribute. The contribution
terms of the type (IV.3) could be evaluated by taking

0\'1

~. '0 A /J- be twe en p and ;J and a;);)lyingFCAC. \1e get a total of
~:i M&12 such terms. These terms account for the contribution from
~-'-

~.'.II-II scattering. 'Hthout these terms the branching ratios
,1 .
~ ,~:obtained are smaller since only gradient coupling Ls effecti..ve

s,

(IV.6)

= A + BY'. Q' (YV.8)

Q' 1= Q.1 q2 are the four-momenta of the

kaons.
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'~'?;.~
To evaluate the pole terms in N we need to

- I I'-\)}(-'

consider diagrams similar to those given in Fig.(I). However,
we' have 24 such diagrams. Retaintng only the zeroeth order terms
in ~ion momenta, we have

M :l.J;A 335 ' 3 - - I JJ U CP )k ' k k f'-/ -::::en V t (P2-)l A FA 4- ISF t7 :;t. I (IV g)
I Z'; /<1;;),)\ Ii -> . 0

rand s are the spin indices of Jroton and antiJroton Expres-
sions for F' d F' . i A di BA an Bare glven n ~Jpen x .

For annihilation of 0 an'lp at vanishing momentum
is zero. As kl

that go as k-l =
k?-, k3 -> 0

(kl+k2+k~ -1. Evalua-
the contribution from F~

" 1 '3 .I~' also has ~ole terms
a-

ting the pole terms and again retaining only the zeroeth order
terms in oion momenta ~,.,ehave, . ,I < ",.~nyf,)

'2. r'-t- "V r: - (0 ) y \01 62crk- 0/ I )S" :J »;
I\..A.J _. V '2- 'rrt j)V',A V \::;v r::..L
1-(11 /'. - S 'p (1'1.10)

ell Ico
Here also the co-efficient of~ vanishes when annihilation at
rest is eonsiderei.
::venow have '"'

v
"2 o-: ? --I I
::::>::>S ~ I

NgTi ~ N S1f

The ex~ressionin
Vs(P;>[o,~/(j''i(-'7 (IV.ll)

, ~ i Ie CfrQ.~ YA. ce, )
element for the emissien

o '"
. - <; K+K- I ~ '1S~ I -, theln the process pp ~ • ){ 0 I

averaged over the initial and summed over the
of three soft pior.c

'S-n°
square of f'1S If

final spin states is given in i'\.ppendixB.

':"
\

,r .
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ide consider pp system as a single particle decaying

;erms
a b

to RI (=K+K- II TI )

into R (=K+K-)

o
and T (= ][ ) •

:', ()

and K (= II- IT )

The system RI itself

which in turn decay into

(IV :.;articili_es, kaons and pions of momenta ql' q2 and kl ' k2 ,

e have nine var iab Les left, afte:,~ integr2ting over six variables8S-

[a-

'Z- 'k
!rivially. The nine var ' abLes are cho san as y"y\, c, - R

''2 J:: "2 IT ) ,7

rr,~ __ f.'2. ~'2- __ p....2G ' the aq,e:le hebreen RI and K..,...,- elf '
'?11 (~f:::- ) 111<. \

he angle be twee n K and one of the decay Jpions, Gk~ the RE.~.iei Ve

and Oile of the dec9.Y kaons, 0 the relative azimuthal~

the decay planes of K Rnd R, ~ t
and PR the rela-

-tive azimuthal angles be tve en the decay plane of pp - system and

he

(IV 13)
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.2- '2 2-
Integrating numerically over the variables, rr-. ~ r.., __ rv«

?- ;:::.?- -rr ?- 11/ 'V (C

cfr .) cp , cv.-..c{, CPR we used the method of str at ght forward
K

summation, while the integration over the angles, <S> J err
-rrk

~,CL c9k is performed employing the Filon's method.

- + 3 LO - K+K-V. Normalized Differential rate~p ~ K K- li lop ~
+ -Now cons Lder-Lng t1!e reaction pp ;,..K K we find

IVI S)L. C t? p -~ f<+~-):=;13Vs( M('I) 'D. &1 ~tM,.;-> _ (V'l)

Tl-vv.~ ~I /'-jS~J~ B\M;;-~X(-u»¢)
'vV~ q- "Q, -===- ci? "r C-&--/~ cp

I r?, ' I~" + _
'T]:»: d ~~~C0ctl )(vo-.,tR. dFYL P p -=) k t" ~ ~ ~ ~

I 4- '2- crc'Y:+9- -I? -h "\-) -z, ':3 .~d \:)W ~?rr.J MrJ. 0 f 0 ~o I~ M &J i: 'Y; orq- 2: <--V2)

441 'f~PI r, c..7115'
7_t W-R- +~ !"iN -:=l1-f21 Hpp.) ~ ~~ JtAt;Q. ~

pp~fC·J:::. ~ Z- 0.. . 2.)~ r -7'1
w C pp .;» ~+~~:J- :B (r-1p-p -4 YY'\I< \V ..»>

3':2- fTM-+ _ 0 pp
The differ8!ltial rate f')r pp K K 3 II normalized to
-- +-PP 7' K K is now obtained by taking the ratio of the value

obtained integrating (IV. l~) to (V.3).

Though the expressions (IV.12) and (V.3) are strictly

valid for annihilation at vanishing momentum, to facilitate

comoarison with ex:)eriment,al da ta 1.;evary the antiproton lab

momentum u;:;to 5.7 GeV. Again, like in the two soft pion

emission case, comparison could only be made with data on
+ ...l, - .0

reactions such as pp .:;> K K-1T "rt Tl, The results tahulated

in Table II show that the branching ~atios are lower than the

experimental values •

.__ .. - .....--~-,------------------...•
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VI. Remarks

The expressions .derived in sections II a~.1. IV are

strictly valid for annihilation at vanishing lab momentum

of the antiproton. Generalizing the expressions to higher

-values of p momenta may not be vali~. In the case of pp
+ '00;> K K-f'l + 21l'." ( soft), there is a further limitation,

namely, the kaon production is at threshold.

'IJe hav e confined ourselves to a rather straightfor-

ward application of the soft pion formalism and ve find that the

branching rat.Los apart from showing the general energy depen-

dence same as the experimental Tesults, are close to what is

expected experimentallY. The formalism is now being appli.ed

to pp _':> K+K- 411 0 12
r"
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ApDendix·A

The terms a~pearing in (11.20)
terms of the kinematic vari.ables m~It7T,

OK' cos 0rr and .¢'. For this purpose

must be expressed in
2 2 ~)m2i.T , mK7T, cos C7.k:/

we first define

P = R +K, R ::: S+T, K ~ k'l + K~ A = k1

s T = S-T= q .
2 =
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In terms of these, the variablei in (II.20) are given as

k~ = -P.kllMpP' k~ = -P, k2/MPP , QO =-P.Q!Mpp

-:"'2 = 2 (P k ) 2; ?, -~_2 2 (P ) 2!l 2kl kl + • 1 Mpp, ~ i;J k2 + .k2 'Mpp
..::) .-'")

k \'6l: ~ (k 1" &) -t- «P--I</) ( P-6L))I(\.-q'~
-) -") pp
k2.,Q -::..(1<:1- fCl )+ (C P* I<:z.)( p"a)) I H~p 0· '2:-) ,

life can form the following invariants from the variahle in (A.l):
"2.. '2- -z, R'2.. / /'\ )f.< ) ~"K,J R· K ..;b ,J /). # R". tA / &--> ~ /&~ .J 1< \.H.-3..

~/Je write the terms occuring in (A.2) in terms of those in (A.3) ~

P i-: __ .L C f( I< + R .. .6 -+- k2).J p..k -=.1 CR- K-R 1,6 -f f<2)
, I , <, I '2-' t' ;J. 2.. t'

P 'Q '-::.S'::- T:2.._+ J<I S - /<1T z: P./Q+-6:(- Ie,/ 0.,2-_ :;~ T "'=- '2-~r T

K I" Q '-::..'l(QI K -f-CIQ,) -' 1<~"('£o::-;(}<""6<.-c:51 V/J<.'I<,.=- ~(I<:~i)
W k.Q)"\.e ( p.., 4)

'2 '~ <2.. '2... '1.. '2. '2- 2. "- '2 '2..'k '-=" - M I' .b_ hl -Al.M 'R:;: -h\ 6L-~ -2m -::;!..n-
')...11 ) ?-Tf -r 7T./ '"'2~1i/ :2-/c:/T iiI< k

~ ~ 'R 1/< -::.....L (~ -+ rn .»: f'1-p) Q.r R := fr.'2.. _ fy, "2..
2, ?-",rr ?-/I P / f::: ft,T1

~ ( ,Q, ~ _ a~ 0rr (62 )!f2(,p2.k2._(.R_k)2-/f<2.) 1/1- ,~
G.--k::: C0 '9~(Q~,Q..'2-=-~,; '?-1<Y3') 1-:J-)))2-(( !<2~7.--1fI~J)II<Y

+ Ca." I FZ )( f<.; 1<) ( r<. -'2-;;-
.6 (9... "-.;.( cs-r; cfo -Jc, VL'2 - CP ~rQ. ~ 2:...(~~1<::;)(G.....k)) c(

~o fE//<J:-R12J
(L..~" t r: .2-)' '2 'L 2- (Ll )L I ~ ",i;)... k: "-~ 'C' / t.) .6 -Co .., I-<:J ~ -- '0( , .F?J .

Lr;J.-:: C p?-;CL_ t.E / tJ2--)&+('2-{&·J Kif, J() , 2,.;'. 'L

- k 2 ( f<, I Q.) (I<." ~) ~&. ~-"'R.
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i t ann l· hilation at vanishing momentumproton ant pro on .'

)

)
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o <::l ••

Cs and C6 are obtained by cylically ratating 1< /'" /<'2" .~d k/VY1 ~

I . ..;> Q ",,0. u ~. 'I::> 0 00) 0 <::>, CJ) ".
0\ -- 1<, J<v 1'3 ( I< ,-t kz,:){j<.,-t 1<3 .x f::·~+k, (~, -I- I'-z.-T IS

~ e-, \1-
. The> equations connecting the terms in i) !'-1~~~'1 and t~e

variables ap~earing in (IV.l?) are given below:
I

! t
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TABLE 1

--------------------------------------------------------------
? Lab
momentum
GeV/c

CM energy
GeV

Branching ratio
(theo'T'etical) Branching ratiop~ "/K1'X-,{ +2,f(Exgerimefltal)
- +--
pp -) K K--------------------------------------------------------------

0.0 1.8766 0.002065

0.5 1.9380 0.006616

1.0 2.0818 0.0215?
1.2 2.1492 0.03469

1.5 2.2541 0.06327

1.61 ?,.?,Q29 0.07761

':'..0 2.4301 0.176?

2.5 2.60?'? 0.3624

2.7 2.66q2 0.4588

3.0 2.7675 0.6287

3.7 2.q873 1.150

5.7 3.5498 11.09
--------------------------------------------------------------

-.----..------..-~---"--------------------..,..j
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TABLE II
-----------------------------------------------------------Branching ratio Branching ratio

t~eoretical experimental
bp ...../<+-,.... __.0
T --..). r» II

pP~ j:::+t::------------------------------------------------------------

p momentum
(lab)

Gev/C

CM energy
GeV

0.07667

0.8464

0.0 1.8766

1.2 ':2.149?

1.62 2.8013

1.95 2.4128

2.15 2.4830

2.20 2.500

2.9 ?7::l5

1.7 S.9~73

5.7 3.5498

2.1226

3.9151

5.4522

1('75

89.7°

-----------------------------------------------------------
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fiE4LIUTION OF INFINITESThLAL GENERATORS OF COMPLEX ANGUL.AR

MOMENTUMOPERATORS *

KoNo JoshiDepartment of Mathematics" Garhwal Universi tY7 Srinagar Garhwal
U.P~ 246 174

and
BoSo RajputDepartment of Physics, Kumaon University, Nainital

The generators of homogeneous Lorentz group have been
eombined to develop a compact operator form~ation for
representing the Gel-fand-Naimark theory of representations
of 81 (2,~~ Diagonal elements of this operator have been
interpreted as the components of complex "angular momentum
operators in complex spaceo An explicit expression for the
complex anul.ar momentum opera'orshave been cbtained for
zero-mass case under the transformations of Chakrabarti and
Coester and it has been shown that the components of linear
momentum in the expression of these operators remain unchanged.
Irreducible representations of infinitesimal generators of
proper, orthochronous~ homogeneous Lorentz group have been
obtained in terms of infinitesimal generators of comple~
angular momentum operatorso

* Paper presented by ~ K.N. Joshio
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Recent developments in P article Physics had made important
expansion,wlth respect to S1~2?C) representations which include
infinitesimal non-unitary representations as well. The
systematic treatment for the transformation matrix elements
between different type of basis sets in 3L(2,C) representation
space and for the boost matrix elements have been given by Szego
and Tothl~ Bargmarm2? Gel1fand ....Naimark3, TOller4, Nambu5, Bars
and Gursey6, Barut and Wilson 7• The unitary irreducible
representations of the homogeneous Lorentz group so~3,1) or
the covering group of 8L (2,C) belonging to the principal series
and containing integral angular momenta have been reduced
by Mukunda8 with respect to its non-compact subgroup soC2,1).

Since the classification of elementary particles by
Wigner9, a cording to irreduci ',Ierepresentations of proper,
orthochronous, inhomogeneous Lorentz group, various authors
have been,working on the representations of inhomogeneous
Lorentz group for different systems, Lomont and MosesJ.O, 11
could develop the technique of reduction of wave functions to
the irreducible representations of this group for non-zero
and zero-mass systems in te,rms of 8hirokov-Foldy 12,13 and
Lomontz-Mo se~14 realization!)

In our earlierls, 16 papers, we have developed a compact
operator formulation to reformulate the Gel1fand-Naimark3 theory
of representations of SL(2,C) by combining the generators of
homogeneous Lorentz group to undertake the studies of operators
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associated with the collective relativistic motion of a body
rotating about one axis and moving wlth-rel~tivistic velocity
along the other. Diagonal elements of this operator have been
interpretted as the components Z17 Z2 and ~ of complex
angular momentum operator~ in complex space and its representa-
tions have been derived in the basis of eigen-vectors of third
component of usual angular momentum operator. Addition of
complex angular momentum operators have been carried out and
the corresponding value of C"Go coefficients have be-en deri ved16•

In the presentpaper~ an explicit expression for the
complex angular momentum operators have been obtained for zero-
mas s casel? under the transformations of _Chakrabarti 18 and
Coester19 and it has been shown that the components of linear
momentum in the expression of these operators remain unchanged.
Irreducible representation of L:fini tesimal ger:erators of proper,
orthochronous, homogeneous -Lorentz group have been obtained in
terms of infinitesimal generators of complex angular momentum
operators and it has been shown that these representations are
similar to those obtained by Lomont~-Moses14 in terms of the
generators of ordinary angular momentum operators and the

j; ,

operators associated with the boosts"
2. REPRESENTATIONS OF COMPL~GL~J.~ MOMENTUM OPERATORS IN

TERMS OF MOMENTUM REPRESENTATIONI • .~_.____ . ~. _

.In our previous paper15, we have combined the generators
of homogeneous Lorentz group to define the components of complex
angular momentum operator in the followingterm~
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A1/2(J j + (2.1)
and

1\ A /\

Xj == 1/2(J j - iKj) , (2.2)
I\. r- /'<

where J1 J 2' J3 are the generators corresponding to the,
ordinary angular momentunl operators associated with rotations

1\ " Aand Kl~ K2, K3 are the generators for the pure Lorentz trans-
formations~ These components of complex angular momentum .

.6 operator have been shown to satisfy following commutation rules:
• [Zj,~J e, A

== j. jKnZn (2.3),
[£j' XkJ ::: i e /\jlcrfn ,
~'~J (2.~

== 0, (j ,k.,n == 1,2,3) • (2. .,.. ,

where E,jIrJl is the usual Levi-Civita three index symbol :-.

~r,

.ex

and the summation convention is employed for repeated indices.
The infinitesimal generators of irreducible representations of

Case may be given explicitly inthese operators for zero~mass
momentum representationsl?

A
Z~ s l- ~-J(2.6)

and
AX·J ==

where Sl' S2 and 83 represent three irreducible (2s+1)
dimensional matrices of arbitrary spin

== i E.'r~8J.ru..L n •.

s such that

(2.8)
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b t" 18Let us 6)ply the folloyJing t-"ansformations of Chakra ar ta

t:> the generators given by equation (2.6)_;

u
(2.9)

where

e arc (2.10)

then ve
/\
Zj

It shows that under the transformation with unitary matrix

U given by e~'uation (209) the cO'-'':ponentsof Li.nr ar momentum
1\

rem2ins unchanged in the expression of the generator Zj' while
~

the matrices S j are modified by the components of vector X.

SinrLlarly, lIDder the Goester transformation19 with unitary

matrix

U == exp (ieS~ (2.13)

where,

1 = arc tg( P:
J
) and e

we get __

~" == u~"ut =J J
where

4-
y ;::=

, (2.14)= arc

S3Y~ (2'- J .»

( 2.16)

-- ----- -~---- -~----~---

f

b

ill

b

a

3

0:

b~

wl

ne
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.
From equation (2.6) we may write the infinitesimal

./'\ 1\ /\ 1"\

generators associated with operators Z = ~Zl' Z2' Z3) in the

following form in momentumrepresentation for zero-mass system.

/\
Z = (2.17)

where,-./

V (2.18)

and
rJ
S = (2. +9)

for complex

In the similar manner equation (2.7) gives the expression
/\
X where ~ is replaced

OP(~and S> is replaced by 1/2 S + P "0-;T1/2( 0\~:w
angular momentumoperator

+ ';p)by

Equation (2.17) is Lderrtd.ca'l, to that for ordinary angular
--? ~

momentumoperator except that the operators \7 and S replaced

by oper abor c d and ~ re.•..pectively gf.ven by equation (2.18)

and (2.19)

3. RE..'lL_~ION OF. INFI.liITEi£1MfU, GEJ'ffi&";.TORSOF COMPLEX .ANGULIJ\

MOMJmi,.TY'1_Q.PERA:J;QB£
Irreducible representations of the infinitesimal generators

of prop er , or thochronous , homogeneousLorentz group are specified

by si gn of ener gy e ( E. -:;..±~)and by' a descrete variable >-.
which runs through (2s+l) values L,eo from -s to +s, where s

is the spin of the particle of zero-masso Numbers;takes on

non-negative integral or half-odd integral values.
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When the generators are given, they are given f.n a basd s,

I This basis i characterized byt" 3 space runct tc-is in Hilbert

space upon WhiCDthe generators oper-at.o, We have taken here the

set of functions P(O, e ~p,'/', ) \rJhiCl1 can be :r:-egardedas

consti tuting a repI't:;sentatiOl': of t:,e states of a Hilbert space,
-"')-

where vector p has the componerrt s (P::,} P2~ P3) each of which

takes on values from ""octo +- cCo ThE.:inner product of two

states \ \-/» and ) \410 is th82.1 defj.n.:-.u8.S

Z'fJ I~~ = Lf:~ ';0, e ,1.?» F(0, ~;5,,>,) _d_p__ ,
where i p

p = \ t)
The states A\~i8 represented by \AF)(O, f::. ,p, I' )

where A is any infinitesimal generator of homogeneous
1'\

Lorentz group @Xld..Ll. is the corresponding infinitesimal generator

in the basi s char actez-Lzed by space of the function in Hilbert

spaceo These infinitesimal generators, in the irreducible

j.

representations ~f homogeneous Lorentz group operate on functions

F(0, (G ~p~». ) for zer-o-mass syst.en in the following warO

\~_F) (0 ~ 8 '}1J; 'r) = on i(1X~) IF'(O~(2; -;1,:x )+~ (~) (0,8 ,-;. .'
. prP3

iCtX~) ~(O, e- ,i',)\ )+~~~) (0,6';'A
''l . P;-P3

_/ - -7 1'1 ~
j.. ~ p )\(f) 3F (0 ,B ,p ,?')+ eMF) ( 0, G- ,p,)) )

. 3. 2a)

-.~.....~..------.-~----------_...J

(3.1)

[
[
[
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.1)

ns

= o (3.3a)
1'\

'·~.T."u

~ ).

/\ ) may also be expressed in terms

2a)
it·.
'~>the gener at or s 0::'.' homogeneous I.Jorentz group
1 I\. /\ (\ A. 1\ r" r-.
1, Tl = -J 2 '~~Kl' T2 =J I-f::' K2 and M

as follows.
/\.= J3
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These generators satisfy the commutation rules (2.3)0

Comparing these equations \vith equations (206) and (302)
with the coreesponding equations for~ and~17 we set the
following relations



H~S' ~ ~~S' N1) P -t-P3 2-;

P1. ( P XS)3
- Pi-?3 1

1:>':L_ (p A S)3
P+P3 ...

nal

1\
Tr;l..

>-. )
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(3.5)

(3.7b)

uation (3.7) verifies the commutation rule (3.3a) and the

,pther co.tation rules (303b) and (3.3c) of the generators
t
~f Euclidean group are also verified in the special case

= ~0,0'P3)·

Using relations (305) to (3,.7) we may write equations (3.2)

n the following forms,
1\ .~ .?N ~ A-?
(ZlF)(O,E ,p, /,) = -~(px.:::y) IF(O,E:. ,p,/\)+1/2~(MF)(0,E-,p,)\)

P+P3

_1/2t P d F(0,E,1,?,- ) ~3. 8a)
dPl

• ~ ("I ~ti' -> 1/2 P A= -~~pt<v)C(O,cG,p,~)+ 2 (MF)(0 E; ~ ')
P+P3 "p,/'

- 1/2-Ep d F(O, E; ;t,!","- ) (3. 8b)
:-? r-../ d.P2 ~ (\ ~= -i(pX'v) 3F(0, E:, ,p,~ )+ l/2(MF) (0,E ,p,,,-)

(:. 'd- . -7 (3.8c)
-1/2 p F(O,(;;,p,»

'OP3

)

)

"' )
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where

~3.lOa)

(3.11)

which give the realization. of complex angular momentumoperators

in the form similar to equation (3~2a) _for ordinary angular
~

momentumoperator except that the op er at.or' <:(] is reu1aced by t.he :
(V . p f\ ;., /\ '

operator \] given by equation (3c.9) and _" '1. M, r ':2-- M
J::::> -IV P +]: P +P;S

and M are replaced by ."_~_ I~ » - p,?- ':0 rv and
r.I -O-fP3 b+p N
M gi.ven by equations (3oTOa = 3olDc) <: - 3
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GAUGE INVARIANT FORMULATIONS OF GENERALIZED FIELDS

ASSOCIATED '-"lITH ..?ARTICLES CARRYING ELECTRIC AND

HAGNET~C CHARGES*

D.C. Joshi
De partment of Phys Lc s, Garh1!JalUniver si ty Srinagar 246];74 (India)

and
R.S. Rajput

Department of Physics, Kumaun Uni versi ty Naini tal ?6300? (India)
+*+*+*+*+

The study of' the gauge invariant pro:Jerties of the gene-
ralized four-;.;otential'-1asbeen undertaken and classical electro-
dynamics of generalized fields and dyons carrying gener ali zed

charges has been generalized to include Abelian and Non-Abelian
gauge groups. It has been shown that the generalized four-current
associated with the ger,eralt zed charges and general t ze1 field
eauations do not have oath deDendeY"ce in .:ltelianguage theory
and it has been shown that the use of two four-ootentials comole-
tely removes the occurence of unphysical co~troverstal string
variables. Using the reduced ex~ansions for these four-potentials
in terms of'Lcnorrt-Hos es realization of irreducible representa-
tions of Poincare grou~ the expansions fnr Atelian gauge changes
have been derived and it has heen shown t.hatit is not possible
to make the Abelian gauge a temporal one for the generalized fields
-----------------------------------------------------------------

*Paper presented by D.C. Joshi.
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associated with dyons carrying generalized charge. Non-Abelian
gauge theory of the fields associated with the ~articles of non-
zero mass carrytng t~e generalized charge has bp.en constructed
and it has r-)eenshown that the generalized gauge f'ieldis non
gauge invariant. The condi tIon of'dual symmetry of generalized
field equation and equation of motion has been derived and it has
been shown that a constancy condition is needed to maintain the
dual symmetry.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recent interest in the subject of monopoles has been enhanced
by an observation by tt Hooft1 that classical solutions having
the pr-ope r t.Le s of magnetic monopoles may be found in Yang-Mills
tYJeory~ ani by an extension of t'lisidea by Julia and 7ee3 who" ,
s howed tha~ it is ;JO ssible to construct the classical solution
having both magnetic and elec~ric charge on tne same particle.
In the m can time it became c Laar tY1at the monopole can better he
und er st.ood in nori-Ace llan gauge theories in whlch it a pnears as
classicil solution: of the systems4, which have a topological
meaningS. Lately, the mono?cles have beco~e the ob~ects of more
i~terest in co~nestion ~ith the quark confinement pr0blems in
Quantum Chr omodynam i csv but it is somewhat annoying that inspi te
of their potential importance, the formalism necsssary to describe
them is clumsy and not manifestly covariant. The elegant Hu-Yang7

formalism of'f'eT'edsome hope for more convenient treatment of mono-
poles but it too a~peared to be cumbersome8 for problems involving
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many monopoles. The question '.Jhetherthe analysis of :'1u-Yang
be extended to all the space-tj_me has been examined by Brandt
and Neri9 but their action contains unphysical strine signulari-

.ties, unohysical charged fields defined on the trajectories and
the unvhvsical fields defined on the strings and trajectories.. ~ ,

Recently, Brandt et.allO shown that itis impossibly difficult to'
extend the Yu-Yang programme to the full quantum Field Theory.
On the other hand Mc Keonll developed further the idea of Cabibb
and Ferrari 12 in strilct analogy :vith Mandelstam13 and Ezawa and
Tze14 presented a Lagran7,ian theory of monopoles with a non-Abel
gauge symmetry and free from Dirac's veto15• The latter theory,
lacks in action princi ole in the presence of both electrically
and magnetically hharE;ed fields.

Starting with the idea of r,ahibbo and ~errari12 of two
four potentials, we also attemoted in our earlier paJers16,17 to
develop the consistent ouarrtum t.heor y of generalized eLec t.r omagri

fields produced resoect.tveLy by s:1in-l and spin-to oarticles
carrying simultaneously the generalized c~arge as a complex
with ele~tr¥c and magnetic charges its real and imaeinary parts.
Extending this work: in the present paper the study of gauge inva:
riant properties of generalized four-potential wl-:lichdescribes ,
generalized electromagnetic fields, has heen undertaken and clas
stcal electrodynamics of generalized fielrls and dyons carrying
generalized charges lJasbeen generalized to include Abelian and
non-Abelian gauge grou~s. It has been shown that the gereralize,
four-current associated with the generalized charges and tl-:le
generalized field equations do not have path dependence in
gauge theory. Generalized field eauations and eauation o~
have been shmm to ljp IJoin('areinvariant ard also invaria:r-t
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dual transformations and it has been demonstrated that tn
Abelian theory there is no non-trivial gauge group but the
electric and magnetic conservations are explicit and follow
from the anti symmetry of generalized field. The invariance
of Lagrangian and Field eouation unier the enlarged group of
non-singular A"'Jelianlocal gauge transformations has also been
demonstrateil. It has been shown that tr:euse 'Jftl..J'O four-
potentiRls com~letely removes the occurrence o~ unphysical
controversial string variables an1 then any change in string
variables in dirac theory is compensated by gauge transforma-
tion of these four-Dotentials. It has also been shown that
in the presence of dyons in Abelian theory it is not possible
to find any gauge to eliminate any of t~ese four-potentials
~nd that the splitting of s~ace into two overla~~ing regions
will not be cosstbLe . It has also been showr that these
Dotentials and those derive1 from them by Abelian gauge
transformations des~ribe the given gereralized fields equally
ltle 11.

Using the; r-educed exoansi ons derived in our earlier
pa per for th.ese bro f'our=pot.ent.laLs in terms o~ Lomont-Moses
realizations of 'rreducihle representations of Poincare group,
the expansions o~ Ahplian gauge changes have been derived an d
it has heen shown that the introduction of a second potential
does not rause an incre8se o~ the numher of indenendent varia-
bles which describe a free field. It has also been shown triat

no axial gauge in AbElian theory is possible for generalized
four-Dotential describing the generalized fields associated
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with dyons carrying the generalized changes. Gauge changes
associated 1",ith the transformaticns, through which the temporal
and spatial parts of generalizpd potential undergo upon change
of frame by proper Lorentz transformations has been shown to

1..-
I:·
t

\

retain all the plementry symmetries of generalize-'lfields.
Gauge term in the components of generalized four-current
densi ty has been s'I-J.'Nnessentially van';shing and .;t has been
shown that it is not posslble t·')make the Abelian guaze a
temporal one for the generalized fields associated with t'I-J.e
dyons carrying ge~eralized charge3.

Using the N~R reduced expansions of generalized
four-Dotential in terms of Foldy-Shirokov realization of
irreducible representations of Poincare group, it has been
shown that the generalized fields associated 'I,,!ithdyons of
nonzero mar s cannot be descr tbr-i by Abelian gauge theory and
that the (3~fhfup;~ SL'::..tc:olegaug s t.he ory f'o r dyons is non-Abelian
one.

Non-Abe Lian gr:tl.ge theory of the fields associ ated
with particles of ~onze:,o mass each of which carry the genera-
lized charge has boen ~,):!1s'':;T'uctedqndtt has been shown that
the generalized particie current is gauge covartant but not
conserred in nonAbeli.an rSE;e. It has also been shown that in
ncn-Abe Ltan tlteory the gauge invariance of the generalized
field and cu+rerrt , Generalized g2.ugefield has heen shown
to be non-gauge inva~iant and the eauation of motion and gene-
ralized field eauation have been shown to be invariant to a
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non-trivj~l local gauge grouv in non-Abelian theory. From
gauge covariant and no~ conserved generalized particle current
the conserved and non-eauge covariant generalized Noetherian
j

~urrent corres~onding to the global gauge grouo has been cons-
tructed and it has been sholm that it receives the contribution
from b~th the ~article sources ard the gauge fields. The
condi tion of dual symmetry of generaLiaed field, equation and
Bauation of motion 1n non-Abelian gauge theory has been
derived and it has been shown to be the requirementlof consis-
tency of non-Abelian field equations and gauge transformatinn~
of the generali!!;edfield. It has also been shown that contra-
dictory t", the contention of Brandt and Neri9, no extaa cons-
traint except this constancy condition is needed to.maintain
the- dual symmetry in non-Abe Lian theory of generali.zed fields

•.associated to dyons carrying generalized charges.
2. ABELL.~~ GAUGE THEORY

The intErest in the subject of monopole had been
enhanced by the o~servation of It Hooftl that classic81 solutions
having the pro~erties of magnetic monopoles may be found in
Yang Mills theory? and by the extension of It Hoofts discussion
by JUlia and Zee3, who showed that it is Jossible to construet
classical solutions having both magnetic and electric charges
on same ?articles. Such oarticles had already been di~cussed
by Schwinger18 and Z1.<1anzlger19,who named them as dyons. Consi-
dering thA charge on a dyon as a complex quantity

c: = e-ig,
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where e and g are electric and magnetic charges, we have
developed the consistent Quantum theory of ~eneralized electro-
magnetic fields produced by dyons of spin-116 and spin t17
respectively, by introducing two four-potential

-lr ~\ !+r~ ;; ( t,l' cPe) ,VNi 'a3 = rt~}ct (~) in order

to avoid the controversial orbitrary string variables in the
solutions of generaI:' zed field equations. In terms of·these
four-potentials the generalized electric and magnetic fields
may be written as .:» .~ ~-:-'/

:-- _ C>A _\J 9.e - '\!, K E
u(- " ....::> ....•S>

- -?) ri') _~ cfj t'\jy A- ot-- .
presence of magnetic charge both these poten-

(
?

In the
ti.alsare necessary because the :s:~mc single potential contains
unphysical string signgulari.ties. In the ;Jresence of two poten-
tials the dual invariance of the theory leads to Chirality
ruantization condition20• In term!':of these four-potenttals
we define the generalized electromagnetic field tensor in th e
following manner:

F-7A1) .: ~ ~),'V

where the superscript ld: denotes the dual tensor defined as
('l4 ~t - J.. (~ '\1_ Y e
iff·-,"' V - 1- '- r- -» If e rr

In equation (2.2) E~4..')) and '¥t-0V are the electric and magnetic
contributions of generalized electr~magnetic field tensor. These
tensors may be defined as follows in terms of electric and
magnetic four-potentials respecttvely:
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(2 .3b)

Dual of gener-a Ll,zed tensor F"ll vmay be wri t'ten as
~ ~t f-"V .; ~l~V +& ~,V (2.4)

Classical Abelian Lorentz invariant generali7.ed Maxwell'~
equations may then be written in the following form:

l::r\1 ))1 :: ~ 1A1:>)) .:::-J'j\.A.and I} I

~~- - ~" - K.'r-'t" v, » - IlfA-V, V - }lA.-
Since siv r v-:~~)V= 0, ,where JJ-'-.~x) and Kp..(x) are
electric and magnetic four-current densities respectively.

~ - -

If the generalized fields are produced by spin-t generalized
charges, these may be written as follows in terms of wavefunc-
tions i of spin - t particles:

Jt-"- :::. e 'tr..L OJlA ~ y,",
a~ ~ ~

I< r- ::. ~ "+ 1 'Y lc.A. ~ y
II). '1

Equations (2.5) are symmetric to duality transformations,
(F, Fd) ---7~(F cos ~ + Fd sine, F sine - Fd cose)
(J, K) (J cos ~ + K sine, Jsine - K cose).

- .-. (2.6)

Field eauations (2.5) may be readily derived from the
Lagr3.ngian density 1.. 2-,,?

L:.- ~ 2..[ Av, I'-"- - Af"'\ ))) .; ( f,)), ~ - !Sf·,! );) J
-i~Okylf'~ -/1(-') V ) ( gvff'- - Bj-I '))J]
-+ Cc{itf- - (>(3,r-)J~ - C{~A'r--f- 0( fSr-) l<~)
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wher o ~_ and f> are rp.al arbitrary parameter s • Although the

usual Lagrangian for Mmq{ell' s system is not invariant urrt er the

dual transformations of potential and current, the Lagrangian

given by equation (2c8) is dual invariant. Field equations

(2 . 5) may a1sob e lIT i t ten a s

(2.9)
where ~t-:\il'))= Fp.tJ -i F~)} and j f'-l- is generali zed four-current

density associated with generalized charge;

~t-"-=Jr--Ck~ (2.10)

Thi s generali zed current w.;th J t-"- and Kf'A- defined by equations

(~.6) and the field enuations (2.9) do not have path depenriencp

in Abelia~ theory. Let us de~ine in the similar manrer the

generalized f<:)ur-potential Vr-; V r-- = f+r-- C EI\.A..-
then we may ~"rite G ~s fOllOW~ .~

G'r-\J - F~ -i) F p-v
~'Jhere t: -. VJ.A - \f "11 1M.

I--f' \l - q 1V .' v /1 --
1'J8 may then 1,JTite equation (0.Q)QS

The generali?:ed

i= ~" v I V :: '6't":
), w,hich may~lso be wrl tten as

o~~t'-_-~VJ)_ ~ ~-fA
"~. 0»» o'A ~-

curre~ ~J.y also 1--]e~>Tritten in

L{
(since FI-J'V. '0- 0

I I

the following

manner in terms of trajectories of dyons (Particles carrying

generalized charges)/V):..2 'Ve Sd?c[ 6<t()\.-})~6((X)L(x)

C~ \ r.
l

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13.)

(2.14)

(2.15)
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where the particles trajectories are given hy the functions

l:, ()))(i = 1 ••..• N, for N
C&-A- I'

1 __ 73.\ J. ~ r z: ~ t(~DJ l: tv' -, .J f\J

L(xJ ~ ~'::rS~!)
is the conserved particle numh~. Q(x) is constant on each

dyon s) of the

~
ct: )6' (x - ~

proper time s t

(~.16)

particle trajectory.
In terms of genera1iz0d 81ectromagnetic field tensor

G~v, the equation of any particle carrying generalized charge
becomes : • I

(2.17)
be specifi.ed byand the classical Maxwell

:q-}A 'J( ~-) z:
It has already been shown

Lorentz force law mayKe[ r;f-C-X;) Gtr-D
in an earlier pa~er~l

(2.18)
that a pure

rotation in charge space or its arbitrary combination ,>litha
transformation containing simultaneously the ~pace and time
ref1ection is an invar"iant transform8.ti.onof f'ield.equations (~.q).

e~uation of motion (~.17) 8.nd the Lagrangi8.n density (2.8) while
under the combination of ;:mre -ref1ecti.onin "'harge s;Jacewith
space reflection or time ref'lA~tion (not both), these eauations
remain irvariant.

E0uations (~.6) ,rmd (':>.17) are Poincare invariant
and also invariant to the duality transformation. There is no
non trivial gauge grou~ but t~e electric and magneti.c conser-
vation are ex al.Lc lt and also follow from t~e anti symmetry of
F and Because of expli,cit current conservation, the
Lagrangian and hence the field enuations are invariant tothe
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enlarged groulJ

(2.20)

(2.19)

or equivalently

with

where

v /"C~.) ~-U~ '1(J\)

~1'Cy..) =: A e (rx)- LAd (~)
(2.20)
(2.21)

In case the ~arttcles are signly charged (electrically) we need
only one f'our-vpo terrt laL and the field eauations in ouantun

Electrodynamics are tnvariant under an A~elian group of gauge
transformations A-~ ~ At-- +o~/\

~7 -e(l\rand
whar e tl1e gauge gr-oup is U(i I and is space- vime dependent.
The invariance then is the local invariance and the potential

;Ap. describes exactly the same!)hysical system as Ap does. In
the presence o~ dyoDs, the introduction of second four-potent~al
is actually compensated by an enlargement 0f the group of gauge
transformations given by eauations (0.19).

Introducing hio f'cur-cco t.enti aLs the use of controversial
unphysical strjng variables have been com::Jletelyremoved and the
change in the string variables in Dirac theory has been actually
compensated by the gauge transformations (0.10). It therefore
became p0ssible to develop thp Abelian theory which maintains
thp elegant electric-ma2'netic symmetry and enlarges the gauge
group U (i). This conclusion is in agreement with the result

~ of Brandt et. al10. In an alternative ap~roach Bais 88 has also
'~
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shown that the urphysical string EXgE singularities in monopole
theory can be removed by a gauge transform~tion if the symmetry
group is a compact covering group of the rotation group. In
the presence of dyons carr-vt ng gcner aLized charges it is not
possible to find any gauge to eliminate any of the four-poten
tials Ap and Bf involved in the theory.

If.we consider dyons not as p":>intsbyt having extended
structure so that its electric and magnetic charges may be consi-
dered as situated at two distinct polnts in the srace-time mani-
fold, then it will be possible to divide the space-time manifold
into two overlapping regions Rl and R2 such t.hat Bf vanishes
in Rl and Ap. varri sbes in R~. T1J.iskind of idea wa s introduced
by \>J'uand Yang23 to circumvent the problems caused by the strings
in Dirac theory. In such a case the points of the region Rl
will observe vanishing field tensor~~~nd the field will be
described only by the field tensor~r-.,giVenby equatlb~n (2.3a)
and the gauge change (2.19) will satisfy the condition

o~~DJ.) 1\ e C'J..) - a))o~"e. C"') <-' 0 (2.22)

On the other hand then in the region R2. the field tensor
~ ~~V will van i sh and the field 'Nill be described by the

tersor~~ith the gauge change satisfying the eondition
~»~~f\d(~I--o~Ui) /\0 C~) z: D (~.23)

jI!henthe dyons car-r-vnng gener31 i. zed charges are the point
particles, suehas plitting of the s::,aceinto the ovarLapning
regions will not be~ossible and then the generalized field
will be described by two non-vanishing fouT'-potentials Ap' and e, ~



)3.-(( or C·" qui valently by the g:p.ner:'ll;zer} four- :->ot:entialgiven by
Gcuation (~.ll) every where. Contradictory to the results of

9Ll.Ikeda et. al'J"- thr>se potentials and those deriver} from them by
gauge t.r-ans r orma .:ti.ons (? J.C1) givE: ·;:.hesame quantization condi-
tion (Chira Lt ty i r7C:1ri::mce)and ;...oth the sets of these potentials
describe the given generalized electrom~gnetic fields equally
well. In other wo~ds in Abelian theory o~ generalized electro-
magnetic fields ~escribed by two four-potentials and any two
global gauges belonging to the same gauge type are equivalent to
each other. Recently it has b een shown hy Gambini and Salamo'?5
that the two pot ent i.aLs doscr Lb.ing the rields of dyons can be
written in terms of four dynamical degrees of freedom plus gauge
quantities and that in the absence of magnetic (or electric)
sources a choice of g!1uge a Ll.ows us to plilTJinate tt)e f'our-cpo te n-
t i a1 Bp (c Ap) .

3. REDUCED EXP.'~NS}OFS FIJFLJrr:~ELIAN GA1JG3 PIELDS
Reduction of gal.1ge cl~8.nr;es6efiend by eouations (?.10)

for electric and m8.gnetic fcur-potentials or equivalently hy
equati.on (??O) for generali.zrd four-potential describing
generali 7p.d electromar,net.ic fi.eLds pr-orluc od hy spin-~' dvons

carrying generalized charges M8.V he derived in terms of irre-
ducible representations of Poinc2re grou~ by using the corres-
~onding reductions of t~~se four-potent;qls. ~educed expansions
of generalized four- po t.crrti.aL df3~ind.dby oqua t i on (8.11) have

17already heen derived f0r zero and monzero mass systems respec-
tive Ly in tE~"'J11Sof Lomont-Hoses26 and Foldy27-Shirokov~8 reali-
zations of irreducihlR representations of Poincare group. Using
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these reduced expansions let us derive the reductions of
gauge transfnrmat:tons for both the systems in the following
sections:
(a) Zer0 Mass Svstem:

Reduced expansions of spati.al .nd temporal parts of
gpneralized four-vector have been derived 17 in the follo-
wing form for zero mass system: . .:

0T(?\.) :::(8n~r (c{ t r(f-7I)'iJ C¢', :>-.) ;:?Cfl ~)~H(C~~- P~:
A::; \ J-p L

-"f. -? :,\'--4 ~. <\: -) -.:)1 ? 73.1). + (1+ /\) J(p, ")0". CP', 1'9 ~p \ _c (p~)( - I:)f-/J~ -,

VD (~) 'C-!Tf3 f~~CcVJq<P1cct?t- ¥S)J -t-ltt?) ~f) C-{I~);;--~~fu
where ~ (bJ) r) is the representation of'wav ef'unc t iens of
transverse photons vt th helicity",,~fCP) and kCpr)respectively
are the rRPresentations of wavefunctions of s~a1ar f'ields for
both signs of energy and the vector:J? Crl ~ is given by

/krb J'\h)
I V (\ J \ -t l /\ r 'l.-

I \~:{p.+ p~J .
1 I:> 2. (PI .-t~'~rJ -c A
I I) {~~t-PY
\, PI' ~ \ 1\ pi. / p

these reduced ex~ansicns, we may get the reduction of the
transverse and long~tudinal ~arts of the wavefunction

which transforms as generalized electromagnetic
hy using the followinp' e~ations : (

''', -jT
ajjL- ~ le~)::- - ( \ 'f. y (x)

a~ ~L(~ ~ -1 VoC~ J
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Su'-1stituting these reduced eX;:Jansions and the c')rresoonding

ex pans ions f'or generali. zed four-current ~~) into the

Lagrangian (~.A), we have derived the Hamiltonian density

H(x) of the generalized electromagnetic fields in the following

\{.l' (~?)
..•..•.... _- .

(3.5)

w~ere l-to-C;() corresponds to free electromagnetic t.r ar sv er se

H-M (xJjorresponds to Dirac field and -W .L(~)denotesfield

interaction Wamiltonian density. Eouation (~.5)may also be

'\.\Tritten as

(1.6a)
( ~)f·1- . A, ~.

where
-L ~ (~ , -;j{b) +'V.tC>-")(- i~:?J (3, 6b)
2.. ' . ~ "-I: II)-(A)

I i, (1,) -. 6.-'. (~..::).)V~- (i() . (3. 6c )rt...L - . - () P'- JJ" {r'-'., _ -9 ,"\
cons; der the chan<..3 inn the wavefLlction.-f· ( p / f.y

and

Let

for the fini te s ni n re pr eser t at.Lon characterized bYA, under the

various infiritesi~al changes in the frames of' ref'erence. If

-1 is an infinite simal gerera tor of the inhomogeneous Lorentz

e;roup and A is the ~orres;:Jonding generator in the configura-
-.:)

tion, the function+ (' ~ ,10 t.r ansf'orms pr oper Ly urrte r the oper atl on
/'-. I\.

of operator A if A is any of the inf'initesimal generators

associated lvith moraerrcum operator, Hamiltonian and the angular
r-;

momentum oner at or , but does not do so in general if A t s any
/'---

of the operators 2i associated lvith pure Lorentz transformations.
"-For zero mass sys+em the o~erator 2i is not Hermitian in general

does not give the chanae of '.ravef'unction 1,J",ich
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conserve s the probabili tie s. In such a case lt1e have29
../', J; (~'\ ''''''G'' (?,,) 0.\)p (~ ',..\

::t:.( 'I" P/ N :.:.."(t ,1;1 +2i T p.> I'j
(3.7)

where P~;..{Y~'is the finite-spin operator and ~; (~/ '9 is the
gauge change. Subscript i = 1,2,3,' corresponds to three
spatial axes. Substituting this infinitesimal transformatton
in the re~uced expansion of a four-vpctoT for zero mass system,
its gauge ~hanges in teMporal and spatial ~arts respectively
may be derived in the ~ollGwing forms28:

G/' (~) ~ ~ r~.~.2CA)J + ~,~1.(1)C~
( , 0')( '--ott.- ,-1 ' 'Or (3.~)l ~ __)

;£ "ex! .....-a't 0 ~ ex) _~ S l l~(rx) -+ eL TQ,3( (iYJ
'-..)(t ' I - ~ V "2> )Q L

-; o)('{C>[- -j- E'c' +t-31 C'0 (3.9)

where ei is the unit vector in the direct~on of the ith
space axis and the functions!: ()\.) and 3~C'>Y ~; may be

...

\OTritten in term of th(;,Jreduced expansions identical to those
for temporal and s!Jatial parts of a four-vector eXf'e,;ltthat
lp/p' is replaced 'by dP/pn+~ As such' ~ 'vIC>')} may also be treated

wi th ~ ~ ('>.) and fV\ (>\.) itsas transforming like a four-vector
temporal and spatial parts.

.,... o C 0Constructing tlJe f'unc t.Lons 3> I and s.~ from the
reduced ex~ansion of Va (x) given bv equation (1.~) and vectors~1

'--:":7 . =:>T- '\ )and 3;: frOM those of V (:y given by equation (3.1
.:::>

and using equations (~.~) and (~.q) the following reduced eXJan-
tions for r 0 (':t'9 / 0/

may he derived:
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wavef unc tLon and the photon wavefunction re specti vely. Eoua-

tions (3.10) and (3.11) give four-component gauge change

Gr' (x) (p = 0,1,2,:3), which r epr-e sent.s the total gauge chang E

in the generalized four-potentiatr-}describing the field asso-

ciated with spin-~ particles carrying the generalized charge q

G t f t· f f +- t· 1 v V? b . ttaue;e ,ral .3.. orma lon 0.. ~our- .....'J ven ,la ';' fJ'j n. .•.y e wrl en
\.-.-

in the form Ld ent i caL to eauation ~~.~O) where
V ~ ()l) ~, 'L) fA. i\ ('li) -.= ~ t (?',;)

Using exoar.si ons (3.10) and (.8. 11) it may read ily be shown
·D· \vl' \ I ';() - r--~) I CJ7I.~.'(-;{) - 0

d I'. ,Iv.... \.'" - v i~''- \! .'~ :. '",

(3.12)

that

o (\ (3.14)

Gauge t.r ansf ormat i.or.s (?20) 1N'ith conditions (3.13) and (3.14)

are still allowed in Lorents gauge. Under the transf0rmation

(??O) free field Hamiltonian density operator HO (~) given

be c.cua td on (:3.6b) is not gauge Lnvar i arrt oper ator . Difficul-

ties arising due to thjs non-invariance may he eliminated by

--------------------------------------------------------------
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/> A /'-.....1
taking the operator V HO V in place of HO in eauation

A..

(3.6a), where E the ttme independent unitary operator V may

be defined;s, :;('C]7 ,~--t:: ')} ~~.;:]1:)1..,)(
\J .:: e;X \) ~ _J r..", )J\ j~ u ( c) t?\ _ ~{ ( ~ .15 )

--7 - l CJ..- \T
where JO (x) is the time independent generalized cl;arge
density operator. Then eruation (3.6a) becomes

If /\\ H <'I' - \ \ I (3.16)
'N- v··O \ +117

/;» -1 -and V HO V are both gauge invariant ,where since H

HI too is gauge invar~ant.
17Substituting re~uced expansion of JO (x) from ref.

into eauation (3.15) it may readily be shown tbat
A /\-1Tp--- .: V :rfA- V ' (3.17 )

,
which shows the gauge invariance of generalized four-current
density. This invariance of four-current density may also be
shown by deriving the ex:>ressi~s of gauge c~anges gp (x) and

-S>
gi(x) using t~e equations C3.R) and (3.9) and the reduced ex:>an-

17sions ~or temnoral an~ spatial parts o~ four-current ~ensity.
Then we get,

= o
= o (3.18 )

and

which show that no gauge term is allowed in the components of
generalized four-current density. This result and the condi-
tion (3.14) gaurantee the invariance of generalized fie11 equa-

tion (2.14) under the gauge transformations (2.19) or equ.-
valently. those given by equation (?'.20). ExpansiQns (3.10)

J
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and (3.11) re nresarrt the gauge c'1A.nges as soc i ated ~.[ith
transformations through ,.[1[ichthe temporal and s.;Jatial
~a~ts of generalized ootential uniergo upon change of ~rame
by proDer Lorentz transformations along ith s~atial direct~on.

Com~arison of these expansions with the cor~es~ondin~ re1uced
eX;jansions (3.?) and (3.1) of tempoI'81anri spatial Darts of
generali?,ed four-!Jotenti.al shows that t.hese gauge transforma-
tions retain all the symmetries of generalized electromagnetic
fields. In other words the generator of an Ahelian gauge group
cannot transform the gener81izerl four-potentmal to have elementry
sy:nmetries other than those ;Jossessed by the gener:1.1ized flelds.
Hc-, ewer, it the generalizerl field s have several elementry symme-
tries then prohahly it may be ~ossible to have a set of Ahnlian
geuf':etransformations 1..;h;ch may make two+:four-;lOtentials to have
'111 t.h=se svmme trt es . The ohvs Ica I obs er-vabLe s r")f'the generA.li-
:;::ed fie11s may be f'o~med from gauge il"variant c0mbinations of
these Jotentials in the manne~s similar to those 1iscussed by
Creutz30 for usual quantum electro-dynamics.

Gauge transformation given by re1uced expansion (3.11)
i~duces the terms containing f(t) and K(j) also into the trans-
formed expansion of VT(x) anri hence s~attal !Jart of generalized
~otential will be no more purely transverse under these gauge
t~nnsformations. It is obvious from reduced eX::lansions (3.11)
and (1.1) that no choice of ith axis can make the transformed

sva t La L part of generalized potential vanishing. HO~"ever, for
2i';T choice of ith axis (direction of pure Lorentz transformation
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r-corresponding to the genera tor Z·o yielding the gauge transforma-
tion) if the gauge generator given by reduced expansion (3.11)
is made vanishing, the resulting soatial part of the generali-
zed four-~otential will be }urely transverse with respect to
the ith axis. As such, no axial gauge (where the spati~l part
o~ potential is constrained to vanish) is possible for genera-
lized four-::lotentialdescribing the generalized electromagne-

.tic fields ~ssociated with dyons carrying the generalized
char g e s ,

Reduced expansion (~.10) of gauge generator G~(x)
:.> 'g (0, 7\) of t.r ansvar se photons intoinduces the wavefunctions

the expansion of transformed tempor~l part Vo (x) of generali-
zed four-potential. The possihility of gauge G~ Cx) to be
temporal (where temporal part of ::)Otentil'llbecomes '0ero)
requires

q = 0

or f (P» = kCrr) = 0

and c;:.(~ -1) = 0L- ,

(3.19)

(3.20)
Condition (3.19) will make both the charges on each particle
vanishing and then the reduced expansions (3.1) and (3.2) will
describe the usual free electromag~etic fields in ~bsence of
any type of charges. Then condition (3.20) will make these
free fields purely transverse with respect to the direction of
ith ~xis. It is t~erefore not possible to make the gauge a
temporal one for the general t zed fielrls associated with t~e

particles each of which carries olectric and magnetic charges.



Gauge operators may be re~rpsented as following 3x3
matrices elements of which are the diTferent com~onents of

eouation (3.11) corres~onding to Lorentz

ith. baX1S may e
= °G (x)

_"/ i
1Gi (x) are sJatial gauge terms containing

wr L tten as
1-7

G
i

(x)+ (3.21)

In generalized four-~otential, the spatial part of

gauge change given by
transformations along

--7
Gi (x)

0-;;
where G. (x) and

1° qnd ~hoton wave~unctions res~ectively. ~omponents of
17(x) and G'. (x) mav be wri tten AS Tollows:1 . ,

o~( (1') .: ~:dcl~Cb( pr 1'1SCJ) [f(~)e?<p{i(ti'- P~ ;

_I - ~0"'rpi-l a,2 - Pt~~J?) ,
I J t , ) I jl~\ r J-( -:-3 I( -7 S' (-7 r--9 '
G,'-'L .: - '-l lO") J of "\.- pi OC (~-' -I) LHb -I) ::-rrrt ~,-x -1'1'

-(d,+\) ~Pi-l qi,~-P[-)~ (3.23)
~ th ~where G is the i component of vector C> p,<: given

by equation (3.3) for ~ =-1.

prpJ
P2-/2J

'L L?~--17

(3.!S)
hp2-

,L_ 2-
?L--p
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P tC-r P3 of

?2-.(71- r;Oi-
l> a , J) «o";L· .:» -..:) --.?,

and the opsr-a to+s i (?) and ~(6) and thetr como.l ex conjugates

Pf~1
P2.G'L

PrO] (3.26 )

are res~ectively the annihilation and creation oper~tors of
positive and negative r:mergy s~818!,partic10s. ~ (i?, -1) and

-g* (is', +1) are respectively the annibila tion and ereation
operators of photons of he1icity -1 and +1. Rowand column
vector onerators of °G and IG satisfy following equal time

for the components· o~ generalized vector potential operator.
These rotatt ons and tlte gauge Lnvar Lanc e propertaes

of' gen9r~li7,ed four-potential and four-cuT'rent density discussed
above contradict theimnlication of Gauss's law, that it is
only the longitudinal modes of'Maxwell f'teld that are rendered
immobile by gauge invariance and agrees with the contention of
willemsen31 tha t such implication is the f'a Lse result of Ward-
Takahashi iienti ties.
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Since wavefunctions of massless particles are appearing
in the reduced expansions (3.10) and (1.~4), one may restrict

1Iattention to those time dependent gauge transf0rmations that
vanish at spatial infinity. Then it will be po ssLb Le to tr.eat
the symmetry under the r-ema i n l.nz gauge transformation as broken3?

b. Nonzero Ha"Ss Svstem :

For nonzero mass systems the reduced expansions of
t emper R1 ani s pati a1 ,ar ts of gener a11zed four -po ten tl a1 -(y uJ

have been derived11 in the following form in terms of Foldy-

a similAr
'-'"\ ~

by A f (~5)

out of the infinitesimal generators o~ Poincare group, we get
~) -0

exparision except tnat f (0) and h(~p) are replaced
V; -7 '--'\

and ,\.h(p), v!here A is the cor re spond i.ng finite
spin infinitesimal generator of unitary ray re)resentation of
Poincare group and therefore, no gauge terms like those given
by equation (3.7) for ze~o mass system appear while in this
oasealso the introduction of two four-potentials to describe
the ger.eralizpd electromagnetlcsfien:qs completely removes the
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unphysical and controversial string variables. In other words
a singular transformation wh~ch removes the Dirac itrings from
the description of gen=raLized electromagnettc fields for mon~ero
mass system is not an Abelian gauge transformatton. ~s such the
gerier-a l'.7,edfj_elds associated wLth compLex charge s (dyons) of
nonzero mass cannot by descri~edby 1belian gauge theory. Such
a gauge theory is used to describe only the fields associated
wtth massless dyons carrying generalized charges but such dYODS

of zero mass constitute the most unphysical system because if at
all any type of system of particles each carrying electric and
magnetic charge exi_stsphysically, it will be the system of dyons
of monzero mass. It may therefore be concluded that Abelian
gauge theory is unable to describe the generaltzed fields
associated wtth ~hysically consistent systems of parttcles
each of w~ich carries simultaneously the electric and magnetic
charges. The suitable gauge theory for magnetically charged
particles (or dyons) is non-Abelian one. The magnetic nonopoles
(or dyons) can better be understood in non-Abelian gauge theory
in which they a~pear as cLassi caL solutions of the systems4 which
have a topological meaningS. It may be emphasized that in a
non-Abelian gauge theory the magnetic charge (and dyoDs) and
dual structure might play an important role in connection with
quark confinement in quantum Chromodynamics (Q r; D) 6~c In
su~h a gange theory the idea of Dirac mon0p~le could be charac-

. 3~terized· as quark model in which the role or color is played
by magnetic charge and two kinds of charges lead to two kinds of

i
I
j

!
.i
I
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;
!
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.de·grpes of freedom for Quarks. r\ttempts have already been
made34 to construct out of QeD, a local gauge theory of the
non-Abelian magnetic charge which exhibits a build in duality
and at t1-'esame time could give a better urri srstand tng of the
dynamics of nuark confinement. In the folloWing section we
have att@Fpted to construct the non-Abelian gauge theory of
f'ields associated ,;[ith particles of nor:zero mass each of l..rhich
carries the electrtc 8nd magnetic charge like a generalized
charg-e q e-ig.

4. NON-ABF,LIAN GAUGE THgORY
Non-Abelian gauge theory can be viewed as Einstein's.

theory of'gravitation in a higher dimensional unified space35

which consitts of four-dimensional space-time and n-dimensional
internal group space. In such a theory the field has n-fold
jnternal multiplicity. T~e multiplet Fj (j = 1, ..... n)
of the gauge fields transforms as a basis of the adioint
:~epresentation of n-dimensional n-Abelian gauge symmetry group"
'J.'hentltefield equations (2.5) for generali zed electromagnetic
field are

where ~IV = O,1,~,~ 8re the variables represent the external
1pgr~es of ~reedom associated with four-dimensional space-time
And i,k,1 = 1, n, represent the intern81 degrees of
freedom 8ssociated with the n-dimensioral in~ernal grou~ SDace·
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°lkfJ are the structure constants in group space.
Non-Abelian monopole solution derived by BOuhrqre

et.a136 locks to~ether external four-dimensional space with
'-'

internal charge space. In a general case discussed here such-~.
a locking is not essentiaL In oouatf.ons (4.1) and (4.2) J fA-.
and k~ are respectively generaL i. zed electric and magnetic
four-eurrent rriultiplets. Equations (4.1) and (4.0) deft ne
a suitable theory of non-~belian dyons. They are 10rentz and
gauge invariant ann reduce to ~ield equations (?S) in the
Abelian lil"1it (1.;heren = 1). It has been shown by Brandt
and Neri9 that all known explicit point monopoles are solutions
of these eauations for suitable currents.

E~uation (2.12) may now be written in the ~ollowing
form in non-Abelian t'1esr'y: p. ~ _ ~ .

G7t-); =- r:~v- \=; )Jd-+y f ' vtv r- (4.3)

~ -:-- r '() Qwhere P"" YJ :: D» ~f'A-- ~Vf-"- • It reduces to elluation (2.12)
in the Abelian limit (where fjkl = 0). This eauation relates
the multiplets of generalized fieldx to the multiplets of
generalized potential in non-Abelian theory. The ~ield eauations
(4.1) and (4.?) may. then be',JTi tten in t'1efollowing form in terms
of generali.zed nelds and generalized current rtf-x) defined by

eauation (2.10) :
Coj)S*+'1rfk~¥vJ.) ~~)J ~ (J-t- (4.4)

wl-}ereasterisk denotes complex conjugate and we h8.ve im;Josed
tlJe condition
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where

(4. 5a)

(4.5b)

product is 1>lI'itten in n-dimensional internal group space.
E~uation (4.4) states that the genpralized ~a~ticle current
J-.

IL ....Or--
gauge fields.

-6 .kJ--
J ~"-_~ l t':

It
is the generalized source of the generalize~

reduces to the field equation (?Q) in the
Abelian limit. The generalized current in the group S9ace may
now be defined as •

f d (\ 1./tr :::-V 'If'~Yr-T-r y2-- (4.6)

where the matrices T satisfy the eruation

(4.7)=

It is clear from ·eQuation (4.6) that contrary to the1belian
case, this generaliz8d particle current is not conserved in
ordinary S pac e , However, if '·I/edefine the gauge convariant
derivative as

(4.8)
then equation (4.4) may be written as

~'V r", .- 1\..-
-, 'V~ f-"--V - 0 r>

where vector denotes multi~lets in group space And then
t '" t-"- ()- M... =-- 01,Jege "'l 0 t-

lA. v
since \J \ - \l ~r-'V -=- 0

(4.9)

(4.10)
(4.11)

.-
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which follows from eouations (4.3) and (4.8). The eouation
(4.10) states t~e generalized conservation law for generqlized

a) particle current.
Generalized particle cu~rent may also be written in

b) terms of path integral along the particle trajectory by
genera.li~ngtqUati ...on (2.15) into t>te f01.1o~"'ingform:
;j.J (7)) =~) d&-rA. 6<~t):) &4 (x.-:c) :: G/C?0 ~(~. {lo f-" C\ ~ I r""'- . ,/ )
where the particle generalized charges are dynamical variables
cons~raiI1G\ by the equ~tion 'R

:c~[()SJtz+Vfdil.Vt] C<. (k) ~·O
on the trajectory ~. Equation of motion (2.17) on any particle
carrying the generalized charge then becomes

i(M~~ . .: ~ ~ [fV¥-J G.~Ju",] :xV
I '"'\ -I i'- v ( 4 •13 )

In non-Abelian theory the local gauge transformation (2.19) are

(4.15)

:)

(4.l6)
wh'ich is analogous to the condition (4.5b). Gauge change

)

)

Vr Cx) of equation (2.20) now becomes

I;~(X) ---'7i O~+?V~X) "-y
Vr--""'}
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(4.17)
which reduces to equation (2.20) in theL'l.l)elianlimit. Gauge
invariance of generalized fou~-potential reauires

QfA- V (?') z: 0

Vr-'" .~~ "'} (?t-j :- D (4.18)
which reduces to the condition (3.14) in the Abelian limit. The
gauge t,ransformation (4.15) leaves the field equation (4.4) inva-
riarit only when it is accom!1ained with the following gauge trans-
formations which are imnosed on g~neralized field a~d generalized
particle current : ~J,",vlXJ--7 d ""v~,.)T '}f~(tj;vC ot) IIi CyJ

~ n oJ- ("") ~ fI.(f (-x) +0 l' J-..LJ ~x-t. Afi' (4 1q )
~ 0 i-" r-; / Or· 1J J (If" "'[/ •.

In'other "lords tltelocal C"augechanges in the generalized field
and cufrent f~r the invariance of field eQuations in non-~belian
gauge theory are given by G't V ( "I z: "V{ ~~..c V XlVi;)

~~(X) ~ vC~ X tv.0 (4.20)

which reduce to zero in the ~bplian limit in agreoment with equa-
tion (3.18). In deriving eauation (4.19) we have im~osed the
constrain,t, cct) ')2(r- 'xAqe t-fU-'J ' 1_

Equations (4.20) give
(4.21)

'Y fA.\lv G Ir--V
'7r-- if ( f'A- :=-O)

(4.22)
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which ensures the gauge covariance of the generalized pArticle
current It may therefore ~e concluded that the generalized
particle current is gauge covariant but not conserved in non-
Abelian theory. Equations (4.20) also show the non-gauge
invariance of gener.alized field Gp.\). The equation (4.4) and
equation of motion (4.13) are invariant to a non-trivial local
gauge grou~ contrary to the Abelian theory.

Though the gener4lizp.d particle current is not conserved
in non-Abelian theory, we may define the conserved g~neralized
Noetherian current corres~onding to the global g8uge ~roup
(space-time inde osnderrt ) ~'Jr~s: to- '}-t-}U V"J"ik Gt~ V (4.83 )

subjeet to t~e corstraint (4.5b). Then eauations (4.4) may
readily be 1'-lr-itten as

-O'\) (51 6-fA v
which is the usual form or fiel~ eauation. The generalized
Noetherian current given by eauation (4.28) receivps the contri-
bution from both the ~Ylrticl(~sources and t'1egauge f'ieldsand
are non-vanishing even if generalized particle current (J'''''--
vanishes. Furthermore, this co'rservericurrent is not g8uge
covariant (because of non~gauge covariance of Gp~ ).

The generalize~ fi0ld equ8tion (4.4) and the 'Jarticle
eruation (4.13) are gauge and .?oincare invariant. Though it
a~Jears that taese eauations do not 'Jossess the dual trans-
formations given by eauations (2.7), the absence of dual
symrnetrirs 1s remedied (at least partially) by the constraints
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(~.5b), (4.16) and (4.~1) which
f) ?r f\J \== l~\rQ/", --. :3 ~ t--"V

--'--
A d Aj r'3
t-; /'-"-' e. t- f>-)I

which has been shown to maintain

give the cond i tion

k6
_ t"
JO-t-"-

the dual symmetry and

(4.25)

the
rotational symmetry in char ge snace in Abelian ca se . l'[e
t~erefore, do not need any extra constraint to maintatn the
dual symmetrv in non- "I.beliant,:eory in contrast to "Brandt
and Neri~ \ dual invartantmonopole theory based on a non-
com oact group has already been cons Ider ed by Chr ' st37.

Furthermore, in our t.aeory the electric and magnetic ouarrtltrt es
a~~ear more symmetrically and do not contain the un~hysical
string variables and unphysical charge fields.

Conditions (4.5b), (4.16) and (4.~1)or equivalently
those given by equation (4.25) are the conditions of consistency
of non-Abelian field equation (4.4), pRrticle equation (4.13)
and gauge transformation (4.15). Thpse conditions reauire the
following condition for the matrices T :

=

RS shown by Theband3; Recently Lnoos t ng an extra magne t i,c

symmetry Ch034 has~resented a gauge theory of non-Abelian
m ono aoLe s wh i ch ha s a builtin dual structure and de scrt bed
the dual dynamics hetween color isocharges and the topological
charges of non-Abelian symmetry in terms o~ two potentials in
a dual symmetric ",ay. "Sut hi. s theory suffer s from the serious
short coming that one')~ the dual potential describes the corres-
ponding field with a s:lace-like potential and contain un~hysical
string singularities.
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FINI E QUANTUHELEGTRODYlHIGS \<fITHPHOT,)NAND.IUUL PHOTON

P.CoNatk and T.Pradhan
Ins ti tute of Physics, Jli./105, Saheed Nagar, Bhubaneswar-75100 7, INDIA.

+*+*+*+

10 Introduction

QUall.tumEle ctrodynami.cs, in terms of the experimental

verification of predicted results, is one of the most successful

theories kno-wn. However, it is a theory, which is incomplete and

which has f'undament.a.L dLf'f'Lcu.Lti.es , Those are the divergences

occurring in the higher order corrections to mass and charge of

the electron. To state in the language of Dyson(l): IExperimen-

tally, we know that the world contains one group of phenomena,

which accurately is in agreement with the results of QEDand the

ogher group of phenomena whi.ch is not understood at all. We need

to develop some new physical ideas to unders:tand the second group

and still we can not abandon che theory ',[hich so successfully

accounts for the first.. If QEDwbrei~a closed theory, this would be

a difficult d.i.Lema, But, if the theory i twelf has room for new

ideas, no such dilema arises'.

There have been many attempts(~ to have a divergence-free

QED, but wi.t.h partial success. Pradhan et al(3) formulated theory

of fini te QEDby introducing an axial vector interaction mediated

by an axial vector field called i.he 1.:L'CialPhoton t • But in '.'lay of

cancellation of all divergences, they had to postulate the existence
i

*Paper presented by Fe GI)Naik.
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of six bosons, some of which had to be taken massive in or-der to '
\suppress their impact on the observable consequenc es of the

theory. This led to loss of the simplicity of conventional QED.

It is weLl, known that the short distance behaviour of the
Coulomb interaction manifes ts itself at the base of all the
divergenceproblems. The Coulomb force at the centre of a classical
electron diverges~() Ilhat is needed is some mechanism to annuli
the infinite repulsion at short distance. We have exploited the
possibility of existence of sheh a mechanism. Motivated by the
observations of Pradhan et al.(4) that the axial photon, which
they use to cancel divergences in QED, couples to spin of the
electron, we have developed the tSpin Gauge TheOry!o(~ Here an
axial vector emerges as the gauge field for a restricted class
of local Lorentz transformations. This mass-less axial vector
gauge field mediates a Coulomb like long range universal inter-
action beewe en spins, irresper,tive of the char-ge of the partf c.l.es ,

The interaction is fOllildto be attractive between parallel spins
and repulsive between antiparallel ones. Therefore, in an electron, .'~
looked upon as a charge and spin distribution, the attractive
spin-spin interaction at shor-t vdisbance may annull the catastrophiC,'
repulsion between its charge components. This basic physical
picture can be translated in to the formal language of QED, modi-
fied by axial photon exchange. Actual calculation of divergent
diagrams shows 'that cancellation occurs for appropriate value of
the axial photon coupling strength, resUlting in a divergence-free:
theory.

(
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2. QED wtth Axial Photon and its Quantization

Under the local Lorentz group of transformatiilins,
-X.t'l --7 X~" = ')l~_c + (/.,~f~) ) d.,fA )J (X J .: -- 0<, V f.X) ( 1)

the Dirac field transforms'as

where

[. -

(\:~(A) '-7 '\{:(Xi) = -L.2.... (y~)L~. ( X )

r\ (;.;,) .- E."Xb (~. '5 O<lJ v ) (X~)')
--l L- \. <: - I - 2-. ~)) r" l/ ./'

( 2)

wi th 'L" ::. -< L-' frf-A. '0'Vf:."-)) oC.. r

in terms of a gauge field is given by

• The invariant Dirac ~agrangian,

( 3)

( 4)

( 5)

where q t--'- is an axial vector eqn.(3) simplfies to

( 6)

The gauge field transforn, for the particular co-ordinate dependence
of o(~y(Y) ,

I

, constant with (5), as

(7)
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The invariant gauge field Lagrangian f'o Ll.ows to be,

~Gf::-UOre f\~ (Of-P'") - ~ er-IArc) ( »,Qn) -!J l(d t: Cll"')( 8)

,A vector field transforms as

A (v'\-- ''fl\ i (Xl) .: ~ ,. (x) A/-J ('1:)
'0 \ 1') -----) t\)" . '( 0 ( 9)

with

(10)

One

which leads to the invariant vector Lagrangian

~ M : - ~ ( 0~ \)- u» A ("-) ('0 t'J y - 0v A I'")

- .,Q ~ E-f-<\)"~CO/"A \!)A rf ~-d3
1
[ {Cif"- "F} (Av A v) -'

(11)

We have quantized the theory by the path integral method.
Since we are dealing here with the non-Abelian ga~ge fields, it
is natural to expect the .ghost.s, The interaction of the gauge
field with the ghosts is given by,

_ _ .' _ _ -( 12)
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Consequently, one arri ves at the f'o Ll.owf.ng Feymnan diagram rules,

solid lines stand for electrons the wavy lines stand for photon

and the dotted line for axial photon.

Fig.No. Description of th,e
process

l( a) Electron- .•l.xial Photon Vertex

l(b) Photon-Axial Photon Vertex

l(c) Two,Photon two axial
photon vertex

l( d) Axial Photon-Ghost vertex

l( e) ..:mal Photon propagator

l( f) Ghost Propagator

leg) luial pho~on four point vertex
~.

Analytic Expression

Calculation of Matrix Elements of Divergent Diagrams.

Nowve calculate divergent diagrams in QEDincluding axi.a.L

photon contribution. It will be seen that qED, can be made finite

upto one-loop by inclusion of the axial photon, provided the

coupling of electron to photon equals "\>Ji th that due to the axial

photon, Wevall follow the notation and conventions of Jauch-

and RohrLa.ch,
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I. Electron Self Energy

The Feyrunan diagram for electron.self ener gy jdue to photon
exchange is given by Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b) presents the corres-
ponding diagram with axial photon exchange. With application of
the diagram rules, the contributions are given by,

(); ~A)
"._... j

2~(f")
( C

( 13)

and
(' \ ,."\
\" 6 t·.", 0 ,S ./

,( y, ((')-~: )-.V'A. .
." v <[I cf4

-'--. ------ ... .. D \) ?f \" d,)·,'\.. (~.\ t (c

(' .) -.."" /t.A.v .,! J2.
( L \ <...t.. '-'", P - fL) -l- \tv-... . . (14)

and the counter-
and effecting the

comaut atzton , among m~ttices, we have

( D /_",'0 r;;)
l .".~-....' ('~,'.)
! -~! t)·.. c .

/ -
I~y\r:~

(15)
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(16)

Effecting tl1e convention8.l seoqr8.tion one EY,ets

rhich gives,

and
A ' .; -. (, h"-. d.). ( r... +.()r- /_. -. y

C-Y ~ 4 _.'-.' _ c '. I{

",I •• (D _:: -+ '7Z 2 d," x. (.~.
D """'X I ' ---- A.1-, ,.,.CJ,.. , '0---. . TT 1_-. "

divergent integral, given by ,

(18)

D is the

(20)

~ being the cut-off. ~he mass correction term,
f:.hd -. ~\"\{(A '~~ I{ (s', t"); :;)
, \ --

So it is clear that the ultraviolet iivergence in l may
disaooear if
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The Feyn1'11andiagrams for the lowest order vertex
correcti0n due to photon and axial-ohoton exchange are given
hy Fig.3 (~) an~ 8 (b) resnectively. ~he contrihutions are
given by,

( v)
rr_.,. ( \'1 r)

( ,

and

Further simplificRtion of (93) leads to

C ollect~ng O'r

(25)

(19) and (~5) le~ds to,

(26)
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This result should be arrt i.cl oaced Lnv i ew of t~le':!ardidentities.
It may be mentioned that, Fig.3(c) and Fig.3(d) also should con-
tribute to the electron vertex in the same ~rjer. But uoon
actual ca'lcuLatlon it turns out t.na t , be tvcen these hlO dizagrams,
the contributi~ns are e~ual and aODosite to cancel each other.

It may be I' emarka-rl her e t1r,atin the Landau gauge, the
electron vertex is free of ultraviolat divergence. Since
we are using this gauge the vertex contribu~prs are free of
ultraviolet r'livergences,even w~ thout axial ohoton. ':HthI

inclusion of' axial ohoton there is a cancellation between t.wo
finite terms of L and ~.
III. Photon Self Energv.

Unlike the electron self energy, which has a classical
\

counter oart , the photon self energy is purely a quantum ef'fect.
The simolest nhoton self-energy di8gram in the second order is the
so called electron-Dosttron huhhlA diagram. The conventional
diagram of QED is given in ~ig.4(a). The ~hoton axial photon
interaction, "..lTillhO"':J8ver,given the additional diagrams deDicte:i
by Fig.4 (1")) and -1 (c).

~he contribution of the usual ~ED r'liagramis well
k novm anrl is given bv ,- ~ ,

(87)

where

c C ("'-, \\', l' )
C/f

.2 Ii'
-'

(' () -I')~ I
y, '/. b,
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In the following we need, out-l t ne the calculations f'or the

contributions of' Vlg.4(b) ani 4(c) only.
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In eqn.(30), t'I-J.er-epl.acemerrt c g _~2g, ens it occurs like tl-,at in

the Lagran~~8n) leads to cancellation o~ the ouadratically diver-

gent oA.rt.

7he rest o~ the calculation is straight forward. Using

Feynman aux l Ll.ary variables for integration and small mass for

So
( ( (, \
-.. ./.J

Ex rrrs s sing in term s
/: 'I )/. 1 _ ~.L . ~ , .~,.(0/ ..._--.. ( __-\-.,7.; .
'~'Tr . . /.-/

again sriggpsts that the cancellation of t~e ultraviolet divergences

is possihle if, ell'':: ci L

(iv) A.xial Photon Self Energv:

In our theory, ax l aL photon is the guaz e field and hence

it is nece"'sary th8.t its self energv he calculated. Since axial

'Photon interacts 'Ni th the e Lectr-on, the ohoton and also with the

ghost fields hesides its self interactions, in the Love st order

;, the set of ~ive -i t azr ams ('.ontrihuting to theorocess are given by,

fig. 5.

-rr ,Chj
\ I r~)')) \ I~ /
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Let us call the second term in eqn.(35)
Upon further simplifications, . I . ~ )J_

. .' \ ., t " r·',,., /'. I 2. " \,r '\ 'r . ,. '. ~ 'I,,,~~· i",

C'Cl Ll (.-J .:s , i.> b ,...; -I-.....'j .1.. f J:~t. ! t.' (./+ IL. X (( )\~2.. ! -- v -,I __-.;0. L J \.. ..... '~., ,~ . ,---;:.. ~ \ ('\ "--' C'-/!/\ ..· .! -~. . :).
_, - \.- .'. 1 ' . 1_. ( 36 )-- (;! j' /~1--:\"''' ; , <., ,. \, J r " -,--.

l i \"'".,r..• 1 I,.; , v -- ,. -' D

This shows that the divergent part of the axial photon self
energy due to the electron position bubble is the same as that
due to the corresponding diagram for the photon, excepttng a
change in the cou~ling strength.

The next important diagram is ~ig.5(h)' which
presents the axial photon self energy due to a photon bubble.
The anaiytic expression ~or tre contribution is given by,

2' ('
-rr- C\~. L o fl . (. (f, '-
I! t-\.~~i, ~.-) ' .. Ji 0/-·"1) ~ ~ ""tv it,>;' ~ d 1: (~ - '~cU (h-'.!.1-) I, . ( . ' )l~. _ I .;» {! i/ (" , >-

1- 1'0 ' ~. ~
. V': (',,) 1:)( t-Ci,)

;,;:::1.1"')" / \. L. (X, I it.
1-/ /.;' v '>-. .~

, ,. t IL '( 4- 1-' .',_ -1: J' r: . <;. " d c, C k - ! c;) (t _':!. c-) I~ ~ ..,.- -; /"--'l,) AS f' :})!/'<~I. ./ iI'L u/C \. ~. }, :r
L(}iT)4 ,-.-5. Z l-{k -1) L. .

, . .~. r..

. 0 Cj (__ (.'.1.1I( 1:r \ k." k j\~,"..)~. lV))~4- -~ ~/\ )..' _,.' ).X (fvj) I ~»»: . , '0 ltl.-( lc-i')! C?, i ( k --},) ~ 1
~ V U J

Excluding a Quadratically

1!t~)

(38)

I



It is to be noted that the dive~gent part of this
diagram adds up with the axial photon self energy due to electron
positron bubble diagram, in 9lace of showing any sign of cancella-
tion. Also the ouadratically diverge~t contributi0ns due to the
diagrams in Fig.S(b), S(r].) and See) do no t cancel each other.

\".,(,t(· .. 1111~)f 4-Ra ther, they adl u o to give ..~t l rJ jl (<6/lA.L,...' - J- ~""-0'-2-. 0( q/
r • ·t, ') ,q. . I % 1- . "b 1/

In the followine 1"e 1,T')uldtr'; to investigate the missing link,
which is the ghost diagr~m.

The interaction of the ghost with the guage field gene-
rates the diagram given by Fig.S(e). The analytic expression

The com p.Lc '~esimplified expre::ion for the transverse part, which
is of relevance to usm is given by, 1_

rt+, \ (8 :=. 81 \ 0 11:' rJ) - 1 -S' de of il[L.· (f+ -\ X (~_x)lU
3.) . (l-'I'\ ~ L..L 2- "A_J

~ l) D-

(40)

The t.r cnd , her e , in the result we are af' t er , is correct
exceptinE the numberical Tactors. If the ghost fields are taken
to be arbi trary, up to a numerical factor, by multiplying the
result in (,10) by a factor of Yy ';e obtain, .

"Il{ -f: / l) " c!. ;,L [V .: .. Lv i~/7 (( + 0. 2. 1)( ( ( ~ )~) ) <JX.·.11)7}t lfL: _ _ I _ - /\. VI' >'1... .A',t,,_ I ~ .} \

--tt 2- - . A L, ~,'

( . D, (41)

In[ L-. L., t\,.··· <.'),. _ .1 g {~L (( ~<, I -l:~S '\ ': oftc.~ {,(S I ,-. l:. 6._~S~,) - () '. sr ~2- -)1i- 1/
!~..,..\4 J '1
\_1- ,f) .
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The second term in eqn (41) exactly cancels the
~u8dratic divergence arising out of the diagrams 5(b), 5Cd)
and 5(e). It is also interesting to note that, the logarithmic
ultraviolet divergence in the self energy due to diagrams 5 (a),
5eb) and 5ec) exactly cancel.

4. Concluding Remarks

The necessary cc:indition for the cancellation of all
divergences is the equality of photon-electron and axial photon-
electron coupling constants. HO\.vever,we have sufficient reasons
to say, basing an our explanation of the results of the laser
experiment of Tam & Hap~er (6) that the latter is exceedingly
small compared to the former. It is quite conceivable that the
t.wo become equal at zero momen Ll.TIl transfer Lnvi ew of the fact
tha t the la tter interaction is a sym ;Jtotic~lly free. The Quan-
titative study of this mechanism is in progress.
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Figure Caption

Fig.l. Elementary vertices and propagators fOT Feynman
rules.
Electron self energy diagrams.
~iagram for electron vertex parts.
Photon self energy diagrams.
Axial photon self energy diAgrams.

Fig.2.
Fig.3.
Fig.4.
Fig.5.
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ON THE BOHR - Vll.N LEEU"TEN THEOFEH*

?Achuthan and S.Benjamin
Theoretical Physics Grou~, Jepartment of Mathematics

Indian Institute of Techn')logy, Madras 36
+=+,+*+*+,}(

ABSTRACT

"Ie examine the proofs of the statement 'Classical Phv si cs
could not explain the equilibrium magnetic properties of
sUbstances' as given by Bohr, V'3D Leeuwen and Van Vleck.
An a 1terna te confirmation of thi s , starting from the quantum
mechanical expresstons for the pressure of an electron
gas in a homogeneous magnetic field, i s;Jre sented. The
interesting case of inhomogeneous magnetic fields is also
considered.
1. Introduction

It is an ex)erimental fact that some substances
exhibit Jositive and some other SUbstances negative magnetic
susceptibilities. This was explained to some extent in
classical physics by the Langerin theory: e.g'1 the difference
in the temperature dependence in respect of the susceptibilities
for the ~aramagnetic and diamagnetic SUbstances (1). In 1911
----------------------------------------------------------------*Paper .oreseDted by S. Benjamin ,I.

'I
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Niels Bohr , .while examining the properties of electrons in
metals pointed out taat the statistical distribution ani
velocities of electrons which determine the equilibrium
properties of the ensemble does not alter with the intro-
ductioD of a magnetic field (0). This result was rediscovered
by Van Leem..renin 1019 (3) not knowing Bohr r s original contri-
bution because of trp failure of Bohr's many efforts to get
his doctor's dissertation published in a foreign language.

Although the theorem is essentially correct the
arguments of Bohr and the proof thereto, as given by Van
Vleck~ are subiect to criticisms. In this paper we point
out this aspect and also present a proof whi.ch starting
from quantum mechanical ex~ressions shows that in the clas-
sical limit the effects of the magnatic field are lost. This
latter pr)of of the Bohr-Van ~eeuwen theorem is considered
in the context of present interest in inhomogeneous magnetic
fields as 'Nell.
2. Bohr's Analysis
Niels Bohr (?) considered the effect of the magnetic field
on the motion of electrons in a metal. The paths of the
electrons in a magnetic field are curved and become helices
with their axes parallel to the direction of the field. Sir,

-~J.Thomson and others had predicted earlier that this would
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result in the diamagnetism of the electrons. However, the
situation is not so' 'Jeknow that tl-}el"Y\agneticfielri produced
by the motion of electrons depends only on their positions and
veloci ties and not on tl-]eiracceleration. In other words, the
ef~ect of the magnetic field on the motion of the electrons C8n
be completely determined if ,vekn0w tltestatistical distribu-
tion (~) of the s~ace and velocity coordinates of tlteelectrons.

To gi_ve a few details, the numb ar of electrons
prec-:entat time t in the volume element dV and having velocity
element dv will be denoted by

I

N= f(x,y,z,vx' vy' vz) d'vdv (1)

T~e % variation in N is
b N = (A 7~0 ~~ + A "J (] t~-\-p,. Z 0t \ cl V d\}cU:- (2 )

0\1'"1.- 'O\}~ 'd\l'Z.. )
'v'JhereAx' Ay and Az are the _component s of the force per
unit mass arising on account of the magnetic field~. In the
state of equilibrium when f is a function of only velocity v
(:, ~ "V "'X ••?-+ \j ::/_..+ \j -z?" )
x , y, z we can '..rrite

and the position coordinRtes

,6N ~ C Ax \)~-+ AJ \}~ -t- A'z. ~7..') ~ ~~ ~\j dl}d.t (3)

This should van i sh hecause the magnetic force is always
perpe"'di.cular to the !,,}0tionof the eLect.ron . 'rhuswe see that
in equilibrium state there is no change in the statistical
distribution and consequentlv no magnetic effect will be felt.
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It is to be noted here that the variatmon of N with
spatial coordinates has not been taken into account while
writing the equation 2.

3. Miss van Leeuwen's Proof
The magnetic moment due to the motion of an elect~on

of charge e, mass m and velocity -:;j is given by
e ~ -4

mz = 2c 'Y x v (4)

More generally vIe can 'vTite
~ iP

<'ffL-z. -:: ;£ Q\< qK , (5). ',( ~\

where qk is the generalized velocity. The magnetic moment

(6 )

1,fhere

Now we cons ide r a ty!)ical term in the summation in (6) Viz.,
= 01-1/0fj
/dpj the

aj qj ~ccording to
Hence by noting t~at a.

J

11

Hamilton's eruations q.
• -<t1! T J
j::J. = -kT (a. p. ---I'k )
ti.J J J

integratton over Pj can he iT!lmediately performed. If a and

b are the limits ~f t~e Pj integration the contribution of the
term under considerati0D become$

rI r-\..- «r J - ~\ /K T '0,.J [VVj p~ Jo... clq".d'V~ ol~I'

cLVJ-l oL?j~) .,.clpr Ci)
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In the Cartesian system the momenta range from -
© to + 0 and at these limits the-kinetic energy turns out
to be infinite. This makes the contribution of the jth

term zero regardless of the values of the other variables.
Now, since this demonstration is gJplicable to all terms we
see that the magnetic moment indeed vanishes. This null
result holds good irrespective of the ,resence of the magnetic
field as no assumption wa s mad e above on the dependence of the
Hamiltonian H on the field.
4. The proof due to van Vleck

;';[emay "iNrite down the partition function for a

where 1. CQI -'"
-::t ~

').-1 qN PI PN H ) is the Hamiltonian,
...:.. -..::. --'"P. are the cRnonical variabl!-?swith p. = mv , +

1 1 1

~and q.
~l

e, A ••
c 1

In order to prov0- that the magnetization is always
zero in the equilibrium state we need to show that Z is inde-
pendent of the field H. To thi send 1,1ec onsi.d ar the integrals
over momenta ~

D d' + ' . bliN an IDvrOQUCe a new varla e p =i
~

m vi' No,,;,
..l-.~

J
" *"-~ - .eJ(f' (-- +) / fZT) d qti

_ d::>.
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• ~ .••• 'I,

~ ( ? " f)(', )U I ~ Jfrom the momenta 1\ to Pi is »ru ty , Since Z is riow

independent of H, tl"e magnetic moment 1 = K \" 27 tn.~ :..0
at-'

A remark we wo~ld like to make at this stage is
that the momentum integration \>liththe tr8DsforJTJ.ationfrom

~ ~
to °i are easily performed AS these are just Gaussian

integrals. Howov er , if one prefers to do first the space
integrations, it is 'l~,tclear as to whether one would arrive
at this null result at all.
5. An alternate proof of the Bohr-van Leeuwen Theorem

Canuto and Chiu ha~' derived the expressions for
the longitudinal and transverse pressures of an electron
gas in a uniform magnetic field starting from the field
theoretic defini tion of the energy-momentum tensor (4).
These authors have also given the definition of pressures
on the basis of certain thermodynamic considerations (5).
The ex~ressions for the transverse (1) and longitUdinal
(II) cressures are

Db +otJ

<: \ cl (\'z)
L-\ j <"Tn c.

'11::0 -oJ

~ ( ,WC'-\.'2il+I+S)

'E ( VL , "f) ,5)
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-
~"£ f l V 7.., 11 , s) I)::' I-tivL ,.i\)'1" TfU tUJ'0C ~ E'IV .

The anisotropy in the pressures is due to the pre-
sence of the magnetic field along the z-direction which leaves
the z-motion free and t~e motion in the x-y plane quantized.
In the limit of lqrge ouantum numbprs (classical limit) we
can replace t!1e sum ~IV by an integration over dn. The

. I ~

transverse pressure (then becomes. J'~. F L L..~ TI "/S} Io ) [H \.2.. 11\C2.. r 09", .J - ~ (}1.2
i i. :::. ~1.. \):rZ) W'1:!.J f'\ O\""Y"V - (i::J E l7..,,-(l., OS)

(
ol..) ) . . t. 0 ) oltJhere3: z,n ,~ = E Pz ,n, s /mc" and z = Pz / me.'

The sum over $.:;isreplaced by a factor ~ by noting that the
eigenvalues exhibit a two fold spin degeneracy. Also compa-
ring th~ expression for the energy E (z,n,s) with the usual
expression

\)b L.... _

l.L -

tk2..+ f~L

'In 'Lc 1..

av:-r ~£Q,J.•~-r'v ~J:.-\j.J'CjU,v 'p.l- ()../'f') C\. 'Yv .,

:.)·'TV \.)
\-\(..
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~ hI ctbl.r - \
v\J i Wi ti\S \lve ot'c()~K'v ..)J

'L ~ 'J.-

S
fI J.-z.~)1- "i,tC _ j v, d \ -- ~- rLu?.l--

(~ c.3 t:L(_""IT'l.
Q _00

For calculational convenience going over to the soherical
polar coordinates and Jerforming the angular integrations
we finally get cX.J

(\ S--)L J p4 ~ elfP.L ~ 'me ',-31\'2.. -"",6 c. o c...
A similar analysis for the longitudinal pressure lean s to
an identical exoression. It is worth recalling here, this
WAS of course the expression derived for the pressure of
an ordinqry fermi gas by Chandrasekhar (6). Thus we observe
t~at a magnetized fermi gas behaves like an ordinary fermi
gas in the classical limit.

Canuto has recently derived a quantum mechanical
relation between the pressurcs and magnetic moment (7).

=ill-1 •• (16)

When the oressure hecom0s isotropic in the classical limit,
we see that the magnetic moment Also vanishes. Our present
analysis apoears to be more )ositive and useful in as much
as it say~, 'in the classical limit a magneti~ed fermi gas
behaves like an ordinary gas' unlike the original statement
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of van Lo.ouven l s theorem wh i ch states, 'Classical physics
cannot explain the equilibrium magnetic properties of sub....
stances' •
6. The case of inhomogeneous magnetic ~ield

The Dirac equation for an electron in the inhomo-
geneous magnetic field H (y) = H secr? (8.y)can be exactly. z

solved (8). We have derived the eX::lressionsfor the magnetic
moment (9) an~ the pressures {lO) for an electron gas in the
presence of this magnetic field. .Il. quantum mechanical relation
analogous to (16) has also been set U9. In the classical limit
(large tfuantum numbers) the expressions for the pressures
become identical with (15.). However, it L's n0te1 that the
magnetic moment stJ-lldoes not di saocear as in the case of
the homogeneous magnetic field. This could possibly be one
of the consequences of the non-zero current (\IX Hz to)
in respect of this field.
7. Conclusion

In this naoe r we have examined the proofs of the van
Leeuwen tlrteoremwhich states 'at any finite temperature and
in all finite applied magnetic fields the net magneti~ation
of a collection of electrons .Ln thermal equilibrium identi-
cally vanishes' (11) as given by Bohr, van Leeuwen,and van
Vleck, Another proof of this statement, starting from the
quantum mechanical expressions for the pressures and magnetic

/'

-
£
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moment in the case of a homogeneous magnetic field, is
presented.

In the s?ecial case of a particular type of
inhomogeneous magnetic field, although the anisotropy
in the pressure due to the occurrence of the magnetic
field disa~pears in the classical limtt, the magnetic
m~ment does not seem to do so. Results of further investi-
gations of this ani related problems will be ~resented else-
where.
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J. STUDY OF 234a Dr THE GENERALIZED
INTERACTING BOSON MODEL (GIBM) *

H. SUgunt, K. Junrutaiah and R.D. Ratna Raju
Theoretical Group, Department of Physics, Andhra University

lialtair 530 003 J~ INDL'1..

~STR..1CT:
~he structure of 234a is investigated in the generalized

boson space introduced by Ratna Raju which predicts the existence
of two degenerate bands with K~l and 3 band heads above the
first ~ and -()I\.... bands in deformed even-even nuclei. The
effect of including high spin bosons on the marrl.f'e st.atd.onof
collective behaviour is examined by looking at the nuclei with
three active proton bosons, plotting their B(E2, 2+~0+)
values as a function of neutron number for various values of 1. ,

where 1') is -(;11ehighest spin of & boson included in the space.
In the Interacting Boson Nadel (IBlvl)of ..:1.rimaand

Iachello (1976, 1978) an even-even nucleus is visualized as
being composed of n/2 neutron bosons -and p/2 :p.rotond bosons,
nand p being the valence neutron and proton numbers. These
bosons carry zero spin and are allowed to populate an 1~0
ground state (s-boson) and an L=2 excited state (d-boson).
Many-particle boson states are then constructed by superposing

rthe s and d-boson stateso The five components of the L~2
state and the single component of the 1=0 state span a six
dimensional vector space which provides the basis for a.... - - - ------------- ...

* Presented by ~ M. Suguna



representatlon of the U(~ groupo The different sub-group
chains like U(5)::)H(5») R(3) and U(6) :)SU(3) ':)R(3) are then
used to truncate the basis states to provide a simple descrip-
tion of the vibrational and rotational properties of nuclei.

~~lthough in the nuclear many-body system, the 1==0 and
2 pair (boson) states give predominently large contribution
to the low-lying states (Hc Grory, 1978) as is assumed by the
IBM, in the excited states the high spin pair states also
play an important role (Hecht, HcGrory and Draayer 1972).
In addition the B(E~ values involving high spin states of
the nuclei in the heavy deformed region do not show cut off
effects as predicted by the U( 6) '::JSU(3)-:J R(3) limit. Basing
on this evidence~ Ratna Raju (1979~ 1980) proposed what is
hereafter called as the Generalized Interacting boson Hodel
(GIBH) 0

It is a very weLl, known fact that a spin zero pair of
identical nucleons occupying an orbital j, will have the f'o Ll.owi.ng

angular momenta

Therefore, in the GIBM the spin zero bosons are a.LLowed to
populate not only the L=Oand 2 states but also states with
L=4, 6~ 8, O~G' Lmax where Lmax=2j-l, j being the single
:particle angular momerrtum, Then a generalized boson degeneracy
g is obtained as (Ratna Raju 1979, 1980)

g = ;>~(2L.+1),_, J.

~ ]/2 ( >,(, +1) ( 1[, +2) 0 •••1
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The Ue 6) .~ SUe 3) ') R(3) llmit ('''.'Arima and Iachello is obtained
by limiting (Lma~ to be equal to two. The quantity n. is
defined thro.u~h th~ above equation. Now we have the chain

'~ "1) (7_)r---j
U(g)) SU(3)t which 'gives complete set of quantum number-s to

1'". .

describe the rotational stateso

The purpose of the present work is two-fold. Fi~st
we warrt to investigate the effect of including the high spin
bosons on the manifestation of collective behaviour in nuclei
by looking at how fast the B(E2, i" ~O+) values increase
as the neutron number grows from on closed shell to another,
Then we want to establish the goodness of the GIBM by
calculating the level structure of one specific nucleus viz

234u compare that with experimental data.
The model HanaLtorrl ans introduced in the U(6) --~

sue 3) ~ R( 3) limit f of the IBM
i / /" J_~Hl::: 1/",-----' :-L.
i

(Arima and Iachello 197~ viz
,--- Q «.\/ 'i'*'-..., 'lIP UL'-

2- r-; L-- - Ad- ••• ( 2a)
A-<':::'d1\...

and

H 2 - ~. ,"
r\".... ../)

are both invariant wi, th respect to the SUe 3) group,
Therefore one can g~~-"eanalytical expressions for their
eigen valueso For instance~ the eigen values of H2 can be
written as

H2 \ (), fv'- ) K L r}>
•••(,2c)
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Where the S'u( 3) Casimir Lnvar'La.rt
?-2

C(I'-r) = ,)I + /",-j..v- + / fA + 3( )\ + A~·) •.." {

None of the Hamiltonians given in equations 2a and 2b mix
different SU(3) representations or remove the degeneracy
in the K quantum number. If l;ve use the above Ham:iltonians
it is easy to see that like in the IBM, in the GIBM also
the ground state K:;=Oband comes purely from the (TJN,O)
representation and the first and bands from (7) n-4,~.
The second and bands come from (TJN-8,4). This definitely
is a great advantage. But the bands coming fromand
('lIN"':4,2).are .degenerate. S~ are the 'K=O, 2 and 4 bands coming
from ('lIN-8,4). This is very discouraging since a vast
majority of deformed even-even nuclei do not have degenerate ~
and ';;~'band s ,

JJlY interaction which "\ViII~emove the degeneracy in
the various K bands in a f1.venrepresentation •.«LLl. also mix
different representations. This may slightly complicate
the theory but hopefully not beyond the realm of practical
applicability of the model. It 'is trivial to see that for
all cases of active boson numbers N for wrri ch the SU(3)
limit is relevent, the Casi~_r invariant for the representation
~'lIN-6,3) is smaller than that of (TJN-4,2) and greater than
the C()\ fJ') values of the rest of the represent.s.tions. This
implies that the theoretical k=l and 3 bands coming from
(T) N••6,3) will lie above the first and bands and beLow the
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rest of the bands given by all other representations, when
one uses a simple Hann Lt.oru an like HI or H2/t We label the
K = 1 and 3 bands as the V and W bands (V stands for Vizag
and W for vlaltair)0 The first occurance of such bands will
be denoted by VIand W'r The vJl (k;::3) band has already been
id t"f" 1 ". 11" . 1 " l"k 172 b IR4~en J. lee exp er.i mcnt.a Y an many unc ea ley, - w
and 23~ ••

By following the lines of development of Arima and
Iachello (1978), we can show that for transitions within
the K=O ground state band

B(E2, lJt-2 L) ::; 0( 2
"2

(L+2) (L+l) ( N-L) ( N+lrt-3)
(3/4)

( 21+3) ( 21+5)

••• 3

AS we can see from the above expression, the increase in
the B(E2) va.l.ue is a quadratic function of ( 1'1) in GIBM.
Setting 'll::;2gives the IBM limit" JIe show in figure 1 the
behaviour of B(E2, 2+ ~O+) values in the llilitsof o(~ a

function of 'lland N, in the g~ollildstate bands of nuclei with
three active proton bosons for =.2i' 4 and 6. Nuclei with
Z=44 (six proton holes in the fp shell) and Z=56 (six protons
outside the closed shell of Z=50) correspond to the situation
of having three active proton bosonso Therefore, we have
considered all the Gven-even iSDtopes of Ru ~rith 50 N 64
and of Ba "Jith68 ~ H ~ 82 to get the curves with different
values of'll" The curves were then extrapoLat.ed to the N=66
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pcd.nt., Tills way we could cbt a.cn the vard atd.cn in the B(E2)
values with respect to increasing neutron number starting
from N=EO and ending up at N=82 fOI'three active proton
boson case in exactly the same "\vayas Arima and Iachello
did for the Case of '1/=2, ~le infer two things from this
diagram~

(1) The highest angular momentwn that can be
associated with a spin zero pair of identical particles will
depend upon the major shell which the valence particles are
populatinge The higher the major shell number, higher Ifill
be the possible values for rJ. Therefore, for the same number
of valence particles, GlBN predicts naturally larger B(E2)
values for nuclei with valence particles in the higher
shells an~ smaller B(E2) values for nuclei with valence
particles in the lower sheLl.s.

(~ The steep rise in the curves for higher
values of 'T) is an indication that as a result of including
high spin bosons, collective behaviour sets in faster in
such nuclei for which 'T) can be large, as the neutron number
increases towar-ds the middle of a major sheLL,

Both the above observations are consistant with
the experimental situation. (Please see figure 14 of Nathan
nand Nilsson (1965)&

Since the first [3i and o'\...bandsare almost degenerate
in 23~, it is an ideal case to be studied in both the IBM
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and GIBIVl. It has ten protons outside the closed shell of
Z=82 and sixteen neutrons outside'the closed shell of N=126.
In both the proton and neutron spaces, the valence particles
have particle like states~ Therefore, the F-spin is well
preserved (Iachello and Scholten 1979) and one need not
treat the neutron and proton degrees of freedom separately.
Thi s case corresponds to thirteen active bosoris , In the
present calculation we have included the g bosons also
into ~he calculation by choosing the cutoff value 'f) = 4.

The mostvi.mportarrt representations for bha s case are (52, 0)

(48, 2) and 44, 4) 0 The last representation occurs twice
in the U( 15) partition (13). If and are the strength

11factors used ip the IBM, then 0( = 0( and ft1t =: fPl (2N-l)I( 'T) N-l)

will give exactly the same results for any in GIBM, when
one uses the Hamiltonian given in equation (2c), for the
first ~ anu 0'''' band s, The posicions of other Lands will

Idiffer slightly. 0( is fixed to give correct separation
between the 0+ and 2+ levels of the ground state band and
~I is fixed to get the right position of the first ~ and'OV
bands which are degenerate. The effect of including high
spin bosons will be felt in the B(E2) values (see equation 3).

",l.lso,with 'T) =4, the largest value of J that can occur in
the ground state band is pushed upto Jmax =4N (N being the
active boson nruuber).

To generate the theoretical spectra in the U(15) SU(3)
R(3) limit, we have used the f'o Ll.owi.ng strengths with Hamiltoni

....... - ... - ..~•.... ~- ..-•...... - ...--.------------------------_ ...•.•
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H2 given in equation (2c)

For 234u c(1:=: 7.25 kev and ~ I ::: 2.75 kev

The resulting spectra are shown in figure 2. In both the

cases, we did not show in the figures the second ~ and {('-'

bands coming from ('1") N-8~4) although they were observed

experimentally", With such a. simple Hamiltonian as H2, it

is impossible to get correctly all the positions of various

bands. For the. same reason Ju-ima and Ia.che11o also did not

show these bands in 234U which they studied in the UC6)--:J SUe3) .::J
R(3) limit (.l~rima and Iachello 1978). The second (ill band

coming from (18,4) would be 445 kev above the experimental

band if one generates it with the strengths used by Ara.ma

and Iachel10 in the U(6) limit. The same thing happens in

the GIBM.. In the U(l5) J SU(3) .:J R(3) limit, with the strengths

mentioned above, for 234u the second band starts at 511

kev above the experimental bando But we should mention here

that in both IBM and GIBtvI,the level spacings within the

second i3 and 0""" bands are Ln fairly good agreement with

experimental values" Thee:1.verimental values are taken

. from Lederer and Srrir Ley (1978)? 1fith the strength factors

used in the present calculation, the theoretical ,3+ band

occurs at 218 kev beLow the experimental band for 23~.

In conclusion vie emphasize that the Generalized

Interacting Boson Hodel has exactly the same simple features

of I~lo In addition, it predicts the existence of bands
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wi th k=l and 3 which we ca.lled as the V and the Uf bands.
There is experimental evidence for the occurence of the
V band alsoa In 158G~ the (K=~ V band starts at 2.494
Hev and in 16%y it starts at 1.7455 Mev (Lederer and
Shirley 197~. The model also provides an explanation for
the systematic rise in the B(E2) values of the even-even
nuclei as we go from the low mass region to high mass
regions of the nuclear periodic table.

As we have stated earlier, excepting a very feTI/l
cases, in most of the even-even rotational nuclei, the ~
and (,~bands are not really de generate. With the model
Hamiltonians Hl or H2 there is no way to obtain the exact
positioning of all other bands also. This would mean that
the applicability of this simple and elegant theory is
limited to pitifully few nuclei where as the nuclear periodiC
table is rich with many rotating even-even nuclei. .A simple
interaction whi.ch would split the K degeneracy and still
keep the calculations simple enough to be done on the back
of an envelope would be proposed in our subsequent publication.

/
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BAND SPLITTING IN THE INTERACTING BOSON APPROXIMATION*

R.D. Ratna Raju and M. Suguna
Theoretical Group, Department of Physics Andhra University, Wal':"

tair 530 008 AP

+*+*+*+

ABSTRACT

A new term is added to the Hamiltonian of the Interacting
Boson Approximation in the SU (3) limit which removpS the
degeneracy in the,K quantum number. Expressions for the
evaluation of matrix elements in the boson space were
derived and the results of the study of a test case are
renorted.

Introduction
The Interacting Boson A~proximation (IBA) of Arima

and Iachealo h~s generated a lot of interest in the recent
past in nuclear structure studies by virtue of the simple
analytical nature o~ the eigen v~lue ~roblem 1). The two
important limi.ting cases namely U (6)0 U(5)~R(5bR(~)
and U(6)::' SU(3):::>R(3) yield simple expressions for ener-
gie sand transi tion rates and provide an accurate descrip-

-tion of nuclei. which fit into the cases ~"here these symmetries--------------------------------------------------------------*P8per presented by R.D. Ratna Raju.
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are well preserved. But such nuclei are few and far in
between when we scan the entire periodic table, particu-
larly in the rotational limit whi,ch requires that the beta
and gama bands be degenerqte and that t~e energy ratio

+' +of the 4, and 2 Level,sbe euua l to 10/3. The n.rst
restriction arise due to the USe of simple Hamiltonians
like

\-1\ -

\-t!l-:: - 1< ~ Q ~. Qj - K' :?~l ..L J
~,j. L}i

which can neither mix various SU(3) representations (which
is an advantage)·nor spIlt the degeneracies in the various
K quantum numhers coming out of any representation (1lThich
is a grsat disadvantage). Fo:L'example, if one uses ~
the eigen values can be immediqtely written as

E' ( A~) ~ d- L ( L+~- \3c. (~tA-) ~
c.. lJ, r'-J =: ,,'). + fA'L + 'J\ ~l + .3 () -1-r-)

is the bilinear Casimir invariRnt of the ~U(3) group •
••

E (\p.) as given above is not K dependent. But there
are a number of nucloi for which the criterion, E+// E +~ 2
= 10/3 is satisfied to a good appr oxtma t i on , To mention
one such nucleus, 184\.; which has 4 proton bosons (with hole-
like states) and 8 neutron. bosons (also having hole like
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states) is a striking example where the and bands
are not at all degenerate. In fact, the 1 = ~ level of
the K= 2 band lies about 2i8 kev below the 1=2 level of
the k=O band and yet the ratio E4 +/1 E2 + = 3.?79
which isvery very close to 10/3 making this nucleus a
good candidate for a description in terms of the SU(3)

limit. The nucleqr ~eriodic table is rich with such
exam pl,owhere the K=O and ~ bands are not at RII jegene-
rate. The:r(')fore,if one sticks to either of thn Hamt Lt.onf ans
(Hl or H2) mentione1 above, thered are pitifully few
nuclei to w~ich we can qpJly this limit. The purpOSe of
the present paper is to Lrrtr oduce a new term into the TBA
HFlmiltonian to OVercome this difficulty.
Theoretical Details

We look at the qURdrupole-quadrtipole interaction
used by ArLma and Iachello: 1

Q\ @ t '\
.~ ~ ~,&j ::: ~ & l' & l +:~,~. &:.. ~ J' \..3/
L)j . . _ L l (.J

~\5'(X\i ~).c..~ We)u:: .i.[.~..& ':.' Q,~ - ~ & i> &;] (4-)
.2~ Q L' 5t -:..~ L)J 2... L

L '-J f'. r; ( \~~- .2: &~. ~j - G - 2> L r;)

" l) j
where C is again the ~3simir operator of the SU (3) group.
Arima and Iachello use only this Dart of the quadrupole -
quadrupole force as it is diagonal in the SU (~) space.
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But the one-body part 2,3)
tQ~·&~ ~ (1J3)\N[~(\I\+~J-

where N is the total number of bosons and ~ = 2 (for the U (6)

For fixed N, the first term in eqn. (6) isBo son Model).
subtracting out that term, we have

\ [ .' " '2. <::::<" 'LJ
~ .~' - -3 L + ~ '7 t~,

With the above force, we can write the Hamiltonian as
, ~ ~

~::: ~c l\Ivl] 4- b L ( L +~+ C ~ ~ ~
The last term in the above Hamiltonian is not obviouslY

constant. Therefore,
L \(\'.C?). --

C>\ v ~J. . t .
LLJ

(7)

diagonal in the SD (3) basis. Therefore, one has t~
evaluate the r-mtire energy matrix' and diagonalize it.
This would look like 1!le ar e making simple things complica-
ted. Also, people may worry that the inclusion of this
term would result in a severe mixing of the SU (3) repre-
sentations thus destroying th:1goodness of the SU(3) basis.
This calculation shows that such fears are unwarranted.

To calculate the expectation value of the
1\ <)."

~ t~ 'term, we fir st reduce it into the SU (3)
(;

irreducible components. For this purpose, we define
the boson creation and annibilation o~erators as SU (3)
spherical tensors in the ~ollowing mRnner4 )

+ C~\o)tQC')'\\0) £/\0 e ::: { '1"'{) \:

and , ''r1-t e.-mt ..(1) ~\).t
CL \"f\ 0) (.me::- C I) t ~~)- m.e
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SD (3) representations are C?4,O), (?,0,2) and (16,4). The
corresponding sipgleparticle ofp are gican in table 1.

Yhe p8rameter is chosen to give correct seperqtion between
+the first and the a second 0 states coming from (24,0)

when tho sand d bosons only are included. Making use of
a Generalized \-{igner-;:;;:ckarttheorem, 11e can show that

.(0"r') k" L" ~ J \T~AO~') \c. co L.~o \ 0{) k L ~ :f)
~ . (A' f r I) - \ 11-+r )
~ C:') (lA"f") III a;rlllct'r) cI '/

(?' \t'1)~I <"-A fA") \\\ o;+ 1\\ C }'}-AI) r/, 1/

1 ~ \)., f! rl'Z< O'l") KL C",!",) Ic, ~ II\''" t") ~"l")f
~, v\.l),I~,> ~ 0 ( LA! ) ~01) t).' /" ') ~\" ) " (A t") (A 'r .)~(.9)
TIle tr1.pplG barred reduced ma t.rixeLemerrt s of at are the .,
SD (3) boson fractional parentage coefficients (cfp).

hs a test case to study the influence of the
'"'2 K( 'L term on the energy spectrum and the wave functions,

lwe have chosen a nucleus with N= 12 bosons. The important
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and (20,2) rp.spectively. The value of b is fixed to get
a;Jproximately the seper.qtion between the 0+ +and 2 levels
of the ground state band of l56Gd• The results of the
(only) calculation 1.-1ehave done with a :: - , 00 (S-

c - .0 \S" and L -::..0' '0\ bring out the following facts ~
(1) ~he ground state band is al~ost pure (q9~) and

it comes f'r om (04,0) K=O, as Wi th H or : H
1 2

(2) The secorrl K = 0 band is about 96% pure and
it comes from (20,2) K= 0

(3) The mixing in other bands is m i nrmaL.
We show in table? the content of,the K =0 ground state band'

+for values of J=~. The trend is exactly same for higher J

values also. In figure 1we show the generated spectrum.
We should emphasize here that we did I'lot·tryto get an exact
fit to ary actual nucleus. ~~is is th8 sJectrum of our first

"guess (C = 0.01) for the strength of the 4 -t~'L term.
'I-

Before we take a too optimistic stance, we have to generate
a number of spectra for different values of the strength
parameters and come to valide conclusions.
Acknowl,~dgements
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Tno18 1
Single Boson cvP for the case of N=12

(16,4)

0.000000

<::

(~2,0) 3.464102 -1.023511

(18,2) O.OOOGOO 3.10g438

(14,4) 0.000000 0.000000

1.455214

3.113621

Table ?

Composi tion of the ground state band

0.995837 (24 O)K= 01~ OJ= 0 -0.090972 (~O 2)K = 01= OJ=O
-0.005493 (16 4)K= 01=I'OJ= 0

0.995287 (24 O)K= 01= 2J= 2 -0.096788 (20 2)K = 01= 2J=2
-0.000047 (20 2)K= 21= 2J= 2 -0.005781 (16 4)K = 01= 2J=2
-0.000251 (16 4)K= 21= ?J= 2

0.096034 (24 O)K= OL= 4J= 4 -0.088806 (20 2)K = OL= 4J=4
-0.000088 (20 2)K= 21= 4J= 4 -0.005161 (16 4)K = 01= 4J=4
-O.OOOOO?, (16 4)K= 21= 4J= 4 -0.000000 (16 4)K = 41= 4J=4

0.996319 (°4 O)K= 01= 6J= 6 -0.085137 (20 2)K = 01= 6J=6
O.OOOlAl (:PO 2)K= 21= 6J= 6 -0.004718 (16 4)K = 01= 6J=6
0.0000?3 (16 4)K= 21= 6J= 6 0.000000 (16 4)K = 4L= 6J=6

0.996677 (24 O)K= OL= 8J= 8 -0.081326 (20 ~)K = 01= ~J=~
-0.000306 (20 2)K= 2L= 8J= 8 -0.004215 (16 4)K = OL= ~J=8
-0.000049 (16 4)K= 2L= 83= 8 -0.000000 (16 4)K = 4L= 8J=8
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00 YRAST LINES LIMIT FUSION PROCESS AT HIGH ENERGIES?*

G. Shanmugam
Department of Physics, Presidency College,

and
Madras 600 005.

v. Devanathan
De nar tmerrt of Nuclear Phy si cs ~ Univer sity of Hatjras , H8.dras ')5

+*+*+*+*

1. Introduction
Over the last few years it has become clear that tl1eCDOSS

section for fusion,O fu of relatively heavy ions (compound~ s,
mass~~ 50) nearly completely exhausts the total reaction cross
section, <0"( , at low energies above the Coulomb barrier.
At high energies, however,6' drops rather suddenlyfus,
belowE)~ leading to a charact8ristic bend in a ~lot of

6. versus inverse cantre of mass energy liE As
f'u s em

of now, however, it is n-it clear (, -3) ,.,.l1etherthis limi-
ta tion of <£fus at high energies is due to an entrance
channel effect - as has been ~erified for heavier systems
or to an yr ast line limi tation due to te.efact that the
compound nucleus cannot absorb all the angular momentum
in the entrclTIcechanne L, To ansver this question it is

'* Paper presented by G. Shanmugam.
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rn~ndatory to have reliable information on the location of
the yrast line upto very high spins.

The purpose of thts paper is to use the Motte-
Ison-Nilsson mo t.hod (4) extended by us previously for tl-Je
rotating light nuclei (5,6) for obtaining the yrast lines
f 40,42 46

0_ Ca and- Ti and discuss the latter in connection
wit~ empirical fusion bands.

Diebel et al (7) have performed yrast line calcu-
lations for light nuclei with A = 24-~0 on similar lines
using the Strutinsky method for rotating nuclei but have
not reported results for42 Ca and 46Ti• Further, even
though they have presented the yrast line of 40Ca in order
to search for the presence of yrast traps they have not
discussed it in connection with empirica1 fusion banris.
Thus the results of the;Jresent calculations sU~:Jlement
the results of Diebel et al (7), but have been obtained
by an entirely different method, namely the Mottelson-
Nilsson method for rotating lig~t nuclei.

2. Method of Calculation
The nucleons move in a cr-anked NtLsson potential with defor-
mation described by E and Y T~e cranking is performed
around one':lf thp principal axis, the z-axis, and the cranking
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frequency is given by vJ

in the rotating system
h

uJ

We diagonalize the Hamiltonian

= ·0n

in cylindrical rspr-e sent.atdon (f) up to N = 6 shells. This
is in contra st to the Strutinsky met hod wher-e ln the diagona-
lization up to about N = 11 shells is required. Thus there
is enormous reduction in computation tise in the pre3ent
method. In eq. (1) hO is the static Nilsson Hamiltonian.
The eigenvalues of the diagonalization are the energies in
the rotating system, eiuU The total nuclear spin is
identified with the component along the rotation axis:

I = I (6,1'.,w ) = ~
i

m.1.

where the sum is taken over the occupied orbitals. Tae single-
particle energies in the fixe~ frame are calculated asexpecta-
tion values 0f the static Hamiltonian hO and come out as :

Ivv ~.)ei = ei + -n (j mi

The total energy is then obtained as
E = E = ~e. il,.,

where EC is the nuclear Coulomb energy which depends on deforma-
tion. Apart from the complications which arise because of the
pairing correlations, and which could be handled separately,
nuclei are on the average expected to rotate with the rtgid-
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body moment of inertia. The same rotational behaviour results,

1

I
I
l
i

I

however, from nucleans in a cranked harmonic oscillator or
Woods-Saxon potential (9,10). Thus, it is generally not
necessary to renormalize the rotational beha~iour. However,
the Nilsson model is associated with a somewhat strange rota-
tional property due to the t2-term (11). An advantage of
light noclei is then that this term vanishes or is very small.
Further, 1.,edo not renormalize not only the spin but also the
total energy and the latter will not lead to any problem
s.ince 1,;eare dealing with only energy differences but not
their obsolute values. In the present calculations 1..,here
the energy dependence is taken directly from the sum of the
sipg.le-particle energies, ,if the diffuseness changes with
spin (7), this should be automatically account ed for. .One
can construct an energy surface for fixed I from eq s, (2)
and (4). The minima in these surfaces then determine defor-
mation and pnergy of the yrast line.
3. Yrast lines and fusion bands
The need to understand the observed absence of fusion between
very heavy ions in reactions aiming for the production of
su~er-heavy nuclei (1°) has triggered investigations of mec-
hanisms limiting fusion in lighter systems. It is well-known
now that/' of relatively heavy ions (compound mass A ~ 50)~ fus . -
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nearly completely exhausts 0-( at Low energies below the
Coulomb barrier. At high energies, hOWBver, f dropsus
rather sud0enly below the reaction cross section indica-
ting that in this energy range no longer do all ?artial
waves that reach also fUse. The ?roblem then arises how
to explain this drop of (}fUS under the raach'ion cross sec-
tions. The possible explanations fall into two basic cate-
gories. They eithet employ the properties of the compound
nucleus formed in the reaction and in ~articular its rota-
tional characteristics. Alternatively, the observed limi-
tation ofo fus at high energies is explained in terms of
entrance channel models in which the limitation mechanism
depends on Z and A of target and projectile. The first
of these two alternatives is discussed in this section.

In a fUsion reaction a completely equilibrated
compound nucleus (CN) is formed that may then decay either
by particle emission or fission. tComDletely equilibrated'
means here that the CN does not remember anyoroperties of
the entrance channel other than the incoming anguJar momentum
and the energy. The maximum incoming angular momentum is
given by the grazing value, the excitation energy E* of the
CN by the sum of bombording energy and the ground state Q-

value. If at a given excitation energy the grazing angular
Jo.
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momentum is larger than the yrast-spin at this E* t~en the
CN cannot accommodate all the angular momentum brought into
it. Consequently,O fus 1rill be smaller than Or f

Obviously, an exact knowledge of the location of the
yrast line is mandatory for an unefluivocal decision whether
this limitation mechanism is re~lised in any reaction. Figs~
1 to 3 show the yrast lines obtained by our calculations to-
gether 'Nith t'le experimental fusion bands which are obtained
from published cross sections by means of the sharp-cut-off
approximation. In this approximati':lnthat assumes that all
partial waves upto amaximum angular momentum£max f'use ,

the fUsion cross section reads :

QfUS
2

+1)

Measuring Dfus as a f'unc t.t on of energy thus allows one to
translate the Qf'us (E) de oendsnce into E* (t max )
depence where E* is the excitation energy in the eN
(E* = Eem + q) This experimentally determined. depen-
dence E* (imax = I) is plotted in the figures.

The calculated yrast lines shown in Figs. 1-3 have
to be identified with un;Jaired bands. Since it is known
(':')that patrLng breaks down around I ~ 8....10 the calculated
yrast lines are ex~ected to be correct for spins larger than
I ~ Ie except for a shift of the ene~gy upwArds by the pairing

(5 )
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correlation energies. In the high-spin rarge (I'Z-10) their
true excitation energies are, therefore, higher than the cal-
culated ones just by the ~airing correlation energies. But

40in the case of Ca, the calculated excitation energies in
the spin range I 10 should be correct since the ground state
pairing correlation energy for 40Ca is zero (7).

As can be seen from Figs. 1-3 in all cases the cal-
culated yrast lines lie below the fusion bands extracted from
the measured fUsion cross sections. It is thus the conclusio n
from our sthdies that yrast-line limitations cannot be respori-

sible for the observed 1rop of ~fus unier6' at high energiesr

in systems leading to com'aound nuclei in t nts mass region. A

si.m t Lar conclusion has been drawn by Diehel et al (7) in systems
leading to compound nuclei l·,ith24 ( A « 32.

4. Summar v

In this ~a~er we have obtained the yrast lines of
40 4? 46."" ," "JCa and Tl using the microscopic Mottelson-Nilsson
method extended previously by us for the rotating light
nuclei. This method, apart from being economical, has the
advantage that it automatically accounts for the change of
diffuseness wi th sni.n (which is most im:;lortantfor light
nuclei).

",
!
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The yrast lines obtained by our calcu18tions are
discussed in connection with empirical fusion bands. Since
they are found to lie below the fUsion bands extracted from
measured fusion cross sections it is concluded that the yrast-
line limitations cannot be responsible for the observed drop
of fusion cross section under reaction cross section at higher
energies in this mass region.
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NEW FORMS OF THE DIRAC EQUATION ~aTH~HIl ...'pIRAC ]vt.%.TRIC~

REi'L.WED BY OPER..4TIDIiS INVOL VING INT~RNll.L VARIABLES

.a. Jagannathan
MATSCIENCE,The Insti tute of Hathematical Sciences, Hadras-600020

India

A
B Yhe Dirac equation is 'NTl tten wi, th the Dirac matrices
S replaced by operators Lnvo.Iving certain internal varia-
T bles wi th the motd vatd on to interpret the differences
R between several existing sp5n,,'l/2 particles obeying the
g same Dirac equation as differences in the structures of
C the internal spaces. Also a faithful operator equivalent
T of general matrix alg~.2:s o~~:t::ained. '

Aim of this paper is to r ea..t se thE:.Dirac equation

in the form

~ (~J:)

'rQ. (2~,t)
tf!3 (2~ It)

1/lLf (~ Ie-) ;

where ~ is a set of Lrrt.erna.L variablas on wb±th the new
MI'- A J\'\. I'

Dirac operators (el
r

10(2 /'J.3 / (,j ) depend" The motivation

is to interpret the differences between the various spin""1/2
particles
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obeying the same Df.rac ern..l·-:..-cion(1) as differences in the structure

of the internal ~ -sr) .rce ~ ~_;his :,)(:rper denons t.r a-ees the e:,d.stence
~

of different ty;;es of pirJc ecuatio,). .in the Given fprm (2) though

the acrri.everacrrt of tho de Sii"cd :~illdof i:nterpretatiol1 is not yet
;.:1.,

corapLet.e , To thi s erid ~,j'.J sh81l consider 'C'wo'w;:;,ysof writing the ~.,

Dirac equata.on in t.ile rec;ui~?ed form (2) as follows.

(3)

1\

!3~~

the usua.l. b030:''1ic orie rato r s obeying.•..- .

and as usual

I' /".,-1'>.-/,
. 6) l\t :::::O~j ~\



-I i

3)5

8)

In ot.he rwo r ds the mat:d.ces representing Bm
are gi.ven in the basi s of i'tft; t by

and C'YYt

and

respectively where

(ll)

\
\
~
1

" ! J
..•. , ,-1Y1 - 'I /

(,J
'"" .

i 0 0 -~- 0
01..0 -_-0

and

- - - -

- .
-;

(12)

~. - -
(j 0 0 () - - - L
1000 0
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the e and F. obeying
't'Yl. mm x m cyclic matrix. :I:he matrices

( JA)

are the generators of the generalised Clifford algebra which has

been studied in great detail by Alladi Ramakrishnan and his

collaborators (1-3) from the points of view of mathematical struc-

ture and physical applications. The Dirac matrices f c:X1)r;iZ/;;/"'~-' f3~
can be expande d in terms 0 f the 4 x -1 matrices B4 and C J..J.

as follows

(14)

f

where I A~the 4 x 4 uni t matrixo (See Ref 01 for an ele gant

theor!im of Ramakrishnan on the decompost t~on of a general ill x ill

matrix in terms of the F>~ and em matrices) G Now let us define
r r-; A. r-; "'-

the operators let
l

,rill d.3) B) as the expressions on

the right hand sides of the above equations for «., \X2 <J.. 3 and
I J r-

~ ~espectivelY vr.i. th 13 it an~ C U replaced respectively by B4-
and C~ defined ~:~()vein (a) and (4) wi'th m = 4~ Then 0bviously

these operators obey

(15)

y-~= 0J () 2) - -
~
{= 1,2.13"
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-as required. As a result tl:3 Dirac equation can be written as

where now
C)O

(l~ 11P)::o L: f Y\1 (~~ t)~)
'{Yi! -=-0 .

corresponding to the Dirac plane-wave spinor solution

we have here the solution

if [a) 0)+ (1 f f 4) +azls)+ - -l j-

1f2[aolt7 t Oil I,) +a2-10)+ ---J+
f3 [a61~1 + a,(b)+4L/ID).f.---J + .
<r/J 4 [a. 13) + tA \ I ~) i- q2 I11)+ - --Jo _

where (1'10) 4-1)tt'd})---) can be chosen arbitrarilyo This

freedom of choice of (QD,atf) '---J and the general nature of
j\. .

the underlying oper~-gors 0, and oJ maYbe useful in building

models to account for the instrinsic differences between particles

obeying the same Dirac equatIon but with some yet unknown

differences, like in the case of the leptons .(2/ U1& etc.. IV , )
A parti:.cular realisation of the internal 'l--space in this case,

would be to choose

(19)
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and the states ITf}1,)} as the oscillator states. It is recalled

what while constructing the positive-energy relativistic wave

lRquation Di;ac4) himself has intaJoduced in the structure Of\ I>
internal variables leading to oscillators states with respect

to t.hem, It is cle ar the.t the pre sen t paper derive sits in-

spiration e ssentn.a.Ll.y rr-om the work of Dirac4) though the details

are different (sec~ l1efo- (5) fo~C'the negative energy counterpart
4)of Dirac's'" positl\re ennrg'"J relativistic wave n eq~tionJ.

'-" , Z; ~ )Method 2. Let !; =- ~ <V'\J S -i. be an internal two-dimensional
.Ivvt· W

space on' which the D.irac spinor rt[P('~; t J~) depends. Let

c~!/21)
anYE= ~\~}.+~2-~
vectors such that the set

be unit orthogonal vectors in the ~-space such that
IVA '

e Let r 0,r a2 l' be two basd,s
LIW\)/W\

t R 'i'll z;1L I ~I +
/v-»;

Latrtf.ce , If 1-0\ and
"""

of lattice-vectors

Yt.z. ~2 .. 1 tf{;II'Ylz.=O)±l)±~i~efines a B;av~is

K"l o'::'etwo vectors such that
/V\;v

( 20)

then the set of all vectors

(21) (RJ) == t i<vIl ~ Y\1.1~ i-V'Ilz.~2 \W"'YY\2 -=:.0) ±lj±2) __~
'VIA-

defines the so-called -rec.iprocal lattice to the given Bravais·
( 6)lattice (EL)e Foll1-JOr:~Zak we have that the functions

(22)



-~~-------------.---..-.. --.--.-.

.s

~t ,

l.t

L

'. )'VJ

I
b 1/ h /.j . ~ _, {:.. \--, R,Q <-r- .

wi th i) 1{ -== ~ I ~ + f'.;). r;,..2.. ) - Z '" fv f) (Brillouin zone}\
i\M.I

(23) i1) qt::::. q,tl a. If- q;''l az..', - ~ ~q! CV <~ (Wigner-8ei tz
N\II... <VII'-.I- 'V\A.. e-: V I) ~ ~

zone)

are such that

and obey

(25)

!\ II'-
. ,

where 5\ and r2 axe as usual multip+ications by? and ~
I ,
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respectively and • Now let us

define

(26) ~(~)= ~~CFJ) cPl[)=~~!2IQ (f)

th (~) 111/ (." 1· 1) J . ( f)
'V 3 S. = r~~z ,Q~ ) 1'1\ l U"" qc~t + ~2.JQ.~

and introduce .the operators
II . A.' t

(27) ~I .i: ~ t±~~~·iS,' )?v ~ ~ t±~5~'!+~~~~:R..
f := ~ £ ±,t ~Z • fg 3 . .

It D " f\ h.. ." r- /'--.
(28) J> J:: ~ [±L KI ! ~2 } ~Z -==- J)/Yffi)[ ±L[i6I' ~ + 'IN P5F, '1J <\IV\ AM J ~~vl) ~ ~ - - y

13 =: ~f {i-i ~\~~-)
Using the above equations it can be verified easily that-
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\

, 1

where [rp.l J. and [[b~l Jare 4 x 4 matrices gLven by~1J~ :~ /
Dirac as

(30) f ~= 0: rx' T J A~ == I (0 cJ.i 1, '0)-) 'L '{;) ~

with
• 0

K .(0 I ) «: (0, --{). '1--' ( I ()) r ::= {{o o}~ )
(31) V 1 z: I V / U ~I =:: A, 0 ) (J 3 =- 0-1, ) '/

as usual following Paulio As a result we may define, following

Dirac

Omitting the t~T signs. Then the Dirac equation may be re-
. --

presented as

3~/" 1\) r ,(33) ~ (J. ~r ~"m; lro( 7L, t)' ~ ) = .{SL ~ (t t;~)L,J j' d +r Y "#I I M-1'. d t!.[ AM I ..•....

~= .

~ \

(34) 7f!{~,.f: ; 1, ) = ~""'-----'p,. ~ ~ ( !:It) ~jLL f)

where
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and

u . I~I
(35) &. ¥ Il~[C<l ]';)7 ~p,)~J~J;~::11~3,4

j V =1 f-=-{) . ICf4 =-(3/

w.Lth [[[ a
1
JV~ \ r = I, 'l,l,'rIas the usual Dirac matrices. Now

the interesting questions of ruJ:avance \'1'1. th respect to the above

stated motivation are
/

There are only five types of Bravais lattices7). 1Iill thereI)
be any significance to the corresponding five different choice's

of Bravais lattice. types in the internal space of above theory

with respect to particle physics?
A I

II) In the set of Civh given above the sign ambiguities 1+1

exi st L,e. the tr ansformations,

(36)

)
independent of each other, .i.cave their effect on ~tO una.Ltere d,

But these can be interpreted as operator realizations, correspord-

ing to different factor systems of the projective representations

of the fini te abelian group ~'J.,;X 7!Q; )\ ?!,J., X 7(~ . Whatis

the physical significance of this ?

Acknowledg~ments:""I wish to thank Professor Alladi Ramakrishnan,

for"!;\is kind and constant encouragement and all my colleagues at:

Mai;sci~.)ncefor fruitful discussions.
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HM§IVE NEUTR):NOSAND~ECTRO-WEAK GAUGETHmRY

R.P ar thasaratrny
MATSCIENCE,The Insti tute of Mathematical Sciences, MADRAS-OOOl13

+*+*+

Themasslessness nature of the neutrinos has been intimately
, '

associated w.ith the V-A nature of the weak interaction theory

The recent unified theory of weak interaction and electromagnetism

due to S'alam [2] and Weinberg [3] incorporates this mass-

lessness from the beginning and,hence only the left-handed components

are involved. It is well known tfia t if the neutrinos are massive

then, the theory will not be a full V-A, violating pari ty

maximally, but a mixture 0 f V -A and V +.A. interactions. The

idea of a massive neutrino received much attention after the ex-

periment of Lubin:ov et. al. [4J who conclude that 14 ev~

"'l),1.,,\ <. 46 ev in their 3H_~ 'decay measurement, although there have
4Ie,. "

been vigorous proposals regarding the effect of massive neutrinos,

namely Tneutrino Oscillations' by Ponte Corovo [5J •
The problem of small mass for neutrino in the context of

unified gauge theories has been studied by Braneo and Senjanovic

[6 J . 'These authors choose the gauge group, as SU( 2)L X.

SU( 2) R X U( 1) and observe an ineH table mixing of left and

right handed gauge bosons at one-loop le~el calculations for the

Higgts effective potential. Such a mixing is believed to be in-

compatible with the c?-lculability of neutrino mass.

Proc. of the Conference on tParticle Interactions and Astrophysics1

Feb. 4-8,· 1981, HYSORE.
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I n the talk, I wi sh to address the question: " "Do massive

neutrinos change the low-energy weak Interaction tlmory '? ". ,', It

appears qui te natural to attribute a Dirac mass to the neutrino.

So, we consider an enla;rged gauge group SU(J2)L xSU( 2}R x U(1)

Such a group has been suggested by Pati and Salam r7J in their•...
SU(a)G" x SU(4) theoryofgrand unt rt catd on based upon lepton-, F ' " .

quark uni versali ty.' In such a igro up, the interpretation oJ the

UC1) group after sporrbaneous symmetry breaking is clearer as

belonging to a local CB...L) symmetry, thus providing unique values

of Y fer quarks ( ~) and Leptons ( -1) irrespective of genera-
r: 'l

tien and helicity states L81 ..
We now briefly give the observatd ons , The gauge invariant

Yukawa ceupling with Hfggls sce.Lars give mass .ror neutrino. in much

the same way as fer electrens, muons and t.au-Leptons, In this

way, ,the appro ach is different from bhose o.f Hehapatra and

Senjanevi c [9 J' and Riazudclin and Fayyazuddin [10] .
The weak doublets considered are,rlJ:~~)}r~(B)J \)jt:tG5j ,[. lJf"~6),-1 ell:

L "L)L €'JR.)! I JL .. r- -K
, fer lep tons ·and

(1) ,

u" '-1
d,(<1()/

I'-.It.-

( 2)
G~""t..

"~

_, __ ,__, •••••• _, •••.•••i
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for quarks, Where
LJe(~) t: ~#) G.~ ~ +})r-- 5)~. t:t-- .

2),...,(&) :: _ 1JeS~t1 +)),.,.. C~ G

d (B-c.):- ~ c~ &c. + .h .tv;'" fie...
/&( 9-t) ~ _ J.S:~&c+A0:& El--c ( 3)

and L, R stand for left and right handed spinors respectively.

e and ec (Cabibbo) are the mixing angles for neutrinos and

- * quarks respectively. If the quark-lepton symmetryis ex-

tended, one may conjecture e = e c. Before doing any calculation,

it is naive to notice that due to the orthogonal mixing of

neutrinos in equation (1) ( )Jete) with e- and Vf"t~)
with ~- ) ii _) e Y process will be absent. This is

identical to the absence of ~ ~ 0 neutral weak current

Lnber-act.cons due to the asscct atf.on of JS( 9c...) with a fourth .

quark C, first formulated by Glashow, lliopouioys and Maim 1?1-
Wecall the above absence of ii _> eY as the "Leptomc r.naao gueI

of GIMmechanismand say that fmuonness1vi&lating processes

will be absent (at :tree level) in this model. However, there 'Will

be tmuonnessl violating processes in the charged current sector,

akin to the usual AS+ 0 charged current processes. Further,

it is to be noted that the,re is no individual (Le or LiJ) lepton

number distinguishing the two tyPes of neutrinos 2Je.. and ))~

ind1dentally, this is a basic requirement for neutrino

oscillations.

.'

. i

I,
i I
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,

Now, we take up the question of parity villation in the

,model. First of all, wi th equation e1) and using standard

Lagrangi an for SUe2)L x sue 2)R x ue 1), the leptoni c neutral

current becomes,.-v

i Q Af"-C~e.a',\."/'eT 11' ~f"ij,J - ~'0 rr- [13L( );~L')'rYeL
, ,. r--" Ce:$o(. ,

+- ))f"l,. "6 {V'-~I-"-L -+- eLQ~"'" eL1-1£'0f'L It-)
- G<. s,;~ C~e0'r-'Yt- + ~r-°r-'<Vr)]

_ ('1S~ ol..~ 0\ X I-A. P\f-:; IOr'.- tv£' -+ rt"v '~tl~'~fA..
'" 0 ' ~ :J...~ I L v~ ., ~; 'JV- '

+'o/~r-Ife +~"o~j'"I"'--(\ _\~~ ())e.R'Yi"'-V~'"
T')}tv-"-0r"-))~ -QK'6~~ - t'f.:.Pf'A- ,~JJ (4)

where, denoting the gauge bosons 0 fSUe 2)L1 ' SUe2)Rand U(1)

g<a.ugegroup s respectively as, 'wt ~ CiJ.'

lv,L ,:I, '~'IfA
~,~ I

kJt: I == S~ ""

I .--('r-- - J"W2:0\- +~,ol.~~~
.J

"

A'~
2t-"-

~r-

o
~-;/c~

-k~
and

" ,'~..



In this .node.l , :;Cf""-iS the E'.-'3.+ogueof massa.ve neutral gauge

boson in the standard model and I\/\.....•....is the heavy neutral gauge.
i~' fA' f .

boson. d- .=' OL ~ df( I·Ji th (j L, R.... as the gauge coupling in

SU(2)L,R and s ' is the gauge coupling in TI(l).

1.---<2.::. d :;~o\ ::_oJ l Ce-J:4"fhere oL.. i s '\~ci nberg like' angle. In

the limi t iV't itlJp .....~..C; i ·"'Ji~'-":::::;o0 and equation (4) re¢luces to

the standard modeL, In thi s ''lay,} al though we had 2J~) 1.1I"'r<...
from the bagi m i ng, they show their presence only in the X f-
Lrrt er-aetd.o n, I n .che limi t ~\X -> 0/-) , the right handed

neutrino s decouple and their effects di sapp ear.· Thus pari ty

violation appears to be a low energy phenomena [7] •. The

neutral weak currents are immune to the mixing angle e. Thus,

afbei t the sacrifice of L ,L consergation,e V,
decay is absent. .

Th:.;charged current if R;ivenby

(6)

c

<

.; .
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where t}(R)± = (wL(R) 1 + i viLeR) 2- /~. 2 In the ·limi t
/.L /.L - J1, ) \l c. e.

. .

MwR -7 00 equation (6) reduces to the standard model.

In this way, with massive neutrinos the model still re-

present tpe present day weak interactions phenomenologyin

accordance with the standard rao deL, The exi tence of ~ small

mass of neutrino does not change the weak interaction physics co

completely but may exhi bit their effects at high momentumtrans-

. fer (presumably restoring pari ty consergation).

Now, we take the problem of mass generation. The Higgs

multiplets introduced are .[10 ]

<fL(1) OJ I) /fR.(O ,i, !) .J q/e 1}1)0)

The pattern 0 f symmetry brealti.ng considered is

The do~b~ets CPL) cf:~ have gauge invariant. coupling with

. gauge bosons while the quartet vr.L th the leptons via Yukawa

coupling. ,The doublets give

. (DfU-«2-)L- term and with

can be achieved.

masses for gauge bosons thIDugh
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The phenomena of neutr-i no oscillations and extension to

include tau-lepton are under study.
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